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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Mekong Institute (MI) conducted a two-week Regional Training cum Business Networking on
Sustainable Transport and Logistics Planning and Management from September 25 – October 6,
2017, at its residential training center in Khon Kaen, Thailand. The program was commissioned
by the Trade Policy and Strategy Office (TPSO), Ministry of Commerce, Thailand.
The main objectives of the program were to understand the significance of transport and logistics
management and to enhance the participants’ knowledge on effective implementation of
logistics procedures and services. The specific objectives of the program were:
•
•
•
•
•

To enhance and develop regional trade relationships within the CLMVT countries;
To foster the creation of a long-term network and cooperation, and knowledge exchange
on sustainable transport and logistics for public and private, and academic organizations
in transport and logistics in CLMVT;
To raise awareness of the importance of sustainable transport and logistics for the
participating agencies from CLMVT and develop their businesses simultaneously;
To apply the gained knowledge, skills and techniques to transport and logistics planning
and management in CLMVT;
To formulate strategies / guidelines on Human Resources Development and sustainable
transport and logistics business development in CLMVT.

A total of 55 participants attended the training from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Vietnam and
Thailand (CLMVT) - representing the mid-level, senior and management-level officials, academic
and logistics operators from government and private sector. Among the participants, five (5)
officers from the Trade Policy and Strategy Office (TPSO) and Department of Trade Negotiation,
Ministry of Commerce, Thailand also participated the program.
Through attending the training, the participants gained knowledge and skills delivered and
shared by a team of national and in-house experts with experience in sustainable transport and
logistics planning and management at regional level. Resource Persons (RPs) provided
participants with significant opportunities for being exposed to international best practices and
expertise. More specifically, the training program cum business networking covered the
following five inter-related modules: (i) Needs and Importance of Transport and Logistics, and
Challenges and Opportunities in Context of AEC, and Carriage of Dangerous Goods, (ii) Strategy
for Transport Planning and Management, (iii) International Agreements in the CLMVT / GMS and
ASEAN and Transport Regulations, (iv) E-Logistics in Supply Chain Management and GMS
Transport Information Connection (GTIC) System, and (v) Green Freight – key issues and its
importance.
To complement the in-house lectures, five (5) structured learning visits were also organized to
the Professional ID Driver Training School (Khon Kaen), CP All Public Company Limited (Khon
Kaen), SCG Skills Development School (Nakhon Ratchasima), V. Serve Group and Lad Krabang
Inland Container Depot (Bangkok). The visits were designed and organized to gain knowledge on
best practices of sustainable logistics sector management with a focus on modern techniques
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and approaches in Thailand. Key issues for discussion during the field visits were: the
identification of effective elements of transport and logistics services in planning and operations
and the functioning of effective logistics operations. The SLVs proved effective in enhancing
cooperation among the participants as a team and encouraging peer learning as well as forging
business alliances.
As part of the program, Business Networking was also organized with members of Thai Logistics
for Greater Mekong Subregion Trade Association, Chamber of Commerce and Federation of Thai
Industries in Khon Kaen, members of Thai SME Federation in Nakhon Ratchasima Province,
members of ASEAN Trucking Federation and Thailand International Freight Forwarder
Association (TIFFA) during the field visits in Bangkok.
Inspired and motivated by the new knowledge and insights gained through in-house lectures and
SLV visits, the participants prepared feasible Action Plans on logistics sector planning and
management in line with their respective national development context.
To understand the effectiveness and usefulness of the training program cum business
networking, different evaluation methods were employed. First, the result of the pre- and posttraining self-assessment shows that participants increased their knowledge and understanding
on each of the module’s session/topics contents, leading to an overall increase in knowledge.
Furthermore, results from the final program evaluation form show that all participants believed
they had increased their knowledge from the training program. Among the five modules, it was
clear there was a significant improvement in participants’ knowledge and skills on “E-Logistics in
Supply Chain Management Policy and GMS Transport Information Connection (GTIC) System”
and “Green Freight – Key Issues and its Importance” in particular.
Meanwhile, all participants indicated that the knowledge and skills gained from the training
would be relevant for their work. Overall 72% of participants were “mostly” or “highly satisfied”
with the training. 88% stated that they “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that the program should
be organized again next year.
The majority of participants stated that teaching methods had been appropriate. Suggestions
from participants for improving the training program included: Arranging Structured Learning
Visits and business networking opportunities with traders or manufacturing (SME) companies
also, further support and financial assistance to implement their Action Plans, more time for
Networking and SLVs and more diversity in the selection of participants.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Under the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) Economic cooperation Program initiated by Asian
Development Bank (ADB) since 1992, the GMS governments have prioritized transport
infrastructure and connectivity as an intervention to promote efficiency in the transport sector
in light of the fact that road transport is the dominant form of transport in all GMS countries, i.e.
80% of goods by road transport. From a long-term development perspective, transport is integral
to five key drivers of change: private sector development and private sector operations, good
governance and capacity development, gender equity, knowledge solutions, and partnerships.
From a development perspective, transport is the core component of logistics, which organizes
the movement of goods through a network of activities and services operating at global, regional,
and local levels. It was indicated that transport is the central ingredient in the time and economic
utility of products and services. Transport is not only an integral part of the supply chain but also
the most significant contributor to logistics costs.
Overall, logistics encompasses more than freight transportation while traders and logistics
services users have delegated increasingly sophisticated tasks to networks of Logistics Services
Providers (LSPs). Efficient logistics connects people and firms to markets and opportunities and
helps achieve higher levels of productivity and welfare.
With regard to the capability of the Logistics Industry and LSPs, it is well recognized that LSPs in
the CLMVT are in need of further policy and technical assistance to enhance their
competitiveness, guarantee efficient and effective logistics services, use information and
communications technology (ITC) in logistics, access regional and global markets and develop
friendly environment logistics services through adoption of green logistics initiatives and
practices through corporate social responsibility.
Aligned with national policy on trade, investment and tourism promotion and cooperation with
neighboring countries in Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam (CLMV) countries, Ministry of
Commerce (MoC) in Thailand has provided support to various programs for entrepreneur and
personnel capacity development in the CLMVT countries. The role of CLMVT as an economic hub
of ASEAN has been highlighted and considered for strengthening under the CLMVT Forum 2016
“Towards a Shared Prosperity” in June 2016 in Bangkok with one of the quick-win results, joint
human resources development in the CLMVT for fostering the economic relationship between
CLMVT and pushing forward the transport and logistics sectors which contributes to the country's
economic growth in CLMVT.
Commissioned by the Trade Policy and Strategy Office, Ministry of Commerce, Thailand, Mekong
Institute, (MI) conducted a two- week regional training cum business networking on “Sustainable
Transport and Logistics Planning and Management” from September 25 – October 6, 2017, to
support national development policy for transport and logistics sectors through sharing transport
sector development experiences of Thailand, and increase knowledge and skills on logistics
operations & services, planning and management for greater efficiency, effectiveness, and
economy.
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This report presents a detailed summary of the training program, and examines the effectiveness
of the training program. Firstly, the report introduces the proceeding of the program, starting
with the inauguration, program background, program objectives, expected outcomes and
expectations of participants, profiles of participants and resource persons. The report also
presents approaches and methodologies employed throughout the training program. Finally, the
report evaluates the program outcomes by assessing knowledge and skills the participants gained
from the course. The report also offers recommendations for further consideration and
improvement of the program. It is divided into 9 sections.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Introduction
Program objectives, outcomes and inauguration session
Program participants and resource persons
Program contents
Program evaluation
Recommendations
Conclusion and Way forward
Issues for further discussions and consideration
Appendices

2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES, OUTCOMES AND INAUGURATION SESSION
2.1 Program Objectives
The main objectives were to understand the significance of transport and logistics management
and to enhance the participants’ knowledge on effective implementation of logistics procedures
and services. The specific objectives of the program were:
•
•
•
•
•

to enhance and develop regional trade relationships within the CLMVT countries;
to foster the development of a long-term network and cooperation, and knowledge
exchange on sustainable transport and logistics for public and private, and academic
organizations in transport and logistics in CLMVT;
to raise awareness of the importance of sustainable transport and logistics for the
participating agencies from CLMVT and to develop their businesses simultaneously;
to apply the gained knowledge, skills and techniques on transport and logistics planning
and management in CLMVT;
to formulate strategies / guidelines on Human Resources Development and sustainable
transport and logistics business development in CLMVT.

2.2 Program Outcomes
At the end of the program, the participants were able to acquire knowledge and practical skills
on different pertinent topics, through in-house training conducted at MI, structured learning
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visits and business networking events organized across Thailand. Participants understood the
significance of transport and logistics management as well as strategy formulation for
sustainability of the sector. Moreover, this training aimed to achieve the following outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

The participants to be able to develop regional trade and investment network in the area
of logistics and logistics in CLMVT;
The participants to be able to raise awareness of the significance of sustainable transport
and logistics in CLMVT and to formulate needs and requirements on transport and
logistics to improve their business operation align with market demand;
The participants to be able to exchange knowledge, build networks and cooperation
between public, private and academic institutes in CLMVT;
The participants to be able to apply the gained knowledge, skills and techniques on
transport and logistics planning and management in CLMVT countries;
The Ministry of Commerce to be able to utilize the program contents and use
recommendations for capacity building and international development within CLMVT.

2.3 Inauguration Session
▪ Welcoming Remarks
Delivering the welcoming remarks, Dr. Watcharas Leelawath,
Executive Director of the Mekong Institute mentioned the key
objective of the training to enhance knowledge and skills, and
create business networking to spark growth and new
opportunities among the program participants. Furthermore,
Dr. Watcharas Leelawath noted the importance of human
resource development which was identified at the CLMVT
Forum “Towards a Shared Prosperity” in June 2016 in
Bangkok. One of the quick-win results of the CLMVT Forum
was fostering the economic relationship between CLMVT and
pushing forward the transport and logistics sectors which
contribute to countries’ economic growth and reducing the
cost to export in the CLMVT countries. Finally, Dr. Watcharas
Leelawath mentioned about the close working relationship
that MI has with TPSO, and expressed his hope that this would
continue for projects in the future.
▪ Opening Remarks
Delivering the opening remarks, Ms. Bhornbhat Punngok,
Director of the Division of Industrial and Service, Trade
Policy and Strategy welcomed all participants, and
mentioned the importance of the regional training cum
business networking in moving ASEAN forward. Ms.
Bhornbhat Punngok also noted the multidimensional
changes that were occurring in the region, and that it would
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be hard for countries to stand alone. Integration and cooperation in many areas are therefore
important for enhancing trade competitiveness.
Ms. Bhornbhat Punngok addressed that to kick off the initiatives for the regional human capital
development, “sustainable logistics’ was chosen due to its
undeniable significance. “Logistics” is an important sector
for all CLMVT countries. It is not only an incomegenerating sector but also a necessary infrastructure for
the whole economic system by providing linkages among
sectors, between businesses and consumers, and across
countries. Ms. Bhornbhat expressed her thanks towards:
i. the Department of Trade Negotiation, Ministry of
Commerce for generous funding support. Secondly, ii. the Mekong Institute for their role in
organizing and implementing the regional training cum business networking, and iii. the program
participants. Finally, Ms. Bhornbhat Punngok provided an overview of the TPSO and the Ministry
of Commerce, Thailand.

3. PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS AND RESOURCE PERSONS
3.1 Participants
A total of fifty-five (55) participants
attended the training. They were from
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Vietnam
and Thailand (CLMVT) - representing the
mid-level, senior and management-level
officials, academic and logistics operators
from government and private sector.
Among them, five (5) officers were from
the Trade Policy and Strategy Office
(TPSO) and Department of Trade
Negotiation, Ministry of Commerce,
Thailand.
In term of sector, there were 19 (35%)
participants representing the Government
sector, 4 (7%) academic / training institutes,
and 32 (58%) were from business sector.
Among them, thirty-two (32) were mid-level,
senior and management-level logistics
operators from the private sector in the
CLMVT, while fourteen (14) were high level
representatives from government and the
public sector. Other nine (9) participants
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included officers from the Trade Policy and Strategy Office (TPSO) and Department of Trade
Negotiation, Ministry of Commerce, Thailand, as well as senior professionals from academic and
training institutions. Regarding gender, 20 (36%) participants were female, while 35 (64 %)
participants were male.
Organization information and contact details of the participants are shown in the Appendix.
3.2 Resource Persons
Through attending the training, the participants gained knowledge and skills delivered and
shared by a team of national and in-house experts with experience in sustainable transport and
logistics planning and management at regional level covering five inter-related modules: (i)
Needs and Importance of Transport and Logistics, and Challenges and Opportunities in Context
of AEC, and Carriage of Dangerous Goods, (ii) Strategy for Transport Planning and Management,
(iii) International Agreements in the CLMVT / GMS and ASEAN and Transport Regulations, (iv) ELogistics in Supply Chain Management and GMS Transport Information Connection (GTIC)
System, and (v) Green Freight – key issues and its importance. Specific session contents were
delivered by the resource persons as shown in the table below.
Name of Resource
Person

Mr. Madhurjya Kumar
Dutta
Director

Mr. Pongnarin Petchu
Dangerous Goods
Safety Adviser

Organization and Address

Sessions

Trade and Investment Facilitation
- MI Initiatives on Logistics and
Department (TIF)
Green Freight Development
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang District
Khon Kaen 40002, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 43-202-411-2 Ext.
24061
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: +66 (0) 8 74927118
Email: dutta@mekonginstitute.org
Address: Chem-Safe Consultants
- The Overview of International,
Co., Ltd.
Regional
Agreements
on
271/1 Soi Sermsuk, Prachachuen
Transport of Dangerous Good in
Rd., Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
the GMS / CLMVT and
Mobile: 081 499 4781
introduction to the ADR
- Transport of Dangerous Goods
Email:
across the borders of CLMVT –
pongnarin.petchu@chemsacon.com
The Annex 1: Carriage of
Dangerous Goods”
Freight Transport Bureau
- Strategy for Transport Planning
Department of Land Transport
and Management - Transport
Ministry of Land Transport
Sector Development Experience
Bangkok, Thailand
of Thailand
Mobile: +66 2 2718490
Email: raweekit@gmail.com
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Name of Resource
Person
Mr. Raweekit
Phutthithanakorn
Transport Technical
Officer

Organization and Address

Faculty of Engineering
Khon Kaen University
Khon Kaen, Thailand
Tel: 08971 70909
Email: weerapat@kku.ac.th

Sessions
- Truck Operation Documents and
Quality Standard for Truck
Operation
- Service Quality Standard and
Benefit for Society and Nation –
Case of “Q” Mark of Thailand
- Roles and Types Warehouse
- Storage System and Materials
Handling
- Warehouse Design and Layout)

Dr. Weerapat
Sessomboon
Associate Professor &
Head of Industrial
Engineering
Department

Dr. Rawinkhan Srinon
Head of Logistics
Engineering
Department

Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen
Program Specialist

Assoc. Prof. Dr.
Danaipong
Chetchotsak

University of Thai Chamber of
Commerce
Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: 0842 662 642
Email: rawinkhan@gmail.com

- Emerging Needs for the
Application of ICT to
Transport Management
- E-Logistics - supply Chain
Management
- Functionality and
Implementation of Transport
Management System

Trade and Investment Facilitation
Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang District
Khon Kaen 40002, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 43 202 411-2 Ext. 4081
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: +66 (0) 62990 3971
Email: quan@mekonginstitute.org
College of Graduate Study in
Management (CGSM)
Khon Kaen University
Tel: 0819543566
Email:
cdanaichetchotsak2@gmail.com

- International Agreements in the
CLMVT / GMS and ASEAN
- INCOTERMS and
Documentations
- Paperless Trade

- Importance of an effective
maintenance system and
preventive & corrective
maintenance program
- Workshop and parts
management and maintenance
reporting system
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Name of Resource
Person
Associated Dean to
Academic Affairs

Dr. Panitas
Sureeyatanapas
Lecturer

Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun
Program Manager

Organization and Address

Sessions

Department of Industrial
Engineering
Faculty of Engineering
Khon Kaen University
Thailand
Tel: 0922805193
Email: panisu@kku.ac.th

- Green Freight – key issues and
its importance
- Green Logistics performance and
measurement
- Green Logistics Initiatives
- Influencing factor for green
logistics

Trade and Investment Facilitation
Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang District
Khon Kaen 40002, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 43 202 411-2 Ext. 4081
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: +66 (0) 0 87858 2628
Email: sa-nga@mekonginstitute.org

- GMS Transport Information
Connection System
- Overview of GMS Logistics
Business Database
- Preparation for Action Plan and
Business Networking

4. PROGRAM CONTENTS
The program was structured into three parts as follows:
▪

Part I comprised of training session delivery on the significance of transport and logistics
management as well as strategies formulation
for sustainability of the sector. The training was
conducted for six days at Mekong Institute from
September 25 – 29 and October 2, 2017. The
participants explored five interrelated modules;
- Module 1 : Needs and Importance of
Transport and Logistics, and Challenges and
Opportunities in Context of AEC, and Carriage
of Dangerous Goods
- Module 2 : Strategy for Transport Planning
and Management
- Module 3 : International Agreements in the
GMS and ASEAN and Transport Regulations
- Module 4 : E-Logistics in Supply Chain Management and GMS Transport Information
Connection (GTIC) System
- Module 5 : Green Freight – key issues and its importance
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Throughout the entire training program, MI’s learning approach – “learn to do”, “do to learn”
and “share to learn” was implemented.
▪

Part II of the program was the Structured Learning Visits (SLVs). The participants had multiple
opportunities to observe and gain more experience and knowledge through visiting different
sustainable transport and logistics services and facilities in Thailand from October 3 – 5, 2017.
The SLVs aimed to enhance their understanding and help them to identify sustainable
elements of logistic sector management with a focus on modern techniques and programs.

▪

Part III was the Business Networking. It was organized among i. the program participants and
ii. prospective international and regional transport and logistics business partners, and the
program participants in various provinces of Thailand.

During the two-week training, multiple methods were applied in each training session, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lecture / Presentation
Video / Case studies
Class Activities / Exercises / Assignments
Group Work, Participants’ Presentations and Plenary Discussions
Action Plan Design and Implementation
Peer learning and networking
Structured Learning Visits
Business Matching

4.1 Program Introduction
This session allowed the participants to explore their expectations, get to know each other, learn
about MI’s facilities, and receive an overview of the learning program as well as methodologies.
▪

Getting to know each other

Facilitator: Mr. Ed MacDonagh, Program Officer, Trade and Investment Facilitation Department
(TIF)
Prior to the training modules, MI activities and MI facilities were introduced to participants
through video and PowerPoint presentation. The participants were then asked to participate in
a self-introduction session to make them get to know one another. Divided into small groups of
5 people, the participants were asked to introduce three interesting things about them. Other
participants were encouraged to listen and then follow up with further questions. Conducive to
the success of the training, all participants already possessed a high level of English language
ability. The self-introduction activity helped to further create a supportive environment for the
participants to present and share information and interact with each other.
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▪

Setting Expectations

Facilitator: Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program Manager, Trade and Investment Facilitation
Department (TIF)
Mr. Sattanun presented on how the participants could benefit from the Training Program. Then,
participants’ expectations on program contents, methodology, co-participants, resource
persons, facilitators and program structure were explored and shared. Participants were first
divided into 8 groups. Each group rotated to write their expectations and viewpoints on the 8
questions below:
Questions on Participants’ Expectations
1. What content do
you expect from this
Training Course?

2. What areas are
needed to enhance and
develop a sustainable
transport and logistics
sector in your country
and region?

3. What are the
opportunities for
cooperation in transport
and logistics activities that
you can identify with your
neighboring countries?

4. What challenges have
you faced in
transportation and
logistics development in
your country?

5. What are your key
strengths and main
capabilities to solve
problems in
transportation and
Logistics?

6. What transportation
and logistics policy do
you suggest to overcome
the obstacles/problems
for transport and logistics
development?

7. How do you intend to
share the acquired
knowledge and practical
experience to others? (Coworker, supervisor, friends,
etc.)

8. What should be
“Norms” / Rules during
the training program?

Participants’ expectations
Participants’ Inputs
1. Expectations for the Training - An effective logistics network.
Program contents
- Explore cooperation between government and private sector
- Business networking with co-participants from CLMVT
- Knowledge sharing (during training and post training to
indirect participants).
- Awareness about necessary documentation on logistics
- Warehousing management
- E-Logistics and E—commerce
- Importance of Green Freight and it implementation
- Application of ICT in logistics holistically
2. Areas which need to be enhanced
and developed in order to have a
sustainable transport and logistics
sector in country and region

-

Transportation infrastructure
Customs clearance regulations
Transparent policy
Develop more public awareness in logistics transport
Practical knowledge in warehousing management
Human capital development
Enhance technology
More involvement from government
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3. Opportunities for cooperation in - Cross border trucking
transport and logistics activities with - Customs clearance
neighboring countries
- Free trade zone at border
- Control time management properly
- Implement a single window in all of CLMVT
- Information sharing about ASEAN transport
- Competitiveness
- Reduction in time and cost
4. Challenges faced in transportation - Customs clearance / corruption
and logistics development in country
- Time constraints to process documentation
- Lack of human resources in logistics and transportation
- Different transport agreements in every country
- Infrastructure costs and fuel efficiency
- Government policy
- Warehousing management
- Varying levels of infrastructure development in CLMVT
5. Key strengths and main capabilities - Modern facilities
to solve problems in transportation and - Partnerships
logistics?
- ITC Technology
- Sharing experiences
- Human resources development
- Good quality of trucks and warehouses in CLMVT
6.Transportation and logistics policy to - Same policy / Cross Border Transport Agreement
overcome the obstacles/problems for - Transparency
transport and logistics
- Make the AEC more like the EU regarding regulations
- More training courses
- More bilateral agreements
- Paperless policy to be developed
7. Sharing the knowledge and practice - Small training with company team
experience to others
- Organize a public lecture
- Remain involved in the group activities of the training program,
after the training ends.
- Apply the knowledge in the action plan.
- Social Network Sharing
- Setup a website
8. Norms / Rules during the training
program

-

Be punctual
Pay attention
Don’t use your phone
Be interactive and participate
Be willing to share your knowledge
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4.2 Module Content
In this training program, participants were introduced to the following modules:

Module 1: Needs and Importance of Transport and Logistics, and Challenges and
Opportunities in Context of AEC, and Carriage of Dangerous Goods
Module 2: Strategy of Transport Planning and Management
Module 3: International Agreements in the CLMVT / GMS and ASEAN and
Transport Regulations

Module 4: E-Logistics in Supply Chain Management Policy and GMS
Transport Information Connection (GTIC) System
Module 5: Green Freight - Key Issues and its Importance

4.2.1 Module 1: Needs and Importance of Transport and Logistics, and Challenges and
Opportunities in Context of AEC, and Carriage of Dangerous Goods
This module introduced the transport and logistics sector in the context of the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) and AEC blueprint 2025. The module aimed to provide the participants with an
in-depth understanding of the significance of the transport and logistics sector with the
formation of AEC and Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road. The module consisted of three (3)
sessions and was delivered by two (2) resource persons as follows.
Session 1.1: MI Initiatives on Logistics and Green Freight Development
Resource Person: Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta, Director, Trade and Investment Facilitation
Department (TIF), Mekong Institute
The resource person presented that prior to having the MI’s capacity development initiatives for
promoting logistics development and green freight in Mekong region, the capacity development
needs assessment study was the fundamental information. Key findings from the study were;
▪ Technical issues related to vehicles used, age of fleets, fuel efficiency, empty backhaul,
truck design, high operations costs and low energy efficiency.
▪ Non-technical issues: Low & unpredictable service quality of local Service Providers
- Limited range of services and lack of international networks and competitiveness
- Absence of policy on Logistic service standards for Logistics services providers
- Inadequate coordination mechanisms among the Mekong countries for logistics
development
- Absence of an enabling environment to operate and provide opportunities for the
logistics sector
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To fill this gap, Mekong Institute designed and developed a series of activities to provide the
knowledge and skills to the target groups in the GMS through development partners including
i. Mekong Republic of Korea Cooperation Fund (MKCF): A three-year project “Certified
Logistics Master Program” (2014-2017)
ii. Thailand International Cooperation Agency (TICA): A three-year International Training
Program on “Green Freight and Logistics Development” (2017-2019)
iii. Trade Policy and Strategy Office, Ministry of Commerce, Thailand: Implementation is part
of human resource development which was identified at the CLMVT Forum “Towards a
Shared Prosperity” in June 2016 in Bangkok.
With regard to the logistics industry, ASEAN Member States recognized the need to
enhance the competitiveness of the industry through capacity building. In this context,
the project on “Sustainable Human Resources Development in Logistics Services for
ASEAN Member States” has been proposed to the Mekong Republic of Korea Cooperation Fund
(MKCF). The project will be implemented for 3 years focusing on:
- Setting Green Services Quality Standard for applying in the GMS, training on green freight
and logistics and application of the software program,
- A software program development to monitor the performance of the set standard,
- Policy consultation to adopt the logistics standards in the GMS,
- E-database development on Green Logistics Technology and Network Platform to integrate
the existing database on www.logisticsgms.com
The project is a strong indication if MI’s ability to work with partners and implement project
activities.
Session 1.2: The Overview of International, Regional Agreements on Transport of Dangerous
Goods in the GMS / CLMVT and introduction to the ADR)
Session 1.3: Transport of Dangerous Goods across the borders of CLMVT – The Annex 1: Carriage
of Dangerous Goods”
Resource Person: Mr. Pongnarin Petchu, Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser, Chem-Safe
Consultants Co., Ltd., Bangkok
Mr. Pongnarin introduced himself by explaining that he has been working in the field of
dangerous goods transport for more than 18 years. He is the first Thai national to receive
Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser (DGSA) accreditation from Europe according to the European
Directives, ADR and ADN.
Then, Mr. Pongnarin started session 1 by introducing the reasons for trade facilitations and safe
transport of dangerous goods which will bring environmental protection by minimization of the
risks and impacts in case of accidents. He gave the overview of standards in the world on
dangerous goods transport, i.e. US 49 CFR, UN/ADR and ADG in Australia. He also explained the
overview of the international transport of dangerous goods under the umbrella of United Nations
Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (UNRTDG) – Model Regulations or the
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orange book for multimodal transport as a basis for all other specific modes of transport of
dangerous goods, being UNECE (Road: ADR, Rail: RID and Inland Waterways: ADN), IMO (Sea:
IMDG Code) and ICAO (Air ICAO-TI / IATA DGR). The orange book contains 7 main parts. All
persons involved in the transport of dangerous goods have to be properly trained. According to
the UN classification system, dangerous goods are classified into 9 classes. Classification
comprises 4 key issues, i.e., UN Number, Proper Shipping Name, Class (labels), Packing Group.
Dangerous goods have to contain UN approved packaging. Packaging requires proper marking
and labeling showing the associated risks from dangerous goods contained. Transport documents
have to follow the dangerous goods being transport throughout the journey. Mr. Pongnarin also
explained the overview of regional agreements on transport of dangerous goods based on GMS
Annex 1, both of which refer to UN RTDG and ADR with special emphasis on certain issues.
Mr. Pongnarin explained the abbreviation of ADR which stands for European Agreement
concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR). The ADR now has up
to 49 Contracting Parties, not only the European countries but North Africa and Asia. The ADR
structure consists of 2 Annexes (A and B) with 9 parts. Part 8 and 9 of Annex B deals with the
modal specific mode for road transport. Mr. Pongnarin explained that the ADR is very complex
before proceeding to outline the following key steps. Firstly, dangerous goods must be classified
and assigned to a UN number, then from the UN number, the appropriate containment system
can be chosen. After that the hazard communication has to be made to the kinds of containment
system. Then, right transport units can be selected according to the containment system chosen.
Each transport unit with dangerous goods beyond the exempted quantity must be marked with
orange plates and in case of carriage in tanks and bulk containers, placards have to be attached.
After that in the driver’s cab, all relevant documents must be accompanied with the transport.
Finally, safety and miscellaneous equipment must be also carried with the dangerous goods
shipment. Mr. Pongnarin then showed each step by using examples and case studies from
classification (normally the information can be found from the Safety Data Sheet: SDS). Then,
once the UN number is known, the dangerous goods list can be consulted and followed. He also
explained that to ensure compliance with the ADR of the parties involved, the ADR has a
mechanism to authorize both public and private sector to control and supervise the process of
dangerous goods transport. Each ADR Contracting Party must appoint a Competent Authority to
perform road side checks and requires the enterprises dealing with dangerous goods transport
to appoint DGSA to supervise, advise and ensure qualifications of persons involved. The ADR will
facilitate cross-border transport of dangerous goods and minimize the risks associated with
transport of dangerous goods by road. Therefore, all countries implementing the ADR must
harmonize the requirements and agree on the level of implementation.
Mr. Pongnarin showed the significance of dangerous goods consumption in the region by various
sectors, like transport, industry, agriculture and mining sector. He explained the necessity for
dangerous goods and chemicals to be used and transported across the borders. He explained the
Annex 1: Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Articles:
Article 1: definition on dangerous goods meaning those substances and articles, which may affect
the interest of environment, health, safety, and national security.
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Article 2: Classification containing 9 main hazard classes referring the UN Recommendations and
the ADR.
Article 3: Standards Governing the Cross-Border Movement of Dangerous Goods which in
principle is referring to the UN Recommendations and the ADR. However, it
emphasizes the 5 main issues as below:
(a) Packing and labeling of dangerous goods;
(b) Vehicle marking, handling, stowing, and lashing;
(c) Transport documentation and declaration;
(d) Crew training; and
(e) Precaution against fire and/or explosions
Mr. Pongnarin explained the linkage of the Annex 1 and the ADR following the steps of ADR
implementation as previously explained. Finally, he asked the participants by country starting
from Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam to give their opinions on the prioritization of activities in
their country. The results were as below.
Issues
(a) Packing and labeling of dangerous
goods;
(b) Vehicle marking, handling,
stowing, and lashing;
(c) Transport documentation and
declaration;
(d) Crew training;

Cambodia
2

Lao PDR
2

Myanmar
2

Vietnam
2

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

3

1

1

1

1

(e) Precaution against fire and/or
explosions

4

4

3

4

Remarks
Including tank
standards

Include
trainings for all
other
participants

In summary, the participants gained more knowledge about the dangerous goods transport
system based on international requirements. They saw the importance of the dangerous goods
transport and cross borders transport for economic development and trade facilitation as well as
the safety of people, animals and properties and environmental protection for the region. Both
government and the private sector have to work and implement this issue together and
continuously work on all the issues in collaboration with other countries.
4.2.2 Module 2: Strategy of Transport Planning and Management
The module illustrated the current initiatives on sustainable logistics in the EU and reflected on
what has the Thai government been trying to implement based on a limited budget and
developing country business context. The service quality standard for truck operation (Q Mark)
was presented as a tool that the Department of Land Transport uses to introduce sustainable
logistics and road safety awareness to Thai society. Nevertheless, it was explained that there are
also many obstacles and lessons learned in implementing this for both public and private sector.
The module goal was to explore sustainable initiative. The module consisted of eight (8) sessions
and delivered by two (3) resource persons as follows.
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Session

2.1: Strategy for Transport
Planning and Management EU Perspective on Future Role
of Trucks for Energy and
Environment

Session 2.2: Truck Operation Documents
and Quality Standard for
Truck Operation
Session 2.3: Service Quality Standard and
Benefit for Society and Nation
– Case of “Q” Mark of
Thailand
Resource Person: Mr. Raweekit Phutthithanakorn, Transport Technical Officer, Freight
Transport Bureau, Department of Land Transport, Ministry of Land Transport,
Bangkok, Thailand
The presenter introduced basic concepts of sustainable logistics strategy based on the European
Commission perspective which is one source of inspiration for Department of Land Transport to
keep continuing working on this issue. The presenter pointed out one way to shift to a low carbon
society is to use transport modes that less depend on fossil fuels. Mr. Raweekit also pointed out
how European Commission post 2020 plan is to reduce carbon footprint on transport sector by:
• Certification, monitoring and reporting of CO2 emissions and fuel consumption
• Additional measures to actively curb CO2 emissions
• Lower running costs for transport of goods, more fuel efficient vehicles will benefit the
entire economy and ultimately, the consumers and passengers.
• The Commission will make full use of all available data, including the simulation tool
developed in close collaboration with stakeholders
The presenter presented the best practise business cases occurring in the EU regarding logistics.
The participants learnt that, there are different approaches for each EU member state due to the
government policy and business context. The key to make a sustainable logistics approach
successful is to have a close collaboration between public and private sectors. Both parties should
understand the importance of sustainable logistics. Moreover, the presenter opened the floor
for discussion to reflect that ASEAN government and private sector should be aware of
sustainable logistics issues. The main concern is the ASEAN governments do not set budgets
related to green logistics issues. The private sector also needs to understand Sustainable Logistics
system and be aware of their duty to collaborate with the government.
Transport Sector Development Experiences of Thailand, Mr. Raweekit presented the role of the
Department of Land Transport, Thailand, and its experience on developing the freight transport
sector. The role of road freight transport development in Thailand was outlined as follows:
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Truck Terminal Division

•Provide and manage infrastructure for freight
distribution and consolidation.

Freight Transport
Operation Division

•Transport operators regulation and licensing.

Freight Transport
Development and
Promotion Group

•Freight transport system development and promotion
on better transport efficiency and quality.

The role of each country’s government can vary depending on the governmental structure.
However, the presenter illustrated that the Department of Land Transport, Thailand, shifts the
government officer role and mind-set from regulator to facilitator, which allow better
coordination with relevant stakeholders in the transport industry. Moreover, the Department
endorses participation between all stakeholders by road freight surveys, business matching
events in ASEAN, meeting and Joint Working Committee in research projects. All these actions
lead to building better trust and further collaboration between the public and private sector. This
section’s aim was to enlighten both sectors that they need to work together to make green
logistics a sustainable process.
Service Quality Standard for Truck Operation – Case of “Q Mark” of Thailand, Mr. Raweekit
introduced the service quality standard for truck operation (Q Mark) which is a tool that the
Department of Land Transport uses to introduce sustainable logistics and road safety awareness
to Thai society. There are four main reasons that guide the Department to establish the Trucking
Standard which are:
•

•
•
•

Truck operators tend to cut the cost of operation neglecting quality, road safety and
regulation. These will lead to accidents and low-quality services. The department wants
to improve the readiness of Thai truck operators to ASEAN Economic Community (AEC).
A Single Market will lead international logistics providers to compete with each other
Therefore, Thai Truck Operators need to be ready and well-prepared
The Department wants to raise customer awareness. Introducing the idea that choosing
the quality transport operators will cut costs at the end of the years because they will be
better managed, responsible, reliable, safe and environmental friendly
The Department wants to elevate the quality of Thai truck operators. Therefore, it is
necessary to provide a tool for improving their organization and building their capacity.

The presenter also demonstrated the procedure the Department uses to creating the standard.
• Brain Storming with all the stakeholders>> Truck Association, Shipper Council, University,
Government Authorities, Industrial Council, Truck Operators (including SMEs), Customers
• Review of the existing standard, current situation in Thailand and the regulations >> The
standard must be easy to understand and implement according to Thai business context
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•

•

•

Setting up the Government Policy and
Regulation towards the standard>>
Creating as a national standard on a
voluntary basis at the first phase.
Public Relations>> Promoting the
standard and providing training to all
the 77 provinces of Thailand
(4 years working), creating customer
awareness, expanding the benefits of
having the standard.
Make sure that the standard process is
sustainable>> private sector being a
part of standard audition.

Q Mark have requirements on 5 aspects; Organization, Transport Operation, Personnel, Vehicle
and Customer Responsibility. The Standard has 44 requirements, but to become certified as Q
Mark Truck operator only 22 compulsories are needed. As Q Mark is a voluntary standard, the
Department needs to continue creating benefit for truck operators with Q Mark Standard. The
example of benefits for Q Mark certified operators such as tax benefits. Due to Thailand’s context
the tax benefit model is not easy to apply. Mr. Raweekit then opened the floor for discussion on
should CLMV countries establish their own standard. Most of the class members agreed with
having the standard, and all the truck operator demands for tax or money benefits from
government. They believed that complying with all standards increases their cost and in time
reduces the environmental and social problems.
Session 2.4: Roles and Types Warehouse
Session 2.5: Storage System and Materials Handling
Session 2.6: Warehouse Design and Layout
Session 2.7: Warehouse Operation
Resource Person Dr. Weerapat Sessomboon, Associate Professor & Head of Industrial
Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, Khon Kaen University
The functions of warehouses and types of warehouse were discussed. Examples of warehouses
classified by types and ownership were illustrated by pictures and VDO clips. The participants
made group work on roles of successful warehouses. Group discussion and presentation included
successful factors of warehouses in term of functions and ownerships.
The types of storage system and types of Material Handling Equipment (MHE) were introduced.
The participants were asked to participate in class exercise on storage system comparison and
selection criterions. Also group discussion on different types of MHE was conducted. The
participant also made presentations on their company’s warehouses for the better
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understanding of the subject. Group exercises on MHE selection on specific industries were
conducted and presented.
Warehouse design and layout parameters, principles of warehouse design and layout, and a
methodology for determining warehouse layout and configuration were discussed. Each
participant practiced warehouse layouts and configurations using a mathematical formulation,
the warehouse layout model for dedicate assignment. Common warehouse operations, roles and
typical process flows of warehouses, KPIs for warehouse performance measurement and how to
perform warehouse operations were discussed. Examples of modern warehouse layout, a
distribution centre of a convenience store chain and a distribution centre of a beverage
manufacturer, were illustrated and discussed. From this session, the participants were able to
enhance their knowledge on warehouse design and layouts.
Session 2.8: Importance of an effective maintenance system and preventive & corrective
maintenance program
Session 2.9: Workshop and parts management and maintenance reporting system
Resource Person: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Danaipong Chetchotsak, Associated Dean to Academic
Affairs, College of Graduate Study in Management (CGSM), Khon Kaen University
The session gave a general idea of maintenance management which the participants with an
engineering background may have been aware of. The ultimate objective of this training session
was for the participants to become aware of the importance of maintenance of their own logistic
business units or organizations as well as to be able to manage the maintenance functions. The
topics in this session were as follows:
• Importance of effective maintenance
• Introduction
• Definition of maintenance
• Types of maintenance
• Importance of maintenance
• Preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance
• Corrective vs. preventive maintenance
• Why is PM a preferred approach for maintenance?
• PM plan and budgeting
• Tribology and Lubrication
• Workshop and part management
• Maintenance organization
• Workload
• Resources
• Administration
• Work planning
• Maintenance strategic planning
• Maintenance reporting system
• Computerized maintenance management system (CMMS)
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•

Key performance index for fleet maintenance

Group work
Group work was given including discussion of the following topics:
• Costs due to poor maintenance or vehicle breakdown.
• Why is maintenance so important in the delegates’ business?
• Development of a strategic plan for the delegates’ organization.
• How does your organization measure maintenance performance? Please share with
us.
Discussion of results
The materials for this session were too comprehensive as well as too technical for the
participants. It was difficult to cover all the contents including the group discussion within the
provided time length since some topics needed more time for explanation. To solve this issue,
the speaker cut short the lecture by eliminating the time for discussion. Furthermore, some
topics were presented briefly. For this reason, the participants may have found some topics in
this session difficult to follow in places. According to the participants’ involvement however, it
was felt that the ultimate objective of this session was achieved; that is the participants have the
awareness of importance of maintenance, were able to develop a strategic plan for maintenance,
and were able to manage the maintenance functions.
4.2.3 Module 3: International Agreements in the CLMVT / GMS and ASEAN and Transport
Regulations
As the AEC approaches the importance of these agreements will be increased. It was important
for transport and logistics operators to understand their current environment as it affected by
customs regulations and how this will change with the further implementation of agreements
to which their countries are signatories. This module equipped participants with the
implementation of international agreements and paperless trade facilitation. The module
consisted of eight (8) sessions and delivered by two (2) resource persons as follows.
Session 3.1: Paperless Trade for Trade Facilitation
Session 3.2: INCOTERMS and Documentation
Session 3.3: Paperless Trade
Resource Person: Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen, Program Specialist, Trade and Investment Facilitation
Department, Mekong Institute (MI)
The training session covered the (i) concept of Trade facilitation and Paperless trade; (ii) Legal
framework of paperless trade in Asia and the Pacific; (iii) Paperless trade and cross-border
paperless trade measure implementation; (iv) Paperless trade facility (single window) and
roadmap for paperless trade development; and group work exercise and presentation.
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The session began with the concept of trade facilitation, which was defined under the WTO trade
facilitation framework as the simplification, harmonization, and standardization of import,
export, and transit procedures, including paperless trade with the use and exchange of electronic
data and documents to support the trade transaction process in line with its principles and
objectives as below:

Trade Facilitation

Simplification

Harmonization

Elimination of repetitions
in prosesses and
procedures

Standardization

Alignment of the national
procedures with
international standards

Delopment of
internationally-agreed
practices, procedures and
documents

As part of trade facilitation, cross-border paperless trade refers to “trade taking place on the
basis of electronic communications, including exchange of trade-related data and documents in
electronic form”. Paperless trade has been part of customs reform efforts in a variety of countries
over recent years.
The legal framework for paperless trade was officially established in the form of an
Intergovernmental Framework Agreement on the Facilitation of Cross-Border Paperless Trade in
Asia and the Pacific. By process, (i) a regional study was conducted in 2012; (ii) peer review and
consultations on the legal and technical aspects was completed in 2013; (ii) the negotiations and
finalization of the legal documents were implemented during 2013 – 2016, and (iii) the
Framework Agreement finally was adopted on May 19, 2016 by the Resolution 72/4 and has been
open for signature of the UNESCAP member countries since October 1, 2016. The objective of
the Framework Agreement is to enable and facilitate paperless trade and cross-border paperless
trade with recognition of electronic data and data exchange among willing ESCAP member states
for inclusive and sustainable intraregional trade facilitation, expansion of trade opportunities and
paperless trade to make international trade transactions more efficient and transparent.
In addition to the concept and legal framework of the regional paperless trade, the session
provided the participants with the selected indicators to measures of paperless trade and crossborder trade performance designed under the UNRC’s Trade Facilitation Survey 2015 as
illustrated in Table below:
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Paperless Trade Measures

Cross-border Paperless Trade Measures

Electronic Customs System established

Laws and regulations for electronic
transactions are in place (e.g. e-commerce
law, e-transaction law)

Internet connection available to Customs and
other trade control agencies at bordercrossings

Recognized certification authority issuing
digital certificates to traders to conduct
electronic transactions

Electronic Single Window System

Engagement of the country in trade-related
cross-border electronic data exchange with
other countries

Electronic Application and Issuance of Trade
Licenses

Certificate of Origin electronically exchanged
between your country and other countries

Electronic Submission of Sea Cargo Manifests

Sanitary & SPS Certificate electronically
exchanged between your country and other
countries

Electronic Application and Issuance of
Preferential Certificate of Origin

Banks and insurers in your country retrieving
letters of credit electronically without lodging
paper-based documents

E-Payment of Customs Duties and Fees
Electronic Application for Customs Refunds
Regarding paperless facility, the session provided the participants with the concept of single
window, which allows parties involved in trade and transport to lodge standardized information
and documents with a single entry point to fulfil all import, export, and transit-related regulatory
requirements. If information is electronic, then individual data elements should only be
submitted once by UN/CEFACT through the Resolution 33 as well as the concepts of single
window initiated by WCO and ASEAN, respectively. In this connection, the participants received
the insight of single window models and roadmaps that may vary from country to country. The
cases of single window development of Thailand and Singapore were highlighted.
At the end of the session, the participants worked on the topic: “issues and challenges facing the
paperless trade and cross-border paperless trade in the participants’ countries / regions”.
In summary, the participants obtained knowledge of trade facilitation and paperless trade. Given
the difference in development levels, the legal framework, infrastructure, readiness, and the
implementation status of paperless trade in each country, the participants were well aware of
the importance, benefits as well as the challenges in connectivity with the countries and regions
in trade facilitation and paperless trade implementation.
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Then the session on Incoterms and Documentation was introduced. The session covered (i) an
Introduction to Incoterms 2010; (ii) four Categories of INCOTERMS Rules; and (iii) Role of the
Incoterms rules in contract(s) on international sales of goods.
The session began with an introduction to INCOTERMS (International Commercial Terms) which
are recognized as the official International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) rules for explaining trade
terms. As such, Incoterms refer to a voluntary, authoritative, globally-accepted and adhered to
text for determining the responsibilities of buyers and sellers for the delivery of goods under
contracts of sales contracts for domestic and international trade. INCOTERMS closely correspond
to the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG).
With a focus on sellers’ delivery obligations within an international sales contract, INCOTERMS
govern the following:
– At what physical point in a supply chain the risk of losses or damage to goods shifts from
seller to buyer.
– At what physical point in a supply chain the responsibility for all transportation, customs
clearance, duties and related charges shifts from seller to buyer.
– Responsibility of seller and buyer for execution of certain functional activities.
Objectives of INCOTERMS 2010 are to:
– Re-define trade terms published by ICC that are widely used in international commercial
transactions
– Clearly communicate tasks, costs, and associated risks in transportation and delivery of
goods
– Are accepted by the governments, legal authorities, and practitioners worldwide for the
interpretation of the most commonly used terms in international trade
– Reduce and / or remove all uncertainties arising from different interpretation of rules in
different countries
There has been a reduction from 13 to 11 terms by replacing 4 delivery terms: DEQ, DAF, DES,
DDU with 2 new ones: DAT (Delivery at Terminal), and DAP (Delivery at Place), respectively.
Also, the terms are classified into two main groups in alignment with the means of transport
used.
The session continued by providing the participants with four Categories of INCOTERMS rules
with a focus on the specifications of the terms under each category and responsibilities of the
seller and the buyer.
Category
Category E
Category F

Description
Ex Work (EXW)
FAS (Free Alongside Ship)
FCA (Free Carrier)

Type of Transport
All types of transport
Special Sea and Inland Waterway
Transport
All types of transport
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Category

Category C

Category D

Description
FOB (Free On Board)

Type of Transport
Special Sea and Inland Waterway
Transport
CFR (Cost and Freight)
Special Sea and Inland Waterway
Transport
CIF (Cost, Insurance and
Special Sea and Inland Waterway
Freight)
Transport
CIP (Cost and Insurance Paid to) All types of transport
DAT (Delivery at Terminal)

All types of transport

DAP (Delivery at Place)

All types of transport

DDP (Delivery Duty Paid)

All types of transport

Next, the session equipped the participants with the role of the Incoterms rules in contract(s) on
international sales of goods for the purpose of contract administration. In this connection, the
session aimed to reflect the efficiency of INCOTERMS as a form of standardization in international
sales law, e.g. risk management and passing of risks from the seller to the buyer in international
trade. The fact is that the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods (CISG)’s risk rule is consistent with INCOTERMS, or rather there exists an interplay
between the CISG and INCOTERMS. The reciprocal linkage between INCOTERMS and the CISG
adds value to the international law of sales by increasing the efficiency of an international
business transaction and thereby facilitating international trade.
Finally, the participants were requested to work on an assignment named as INCOTERMS and
PRICE. This exercise assisted the participants in review of the terms studied and identifying the
responsibilities of the seller and buyer in compliance with each trade term used, and computing
the price of goods in an accurate manner.
As mentioned earlier, Paperless Trade is conducting trade using electronic rather than paper
documents. The paperless trade involved in government and private sectors is expected to have
the benefits highlighted in the table below
Benefit of Paperless Trade
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Government
Effective & efficient development of
resources
Correct revenue yield
Improved trade compliance
Enhanced security
Increased integrity and transparency

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Trader
Cutting cost through reducing delays
Faster clearance & release
Predictable application and
explanation of rules
Effective & efficient deployment of
resources
Increased transparency

In addition, Mr. Sa-nga explained that the reason to promote paperless trade is to increase
efficiency of trade procedures and reduce the incidence of fraudulent actions.
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Then the TIR (Transports Internationaux Routiers : International Road Transport) was introduced
and discussed. The TIR transit system was developed under the auspices of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) after the Second World War. It helped to revitalize
the economies of post war Europe. The TIR Agreement was concluded in 1949 and its success led
to the establishment in 1959 of the first TIR Convention. Overall, the TIR system is summarized
below:
-

The best multilateral facilitation instrument for international transport and trade
The TIR System is based on the TIR Convention of 1975
Currently signed by 68 Contracting Parties, with the possibility to be
implemented globally and multi-modally (road-rail, road-maritime, road-air)

At the end of the session, the resource person shared the benefit of the TIR system as
following:
-

Secures and facilitates trade through the implementation of harmonised controls
& documents
Ensures the secure and sustainable development of international trade and road
transport (controlled access, traceability)
Through mutual recognition of Customs Controls and the guarantee, transport
costs, formalities and delays are reduced

4.2.4 Module 4: E-Logistics in Supply Chain Management and GMS Transport Information
Connection (GTIC) System
This module presented the system and the technology of supply chain management that was
used for increasing the efficiency of the enterprise. The participants learned the E-logistics
application for improving and redesigning the method of delivery to meet the criteria of delivery
and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) under the lowest operation cost. The information
technology on data, Business Intelligence, and large Data distributed to logistics supply chain
management was also discussed in this module. The module consisted of five (5) sessions and
was delivered by two (2) resource persons as follows.
Session 4.1: Emerging Needs for the Application of ICT to Transport Management
Session 4.2: E-Logistics - supply Chain Management
Session 4.3 Functionality and Implementation of Transport Management System
Resource Person: Dr. Rawinkhan Srinon, Head of Logistics Engineering Department, University of
Thai Chamber of Commerce, Bangkok, Thailand
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The presenter highlighted that Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) are revolutionizing the
transport sector by helping to increase efficiency, reliability,
and safety while reducing energy consumption. Applications
that are piloting in transportation are Big data to optimize
activities related to transportation, advanced transportation
management solutions, and predictive analytics to optimize
cost and service. Dr. Rawinkhan also explained ICTs facilitate
the evolution of transport systems and services. ICTs
converge with mobile networks to move conventional
transportation into the next generation of transport systems
and services.
The presenter further got into detail and showed videos of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITSs)
and related applications. ITSs are advanced applications which aim to provide innovative services
relating to different modes of transport and traffic management and enable various users to be
better informed and make safer, more coordinated, and 'smarter' use of transport networks.
Additionally, sources of benefit and policy including related technologies were clarified.

Dr. Rawinkhan explained technologies used in the Logistics and supply chain and gave success
stories / case examples including:
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- Location-based services (LBS)
- Geographic Information System (GIS)
- Transportation Management System
- Data Management
- Data Warehouse
- Data Mining
- Big Data
- Detection/Sensing Technologies
An example of an in-vehicle system is shown with
individual items tracked and monitored for critical conditions during transit - using active tag
technology.
Dr. Rawnkhan then went into detail about Transportation Management Systems (TMS) and
showed related examples:
➢ Transportation
management
system
(TMS), plans, executes, and manages
transport and movement functions
➢ TMS is important to businesses
- Helps optimize systems and
approaches.
- Eliminates waste of resources
and non-value added steps.
- Improves customer satisfaction
- Reduces unnecessary inventory
- Reduces overall cost.
➢ Functions of TMS
- Carrier Selection
- Carrier Scheduling
- Dispatching
- Document preparation / Freight
payment
- Performance Measurement
- Shipment consolidation and
routing shipment rating
- Shipment scheduling
- Shipment
tracing
and
expediting vehicle loading
➢ Advanced TMS applications
incorporate increased planning and
performance measurement
capability. Key Elements of TMS are as follows
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Equipment scheduling
Yard management
Routing and advanced shipment notification
Carrier Administration

At the end of the session, the presenter
concluded that organizations in every
sector should understand the needs of
ICTs and benefits of having the systems.
It not only helps reducing cost, but also
helps increasing speed and customer
insights. Even though initial cost might be
high it would be worth it.

Session 4.4 GMS Transport Information Connectivity (GTIC) System
Session 4.5 Overview of GMS Logistics Business Database
Resource Person: Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program Manager, Trade and Investment Facilitation
Department, Mekong Institute
The GTIC system is one of the logistics
development platform initiatives of the Mekong
Institute. The GTIC concept has been discussed
among GMS stakeholders at the Mekong Institute
in April 2017.
The development of the GMS Transport Information Connection System is aligned with the
national ICT development status of each GMS country, and the growing application of
information technology in the transport sector. The system comprises of 4 main modules of the
GTIC System as below:
▪

▪
▪

Main Framework is as the core module with Application Program Interface (API) designed
to communicate among the modules. It provides an administrative panel for group as well
as user management. Each GMS country has their own user groups and control over their
users in terms of credentials and accessibility levels
Data Bank Module comprises of i. Import Data from other sources and analyzes the
imported data to the system, ii. Export data, and data sharing.
Map Module
- The map module facilitates the viewing of the geographical data stored in the data
bank. Designated users such as truck drivers who have accessibility to the system
can add and update the data. The Open Street Map (OSM) will be the core engine
of this system, which uses crowd sourcing to update the maps.
- Each country shall be able to view the following:
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▪

▪

▪ General information and transport/traffic rules and regulations
▪ Road Information
▪ Information on public facilities and services
▪ Information on private facilities and services
Navigation Module
- The map module will facilitate the viewing of the geographical data stored in the data
bank. Designated users such as truck drivers who have access to the system can add
and update the data. The Open Street Map (OSM) will be the core engine of this
system, which uses crowd sourcing to update the maps.
- With the help of the map module, each country shall be able to view the following:
▪ General information and
transport/traffic rules and
regulations
▪ Road Information
▪ Information on public facilities
and services
▪ Information
on
private
facilities and services
Vehicle and Trailer Status Monitoring Module: monitoring the vehicles and trailers will be
an essential component of the GTIC. For enabling the monitoring, each vehicle and trailer
will be equipped with GPS and it can be connected to the internet through mobile
network.

In summary, the resource person presented high level information about the GTIC system
covering;
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Transport basic information: (i) Geographic data of routes - roads, waterways, networks,
and maps; (ii) Companies’ information; (iii) Drivers’ and vehicles’ information; and (iv)
Inspection information
Transport business information: (i) Fares; (ii) Vehicles and Sales of Tickets; (iii) Passengers’
information
Overview of the GMS countries: General introduction, administrative division, culture,
customs, landform, economic development, and so on
Supported Information on transport policies, laws, and regulations, and standardization
Logistics Information: Information on cross-border logistics, source of vehicles, cargo and
passengers, logistics facilities and waybill.

Furthermore, to enhance the transport and logistics sector in the GMS for regional and global
network, the GMS Logistics Database via web patrol at www.logisticsgms.com initiated by Trade
and Investment Facilitation Department of Mekong Institute has been introduced. The database
aims:
•

To provide an online information platform to enhance the GMS logistics services network
and promote efficient logistics services in the region, more specifically:
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•
•
•

To promote GMS logistics industry through e-platform
To build a network for logistics practitioners in GMS and beyond
To improve quality and timely services of local logistic providers along GMS economic
corridors

The benefits to registered companies are:
•
•
•
•
•

Promote the business under the label of certified GMS logistics services providers
Foster business collaboration with other logistics service providers in GMS countries to
provide effective joint services for cross-national clients;
Receive orders and provide effective and timely services to clients through the B2B and B2C
platform;
Exchange information and ideas through the online forum and instant communication
software
Easily access the most recent and
integrated regulations and agreements,
news, events and related information on
logistics and transportation at national
(CLMVT), regional (GMS and ASEAN),
and international level.

4.2.5 Module 5: Green Freight – Key Issues and its Importance
This module introduced the concept of green freight and logistics and the method to reduce
CO2 during logistics operations and related regulations and requirements. Best practices and case
studies of Green freight programs introduced to the participants. The module consisted of four
(4) sessions and delivered by a resource person as follows.
Session 5.1: Green Freight – key issues and its importance
Session 5.2: Green Logistics performance and measurement
Session 5.3 Green Logistics Initiatives
Session 5.4: Influencing factor for green logistics
Resource Person: Dr. Panitas Sureeyatanapas, Lecturer, Department of Industrial Engineering
Faculty of Engineering, Khon Kaen University, Thailand
This module presented emerging needs for green freight and logistics strategy to be used in
enhancing corporate image and competitiveness. The participants learnt the basic principle of
green logistics, performance measurement in green logistics, as well as influencing factors for the
adoption of green logistics.
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The presenter presented that manufacturing industries nowadays were under critical conditions
to which the issues of energy scarcity and environmental protection pressures were greatly
considered. This was due to the societal requirements for sustainable development and
sustainability reporting as well as stricter laws and regulations in many countries.
Manufacturers were also trying to make their operations as mostly environmentally friendly as
possible. According to the supply chain perspective, however, focusing merely on manufacturing
processes was still inadequate to meet such global demand. Supply chain managers nowadays
always focus on environmental and social impacts of their business activities in order to respond
to growing public awareness of sustainability. For example, some customers these days require
their suppliers to assess and report the level of carbon dioxide (CO 2) emission or other
environmental performance metrics.
Dr. Panitas presented the concept of carbon footprint and carbon labels. The participants learnt
that, in order to be certified for carbon labels, CO2 emission needs to be measured along the
entire product life cycle, including logistics operations. This implied that the pressure was
widened to all parties in the chain including logistics service practitioners. Examples of carbon
labels from several countries were also shown.

Next Dr. Panitas outlined the definition of green supply chain as “integrating environmental
thinking into supply-chain management, including product design, material sourcing and
selection, manufacturing processes, delivery of the final product to the consumers as well as endof-life management of the product after its useful life” (Srivastava, 2007). Then, the presenter
presented six components of the green supply chain, as shown in the figure, including green
design, green purchasing, green manufacturing, green distribution (or green logistics), green
consumption, and green recycling (or reverse logistics).
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Dr. Panitas presented the circumstance
of environmental impacts resulting from
the logistics sector. It was shown that
the logistics system was generally
claimed as one of the major contributors
to overall greenhouse gas emissions and
energy consumption in the world. Based
on Eurostat, transportation sector was
responsible for 24% of CO2 emission in
Europe, and road transport was the
major source of that. According to this,
logistics service providers were required
to initiate a plan to ‘green’ their
operations in order to sustain themselves in the competitive market. A survey from
Eyefortransport (2007) also reveals that around 25% of sampled companies across the US,
Europe, Middle East, and Asia Pacific were collaborating with a third-party logistics company to
help their overall image become more environmentally friendly or to move their green projects
forward, while another 27% were studying the possibility to do this in the future. That means
shippers’ demands for green logistics’ services are increasing. This leads to the emergence of the
term ‘green logistics’.
Dr. Panitas then proceeded to present the definitions of green logistics as “Green logistics
describes all attempts to measure and minimize the ecological impact of logistics activities. This
includes all activities of the forward and reverse flows of products, information and services
between the point of origin and the point of consumption. The aim is to create a sustainable
company value using a balance of economic and environmental efficiency” (Thiell et al., 2011),
and “Green logistics aims to move and deliver raw materials and products at the lowest possible
cost while maintaining the highest standards and minimising environmental impact in the
process. It implies innovation in all steps of the supply chain, the conception of product and in
some cases the final use of products” (McKinnon et al., 2010).
The resource person then presented the triple bottom line of sustainability, including
Environment, Economic, and Social. These could be used to form the list of performance
measurement aspects for green logistics.

▪
▪
▪

Environment
Contribution to
environmental impact
Natural resource
consumption
Environmental
management

▪
▪
▪

Economic
Profitability
Cost and investment
Loss from the noncompliance with laws and
regulation

▪
▪
▪

Social
External society
Internal society
Conformance to
international standards
of business conduct
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The presenter presented issues related to green logistics as shown in the table below
Key performance
measurement aspects
for green logistics
• Operating Cost
• Efficiency
• Income, Profit
• Customer
satisfaction, Service
quality
• Energy
consumption
• Environmental
impacts (focusing
on Air emission &
Global warming)
• Eco-efficiency
• Environmental
management
• Employee
satisfaction,
Employee learning,
Employee
motivation
• Etc.

Guidelines to identify
Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)
• Indicators should
reflect business
characteristics,
strategies, and
organizational
culture.
• Indicators should be
dynamic and flexible
for changes in
situation and
stakeholder’s
expectations.
• A set of indicators
should be balanced
taking into
consideration all
relevant
stakeholders.
• The indicators must
be understandable
and measurable. The
data required needs
to be available, and
the measurement
system must be
reliable. For a
qualitative aspect, a
logical way to
evaluate or quantify it
needs to be clearly
defined and
standardized.
• The data collection
should be costeffective.

Examples of green logistics activities

Influencing factors
for green logistics

• Reducing vehicle fuel consumption
through the use of energy efficient
vehicles or the establishment of
vehicle maintenance or repairing
strategy.
• Using alternative energy/fuels or
using new vehicles which are capable
of using alternative energy sources
(bio fuels and renewable energy)
• Using vehicle rerouting to reduce
miles
• Scheduling and optimizing transport
load distribution - managing reverse
material flows to reduce
transportation
• Using modern technology that cause
less emissions in transportation,
packaging, and material handling
system
• Changing transport mode - Switching
from air to ocean, from road to rail;
Efficient use of multi-modal
transport hub and logistics centre
• Using recyclable or reusable
packaging materials and logistics
containers - substitution of
environment harmful raw materials
with friendly ones
• Reducing use of packaging
• Selecting and assessing
partners/suppliers based on their
environmental performance
• Carrying out employee training with
GL or other topics related to
environmental management and
energy saving
• Establishing employee incentives to
improve environmental performance
• Taking back waste packaging
materials from customers for
recycling – Planning for reverse
logistics by collaborating with
customers
• Eco-driving (e.g. training drivers to
drive in an environmentally friendly
mode or to reduce vehicle speed in
order to save fuel and to reduce
emissions)

• Company sizes
(based on the
number of
employees)
• Financial status
(based on the
company’s annual
turnover)
• Service areas
• Pressure from
customers
• Management
support
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The presenter led the participants to brainstorm their ideas regarding the selection of green
logistics activities. For this activity, they learnt to identify the activities which contributed mostly
to corporate cost reduction and environmental protection. They also needed to link the given
activities (for each goal) to the related KPIs and also to identify trade-off situations that might
happen for those activities. At the end, a group representative presented the ideas to the class
and the floor opened for further discussion. The results of the presentations are summarized
below:
Green activities generally chosen for the cost reduction were:
•
•
•
•

Setting up a preventive maintenance system. The related KPIs were cost, profit,
maintenance total time, customer satisfaction, and the rate of accidents. Possible
trade-offs related to the loss of sales opportunity and high investment.
Changing to multimodal transport. The related KPIs were delivery time and cost, air
emission, and complexity of multi-handling. Possible trade-offs related to complexity
of planning.
Training drivers for eco-driving. The related KPIs were the rate of fuel consumption
and cost. No significant trade-offs.
Employing paperless operation. The related KPIs were operating cost. Possible tradeoffs related to the customer satisfaction.

The green activities generally chosen for environmental protection were:
•
•
•

Using alternative fuel such as LPG or CNG. The related KPIs were CO2 emission,
operation cost, transportation cost. Possible trade-offs related to the high investment
in engine modification.
Using electricity engine and using solar energy for charging battery at warehouses.
The related KPIs were energy cost per year and per kilometer. Possible trade-offs
related to the high investment.
Implementing CSR activities. The related KPIs were sale and corporate image. No
significant trade-offs.

4.3 Structured Learning Visits (SLVs)
The Structured Learning Visits (SLVs) were designed and organized to gain knowledge on best
practices of sustainable logistics sector management with a focus on modern techniques and
approaches in Thailand. More specifically, the objectives of the SLVs were:
▪ To improve understanding on key elements of sustainable logistics and transport
management
▪ To identify elements of transport and logistics services in planning and operations
▪ To gain knowledge and experience on the functioning of effective logistics operations
▪ To enhance cooperation among the participants as a team and encourage peer learning
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▪

To provide ideas for feasible Action Plans to be implemented for improving the logistics
sector and forging business alliances.

The participants were assigned with the task of observing, preparing field notes and asking
questions, as well as exploring potential business opportunities with the visiting
companies/establishments. The participants worked in groups of 10 persons (total 5 groups) with
each group needing to discuss and prepare questions for each site visit.
After the visit, each group gave a presentation for 10 minutes including Q&A by elaborating their
discussion results in Power Point Format. Contents of presentations included:
▪ Summary of the answers on their questions
▪ Success factors they had identified and lessons learned
▪ Issues which can be applied in their organization / work and how to apply it
Brief profiles of each visited place are shown in the appendix. In the table below is the summary
of questions as follows.
Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Professional ID Driver Training School, Khon Kaen on Saturday, September 30, 2017

Group 1
Q: Do you have any training course for driving licenses accepted by all Asian countries?
- Adaptable to CLMVT countries
- Classification of training courses
- Franchise available
- Translation for each CLMVT country
- Software available for sales
- Standard procedure
Success Factors
- Experienced human resource
- Support by Government and transport association
- Using technology and innovation with simulation and software systems
- Operating with other countries like Lao PDR
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
- One stop service to get license and job
- E-learning
- Simulators for all learning
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Group 2
Q: Which way PID can sustain and improve their quality over time (for almost 24 years)?
- Apply new tech: e- learning
- Electronic classroom driving tests training and exam
- Integrated system to learn, test, control.
Success Factors
- Flexible time for attendance
- Use practical and theory
- One to one teaching with experienced teachers
- Think of green-environment
- Lower cost
- Pioneer in this service
- Continuous improvement (by applying new tech, integrated system)
- Provide one-stop shop service to customers
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
- To create an e-learning system or website, from which our staff can access the material at any time.
- Periodically testing the knowledge of the driver through electronic and online tests, practical tests.
- Bench-marking some training techniques.
Business Networking
- On-site training and consultants
- Opportunity to do Joint venture with other companies within CLMVT
Group 3
Q: Regarding your company profile, how do you manage to get a successful driving school business?
▪ People & good organization are the main points to be a successful driving school business.
▪ Certified by Department of Land and Transport
▪ Sponsored by Switzerland for road safety program
▪ Dedicated & Customer-minded team with good training facilities.
▪ Good facilities on
 Online training and testing
 Online examination - all over Thailand
 Online readiness test
 Driver school management system
 Electronic test for performance driver
 Electronic remote training
 Electronic learning how to drive
 Electronic test
 Application test driving on road
 Application check before driving motorbike, car, truck
 Application inspector standard truck
Lesson Learned
Best practice for staff management, not only know how to drive and know the traffic law, but also the
safety mindset on the road, which is very important for customers and our service.
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Business Networking
After visiting ID Driver, Htun Padetha Logistics & Trading Co., Ltd from Myanmar will keep in touch with
ID Driver and is planning to send their truck drivers to upgrade driving skills in next 2 years.
Group 4
Q: What are the quality standards for professional ID Driver?
- The professional ID driver can get a job in Thailand. Besides that, the driver can get a job in other GMS
countries
- Driving simulators can assist the learners to have enough skills in controlling the car before actual
driving. It offers training courses for all kinds of vehicles to enhance driving quality.
- E–Examination and E-Driving courses are available.
- The person who passes the driving exam are awarded license from Ministry of Transport
Q: You have network in Lao. How about CLMVT ?
- The plan to cover the CLMVT network, need partners, information and government policies
- Having experience in Thailand, need to be shared experience from CLMVT countries.
- E –Examination and E-Driving courses can be developed by franchising with the professional ID Driver
Institute from Thailand.
Success Factor
- Successful combination between theory and practice
- Applying modern IT system in training and exam
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ Applying successful model of management from these 2 companies into our countries
▪ ID Driver School can connect their business network with GMS countries
▪ The government needs to support the driving training school by certifying the driving license with
setting same standards of GMS – Standardization process
▪ More cooperation and coordination with private sector for issuing international driving license
Group 5
Q: May we know the training rule and regulation, if the trainee fails the driving test, should trainee have
to redo only the test or have to re-start studying from the beginning to end of the course?
▪ The trainee who failed the driving test has to re-attend respective training from the beginning and also
have to pay training fees. For rules and regulations, the trainee has to study / do E-learning. It will take
about 90 days to re-take the test.
Identified success Factors and Lessons Learned
▪ Updated / modern ICT system are being implemented
▪ Application registration online
▪ E-Examination
▪ E-Driving test
▪ E-Classroom driving test
▪ E-Car/Truck Simulator
▪ E-Test (Eye testing for traffic light)
▪ E-Payment
▪ E-Driver License Management
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ Ways of how to train driver in systematically updated/modern ICT system
▪ The updated/modern ICT system is user friendly system
▪ Application can be easily submitted online
▪ Examination of road rules and regulations can be taken online
▪ All their staff are well trained and treated. Most success comes from those staff
CP All Public Company Limited, Khon Kaen on Saturday, September 30, 2017

Group 1
Q: How do you manage the logistics to compete in ASEAN Sub-region in the future?
▪ Modern Technology
▪ To increase customer engagement with innovative products and services and to enhance good relations
with community and society
▪ Man power: good employees
▪ Good HR
Successful Factors
▪ Good HR management
▪ Good organization management due to good facilitation, time management and accuracy
Idea, approaches and Techniques
▪ Software development (WMS 2000) with proper approach
▪ Best distribution system with 3Pls and vendors
▪ E-Systems such as digital picking system
Business Networking
CLMVT with logistics service provider, customs brokerage, freight forwarding, warehousing and cargo
distribution.
Group 2
Q: How do you operate the activities and which technology did you use in providing successful services to
many stores?
▪ Process of Distribution Centre (From store to DC)
1. Store sends order before 16:00 every day to DC
2. DC allocates to each DC (7DCs within Thailand)
3. DC allocates to Master pick (case picking & piece picking)
- Case picking from racking and moves to export staging
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
- Piece picking: uses pick-to-light system into the crate and moves to staging by conveyor.
4. Handover to driver & delivery
** Order and Delivery Process: 7 Eleven Branches to HQ in BKK and delivery from the nearest of
CP All ‘s warehouse in 7 areas of Thailand: Order-BKK-7 eleven Branches
-Daily checking stock, Expired and 7 days working
▪ Technology of CP all
** Warehouse Technologies:
- WMS Infor 2000
- Barcode scanning
- Pick-to-light system
▪

Type of Truck
1-Dry DC (4 wheels for 2-3 areas and 6 Wheels for 5-6 areas)
2-Cool DC (4 wheels for 2-3 areas (Jambo) and 6 Wheels for 5-6 areas below 4oc)
**CP ALL use more than 10 thousand outsourcing
**CP ALL has 7 distributions in Thailand
**Daily Maintenance
**KPI: on time delivery, accuracy, fulfill delivery

Key Success Factors:
- Clear SOP (Standard Operation Procedure)
- Using Technology: WMS 200 and Electronic Booking Systems, digital picking system
- Collaboration within the Supply Chain
- Ensure KPIs (Key Performance Index) on:
- Timely manner, reduce errors
- Measuring Quality Service and Healthy.
- Short replenishment cycle time for each store
- Temperature Control
- GPS for tracking & tracing the vehicles.
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
- Set up the collaboration within the supply chain => integrated system.
- The operation requires clear SOP to ensure it is smoothly run.
- Apply pick-to-light system for piece picking
- Reduce the time & work by using e-system to control suppliers, stores & vendors.
Business Networking
- Potential vendor for CP ALL (trucking, customs clearance, FF, distribution)
Group 3
Q: Could you share what is the most modernist technology in your company?
• They use auto/ computerized conveyer systems, cold store ranking and computerized system.
Successful Factors
• Good warehouse management system (WM 2000)
• 95% of 7-Eleven products from CP Group
• 7 places of Distribution Centers in Thailand
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Idea, approaches and Techniques
 Franchising in related countries (CLMV)
 Management system in Warehouse management, HR management
Group 4
Q: Which technologies are applied on your warehouse management? And can you give us information
about KPIs for warehouse performance measurement?
▪ WM 2000 software is being applied on warehouse management.
The KPI:
▪ Window Time: On time delivery
▪ Accuracy Rate: Correctness of shipment delivered
▪ Fill In Rate: Rate of complete order delivery
Success Factor
▪ Modern technology applied in warehouse managing
▪ Control good services supplying vendors
▪ In time delivery
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ Applying successful model of management from these 2 companies into our countries
Business Networking
 CAMBODIA:
▪ Linehaul Express Cambodia) Co., Ltd. is looking for Thailand manufacturers or suppliers of powder,
recycled from cane trees after taking out the cane juice.
▪ RDL Logistics Co., Ltd.
 LAO PDR:
▪ Sitthi Logistics Co., Ltd.: transportation for petroleum industry & materials & goods, warehousing
services
▪ Ministry of Industry and Commerce (Government sector)
 VIETNAM :
▪ VNT Logistics JSC: warehousing services, freight forwarding, trucking & customs clearance
▪ BEE Logistics Corp: freight forwarding , cross-border service, trucking & customs clearance, project
cargoes handling, ISO Tank service for chemical and foods, Dangerous Cargoes handler.
Group 5
Q: Why do they choose Khon Kaen being Regional distribution center Khon Kean, CP all public Co., Ltd.?
 Khon Kaen is one of the four major cities of Isan, Thailand, also known as the "big four of Isan“.
Isan is the northeastern region of Thailand, bordering Laos and Cambodia. Khon Kaen Provinces is
the fifth-largest of the northeastern provinces of Thailand.
 It can cover 16 provinces in the northeastern area and the most utilization place for distribution
or transportation.
Identified and lessons learned of the Success factors
 CP All have well established system for receiving, storage, order picking, transportation or
distribution systems.
 Warehouse is managed by using WM 2000.
 Accuracy (right time, right quantity, right quality, fresh)
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
All trucks for transportation / distribution are out-source from 3PL service provider

Q: What kind/type of trucks are being used?
▪ 4 Wheels (Jumbo) truck can supply for 2 shops (mostly used for near Khon Kane Area)
▪ 6 Wheels truck can supply for 4 shops (mostly used for far area)
Identified and lessons learned of the Success factors
 Total Quality Management for all their staffs in order to get more productivity. The staff are well
trained and treated with high technology equipment. So all their staff members are very happy
working with CP All.
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ The ways of CP All Systematically well management not only their Business but also their staff
members.
Updated / modernized technology which can not only maximize their profit but also help their staff
members work smoothly and happily.
SCG Skill Development School

Group 1
Q: SCG have several product brands and logistic fields (%of own products and % other customers’
products?), so running logistic at 3PL recently and how about the strategy in logistic industry in future?
• Network Expansion (JV)
• Carrier Development (Safety)
• Efficiency Management (Backhaul Matching)
Identified lessons learned of the success factors
• Human Resource Focus
• Safety Mindset
• Investment in Technology
• Excellent Service Quality
• Strategic Partnership
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
• Technology Improvement
• Network Expansion
• Carrier Evaluation
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•

Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Aiming for the best quality

Business Networking
•
Spot hire networking in each country
Group 2
Q: How do you manage to transport nationwide and cross-border?
▪ CHALLENGES IN DOMESTIC & CROSS – BORDER TRANSPORTATION
- Can’t track & trace the location of the driver
- Accidents may happen
- Don’t have the standards for drivers
- Lack of skilled human resources
- Low quality in providing services
▪ Function of the SSDS
- Training driving skills for SCG’s staffs, vendor’s staffs & outside (motor bike, car, all kinds of
truck & MHE)
▪ Knowledge
▪ Skill
- Consulting on defensive driving.
▪ Risk assessment
▪ Precaution
- Recurrent driving training
- Competent training
▪ Ensure full skills before driving
▪ If violation occurs, refresh training
▪ APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY
- Simulator Machine
- TMS integrated with GPS & wifi camera system
- Online integrated system for e-learning and management
Identified lessons learned of the success factors
• Main customers are SCG & their subcontractors.
• Application of technology
• Standard operations
• Gain up-to-date experience from main customers => Practical & highly applicable training
material.
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ Set up the standard operation procedures for driver.
▪ Apply the GPS & wifi camera in transportation management
▪ Recurrent training & competent training
▪ Have risk assessment & precaution tool.
▪ Contract with SSDS for on-site training.
Business Networking
▪ Contract with SSDS for on-site training.
▪ Looking for a franchise of SSDS’s technology & material.
▪ Provide cross-border transportation service in Vietnam to SCG.
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Group 3
Q: During the economic crisis in 1997, how could SCG Logistics Management manage to support logistics for
SIAM Cement PCL?
1- Restructure the process
• Cost Saving
• Technology (SAP, GPS)
• Service delivery
2. Building a network: Mutual Benefit of growing
3. Diversity Business (Business portfolio): Increase efficiency and effectiveness, DC.
Identified lessons learned of the Success factors
• Got Gold Award (Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers)
• Manage Customers
• Manage Daily Process Management
• One of the best services providers
• Have branch office in CLMV and Guangxi
• 2018 plan to extend in Nanning, China
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
• Training for Professional Skills in driving
• GPS system for checking speed and location
• Retraining for drivers who have breakdown, speeding
• 3 kinds of Simulator Systems (Bike, car, Truck)
Group 4 & Group 5
Q: What kind of skill development training courses are provided here and it is only for SCG company staff
member or anyone from logistics industry from GMS country members? Can we apply or not?
- Overseas businesses such as GMS cross border service expansion
- Not only SCG staff members but also GMS Countries members.
- Providing core skills (safety, image, capability and community)
Identified lessons learned of the Success factors
- Focuses on and emphasizes promotion and development of individual’s knowledge and skill which is
recognized both nationwide and regionally.
- Contributes knowledge especially road safety and social continuity and sustainability.
- Promotes and develops the driver - Safety, Image, Capability and Community.
- SCG recognized through some awards such as Deming Grand Prize, Company Standard, Plaque & Award
and so on.
- Well established training school for driver skill development
- Advanced technology for visibility
- Branding driver image (be smart & professional)
- Train not for profit but for good attitude and road safety

Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
- Promoting our drivers’ lives
- Respect the driver as they are our key player
- High priority on ROAD SAFETY and SOCIAL CONTINUITY and SUSTAINABILITY.
Business Networking
▪ SCG Skill Development Training School
▪ Sharing information regarding driver skill development training and future plan of expansion.
▪ Students will be sent for skill development in driving and gaining knowledge of road safety
and community contribution
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
V-Serve Group

Group 1
Q: For your Cross-Border services which is the highest route with volume of cargo movement (ThailandLao or other)? What is the main commodity in the highest route?
• Thailand-Myanmar via Measod’s border gate
• Main commodity: consumer products, equipment, pharmaceuticals,
Identified lessons learned of the Success factors
• Experienced human resource team, well organized SOP to ensure smooth operations,
• Staff presented well about their knowledge of border gates in CLMVT countries
• They have their own trucking fleet, warehouse,
• In their organization, they had breakdown in subsidiary to specify their function such as: V-Serve
Trucking, Cross border, etc. , They have knowledge not only on logistics but also relevant sectors
such as V-Ventis concentrating on law and consultancy services.
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
• One stop service to get license and job
• Support academic organization like MI in order to improve sales & marketing
• C-TPAT to reach more and build reputation with US, EU partners
• Simulators for all learning

Business Networking
• 3PL with own infrastructure
•
Very good at CFS, ICD
•
Good partnership network for both side’s mutual benefits
Group 2
Q: How does the VMI service operate successfully in balancing the benefits between vendors and customers?
▪ Bangna warehouse branch 11,000 SQM
▪ C-TPAT Security Systems
▪ Q-Mark
▪ Set Up 1980
▪ Warehouse Management System under C-TPAT Security Systems
- Personal Security (Sign, Attendant,..)
- Educational and training on awareness
- Information Technology (password)
- Physical Security (door lock in /out)
- Physical access security (ID Card, Office Staff blue and white, Warehouse: blue only)
- Procedural Security
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Identified lessons learned of the Success factors
▪ High Service Quality Standard and reliability
▪ Committed to maintaining the standards of their work
▪ Offering end to end support for their supply chain activities.
▪ Moving forward side by side with their customers.
▪ Safety first (CCTV, Indoor and Outdoor security, GPS)
▪ Multimodal Transportation and Logistics services
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ Incorporated every dimension of logistics activities.
▪ E- Logistics Systems, e-tracking
▪ Monitoring system on the status of the products on a real time basis from receiving point to final
destination.
▪ The operation requires clear SOP to ensure smooth services

Business Networking
▪ Opportunity to build up network with other companies within CLMVT
▪ Business Consultant with CLMVT
Group 3
Q: What is standard procedure SOP that you put in place to get very high customers’ satisfaction?
▪ V serve using C-TPAT in warehouse management
• Personal security
• Education and training on awareness
• Information technology security
• Physical Security
• Physical Access Security Control
▪ Standard Operation : 7 Points Container Inspection Check
• Outside / undercarriage
• Inside / outside doors
• Right side
• Left side
• Front wall
• Ceiling / Roof
• Floor (inside)
Identified lessons learned of the success factors
• Clear procedure in warehouse management
• Applying modern equipment in loading – unloading cargo.
• Widen cross-border in multiple countries (GMS).
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
• Warehouse: C-TPAT C-TPAT compliance
• Trucking: Business connectivity among neighboring countries
Group 4 & Group 5
Q: Your company is doing business in many fields and what Business field are you most successful in and why?
▪ Quality Human Resource and international standard operation system and overseas business network
- Well established WH management under C-TPAT Security Standard
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-

Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Customer satisfaction is the first priority
On time delivery
Strength in cross border and multimodal transport
Well established procedure on cargo stuffing into container

Identified lessons learned of the success factors
▪ Providing high quality services such as Freight forwarding, cross border transportation, customs clearance
and so on from Thailand and worldwide branches.
▪ In order to maintain high quality service, they provide skill development training not only to their staff
members but also to their customers or suppliers from their own institute.
▪ Very systematic management of integrated warehouse services
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ Management of integrated warehouse services
- procedure on cargos stuffing into container
- Procedure on cargos stuffing into the container
- Priority in Safety and Customer satisfactions

Business Networking
▪ Discussing and sharing updated information regarding border trade, customs clearance, domestic
pick-up and delivery/distribution. Businesses will cooperate in future with a focus on business and
staff skill development
▪ To improve curriculum for Logistics Services for students by cooperating with V-Serve Logistics
Institute
Lad Krabang Inland Container Depot Co. Ltd.

Group 1
Q: How can ICD solve the current problem of over capacity? Any plan for expansion?(the current services level
is 1.2 millions cont/year, ICD is designed to be able to service only 600,000 cont/year)
• Facilitation of Ex-Import
• To reduce the traffic (BKK-LCB) Klong Toe port to Lad Krabang
• CO2 emission and environmental green process
• To reduce the logistics costs
• Save time and reduce investment
• Now 400,000-600,00 TEUs can go up to 1 million
• Trying single window technology in the future for over capacity
• Doing single railway and updating the infrastructure
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Success factors:
• Well-planned dry ICD
• Government support as one place ICD and other container ports
• Success strategy about PPP
• Right place for between LCB and Klong Toi port
• Strong 6 module company with good alliance with State Railway Department
• Extend the railway to Lao now and next year to Cambodia
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied:
• Try to communicate with invested authorities
• To use more multi model transport in the future
• To gain several overseas investment
• To follow the approach of better WMS/DBS/paperless/ ITS (if new set-up)
Business Networking
Lad Krabang
• Seen Logistic Association and Truck Association
• To cooperate with both private and public sectors
• Expand business network
Group 2
Q: What is the warehouse management system implemented to accommodate large container volume?
(warehouse layout planning)
- ICD offers WMS as value added options for each container depot.
- Each module operator manages the system themselves.
- Manual container management in Container Y
Success factors:
- Investment in infrastructure
- Insurance for each container (20 million THB per container)
- Reduction of road traffic, transportation cost, energy consumption and carbon emission
- Cooperation among state enterprise, government agency and private company.
Lesson learned:
- Rail transport system i.e. system flow process (6-steps), transport quota, scheduling.
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied:
- A plan on matching between land transport and rail transport both in laws and practice for Thailand and
Lao PDR
Business Networking
- Rail transport to Lao PDR still facing problem at the 1st Thai-Lao friendship bridge which offers limited
transportation time and transportation amount
- Rail connection to Cambodia
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Places for the Structured Learning Visits
Group 3
Q: Please describe your challenges since ICD start up and how do you overcome those obstacles?
▪ Improve infrastructure for ICD
▪ Offer low price to promote railway.
▪ Extend area of ICD
Identified lessons learned of the success factors
• Having government support/ state railway of Thailand
• Apply railway in local transport.
• Good rental fee from operator.
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
• Location strategy to reduce congestion in BKK port
• Building good partners/operators
• Looking at long term rail-way connectivity
Group 4 & Group 5
Q: How do you manage LICD to be efficient and increase Quality of control?
▪ LICD have a well establish system for controlling their operations. Now research and development for
forming digitalization is on target to be completed soon.

Identified lessons learned of the Success factors
▪ ICD is connected with railway to seaport and airport
▪ Combination between Government and Private sector (both local & International)
▪ Strategic location near industrial zone and very easy for both export and import
▪ One Stop Servicing and Facilitating from Government (i.e. SRT Container Office, Customs, Food &
Drug Control and so on…)
Ideas, approaches and techniques which can be applied to our organization / work
▪ One Stop Service and Facility by Government and Private (Local and International) Sector
▪ Promote multimodal transportation
▪ Reduce the energy consumption in transport sector and minimize the environmental impact (reduce
CO2)
Business Networking
▪ Lad Krabang ICD
▪ To join business practices together in the Customs clearance, distribution between RTN
Logistics
▪ To link some business in border transportation and local distribution with Eagle Air & Sea
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. The president also going to invite our member to her network (Thailand
Airfreight Forwarders Association).
▪ Students will be sent for study tour or site visit for increasing their knowledge in ICD
Management and Logistics Industry.
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4.4 Business Matching / Networking
Business Networking was organized at the Mekong
Institute (MI) Conference room and in different
locations of Thailand. It aimed to provide business
opportunities and networking for business
development and enhance business cooperation
among the program participants.
The participants were required to bring
their marketing and information
materials in the form of brochures,
leaflets, business cards, banners,
prototypes and one presentation slide
of business brief for distribution and
presentation to the prospective
logistics businesses for potential
business collaboration. The business
profiles are shown in the appendix.
During the business networking, each participant was required to fill in the Business Matching
form. This was later used to follow up and initiate business development. Guideline of Steps for
Online and On-site Business Matching Process were introduced. Detail of the outline is shown in
the appendix.
The Business Networking was organized among i. the program participants and ii. prospective
international and regional transport and logistics business partners as below;
i.

Between the participants and Members of Khon Kaen Chamber of Commerce, Federation
of Thai Industries and GMS Logistics and Trade Association at Mekong Institute on Friday,
September 29, 2017.
ii. Between the participants and the Thai
SME Federation at the trade event on
ASEAN Market for the SMEs in Nakhon
Ratchasima Province Tuesday, October 3,
2017.
iii. Between the participants and the
Structured Learning Visit places in Khon
Kaen, Nakhon Ratchasima Province and
Bangkok accordingly.

In the table below is the summary of key discussion and action proposed of the business matching
and networking as follows:
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Country
Cambodia

Summary of Key discussion

Summary of Action Proposed

Cambodia
▪ Airfreight service, land transport, customs broker service, ocean
freight service.
▪ Rent trucking / truck rental service, packing and removal service.
▪ Domestic trucking, cross border trucking, fair exhibition cargo.
▪ Garment on hanger, Buyer’s consolidate.
▪ Import & export, customs clearance, inland trucking, project
logistics, port agency service, Liner agency, inland haulage.
▪ Trucking, fair exhibition cargo, clearance, project cargo, sharing
and discuss on procedure of shipment by sea, air and land, cross
border, sea & air consolidation, door to door service, marine
cargo insurance.
▪ Procedure of government working, related to ASEAN and WTO
for making a draft of agreement on Action Plan for ASEAN
Economic Connectivity and how to develop triangle Area
Specialist in Cross Border, cargo transit, bunker provision, air,
boat ticket for individual, warehouse storage.
▪ Export rice regulation.
▪ Understanding about ICT, E-government in Cambodia. It will be
completed at end 2018, Business network on CDC (Cambodia for
Development Council), MOC, customs clearance, sea freight
enquiry, LCL freight of local charge, customs permit and
clearance, ocean freight, cross border trucking, domestics
trucking, customs broker, project cargo.
▪ Rent trucking, packing and removal service, fair / exhibition
cargo, insurance, worldwide courier express, liner agency, project
logistics.

Cambodia
▪ Share and cooperate in future
▪ Joint venture business.
▪ Join conference at MOC on green
logistics.
▪ Online company registration to
MOC.
▪ Service on air freight in Cambodia.
▪ Communicate to use vessel.

Lao PDR
▪ Petroleum, Trading, Construction, cross border, trucking
▪ Services for storage container and transportation container,
document for import & export and transit.
▪ Wood industry: telecommunication, trading, construction,
banking and financial institute, mineral mining, petroleum, airline
franchise, innovation and convenience store.
▪ Services deposit all type of goods, vehicles and space warehouse
rental. Loading within and outside, storage containers and
transport containers processing document for import and export.
▪ Regulation and procedure of customer from each country, share
petroleum business in Cambodia and Laos.
▪ Discuss on technology using and idea to develop rules.
▪ Education curriculum, training for staff capacity building.
▪ Petroleum, trading, construction, services on document on
import & export and transit, storage containers and transport
containers, international freight transport.

Lao PDR
▪ Keep contact each other
▪ Share resource market on
petroleum in Cambodia and Lao
PDR
▪ Sharing information on regulation.
▪ Visit Lao PDR.
▪ Set u smart logistics clinic for SME.
▪ Provide training on logistics on
January 2018.
▪

Suggestion: need more business from Lao PDR.
Myanmar
▪ Ship chartering, cross border transport, barge transport, customs
clearance and compliance.
▪ Truck rental service, customs clearance, project cargo supply
▪ Port to port, how to run business in Myanmar.

Myanmar
▪ Keep in touch for business.
▪ Joint venture
▪ Share single window of Cambodia
to Myanmar.
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Country

Summary of Key discussion
▪ Warehouse and inventory, project cargo, bulk cargo operation,
cross border transport freight forwarding, customs broker barge
transport, warehouse and distribution, issuing the flight
schedule, train schedule, inland water transport schedule,
weather forest, local for transportation, service from port to
port, door to door, warehouse, domestic highway freight
transportation service, warehouse management service, regional
fright logistics service, document processing.
▪ Trade association affiliated with UMFCC.
▪ Logistics business of fruits in Myanmar, regulation and
technology in Myanmar and Cambodia, development of single
window, share experience and rule in Cambodia and Myanmar.
▪ Break bulk trucking service, warehouse and distribution service,
port information, import customs clearance at Yangon, ship
broking, local trucking in Myanmar, relocation/mover service,
customs permit, regulation and clearance.
▪ Port facilitation, truck rental service, project cargo supply, port to
port, regional freight logistics, warehouse management.
Suggestion: organize a workshop to evaluate the progress of
business conducted.
Vietnam
▪ Logistic service, customs clearance and compliance, cross border
transport, sea, air freight services, trucking container ship,
customs broker – DAP/DDP, Sea freight FCL, LCL, consolidate,
project shipment, customs broker agent, warehouse, freight
forwarding, packing and labelling, distribution center, ship agent
representation, customs declaration service.
▪ Air freight, cross border, rail, sea freight transportation, packing,
bonded warehouse, warehouse storage, container loading,
supply chain provides integrated logistics service and solution in
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, transportation project cargo by
barge, break bulk, vessel, ocean freight.
▪ Cross border transaction.
▪ Heavy lifting, crane, materials trailer for project logistics support
from Vietnam and Cambodia, tanker vessel business and ship
agency and ship broking, barge project cargo, lashing materials,
customs declaration, inbounded & out bounded and reverse
logistics, LCL, warehouse, cross docking air freight, courier
business.
▪ Ship agent and representative, customs clearance and
compliance, sea freight FCL, LCL, consolidation, customs broker
DAP/DDP, customs declaration service, packaging and labelling,
distribution center.
Thailand
▪ Customs clearance, cross border transport, E-commerce logistics
services, sea freight, air freight and inland, government
procedure and government information, agriculture and tourist,
agriculture and herbs products, container transit.
▪ Develop and implement law enforcement system in accordance
with international principles, improve management efficiency
and regulatory enforcement.

Summary of Action Proposed
▪ Next 2-5 year to be in touch for
container trucking business and
customs clearance.

Vietnam
▪ Keep in touch, if business
requirement is needed.

Thailand
▪ Trucking and clearance
▪ Keep in touch, if requirement is
needed.
▪ Share information about related
training to Cambodia.
▪ Cross border trucking to Cambodia.
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Country

Lao PDR

Myanmar

Summary of Key discussion
▪ Develop and promoted road transport to be more efficient and
competitive, system to be safe and environmentally, friendly,
provide intelligent service and enhance organization
performance and management based on good governance.
▪ Advanced cross border solution, agriculture products and herbs,
thresher machine for agricultural products.
▪ Rule of truck operator, develop regulation for single window.
▪ Port agency service, project logistics, Simba logistics, offshore
support, ship broking.
▪ Cross border trucking Thai-Cambodia, SOC container transit at
LCB port, cross border from HCMC to PNH, coal shipment in bulk
vessel.
▪ Agricultural product, tourism, herbs.
▪ How to issue ID driver license for the students.
Suggestion: provide more chance to learn about logistics or other
business success in Thailand.
Cambodia
▪ Improve policy for transport.
▪ Connection for networking in transport between Laos Company
and Cambodia company, Lao company for joint the work with
each other.
▪ Challenge of transport in Cambodia to Vietnam and Lao PDR.
Myanmar
▪ Connection for networking in transport between Laos Company
and Myanmar for joint the work with each other.
▪ Finding the network for import and export fruits, Avocado and
other SME product between Lao PDR and Myanmar.
Vietnam
▪ Solution to reduce exhaust transportation.
▪ Export & import SMEs product in Lao PDR and Vietnam.
▪ Difficult of transportation from Vietnam to Laos and its solution.
▪ Challenge of transport in Vietnam and Lao PDR.
▪ Transport from Lao PDR to Vietnam.
Thailand
▪ Transport of dangerous goods, Q mark, simulator driver
▪ Processing of ID Driver school and ID driver system.
▪ Distribution for warehouse management
Cambodia
▪ Customs, brokerage services, export & import by air, sea and
road, and cargo handling to Vietnam by Cambodian company.
▪ Broker, co-leader, trade, shipping industry.
▪ Logistics, freight forwarder, shipping, customs clearance.
▪ Liner service, ship broker, port agency service, project logistics
and offshore support, warehouse and vehicle /truck service.
▪ Exchange information, nature of work, how the government
support to Cambodian business, border trade, freight forwarder.
▪ Logistics procedure, process of export and import
Lao PDR
▪ Multimodal transport operator, international driving license.
▪ Lao has plan to open branch in Myanmar (Mr. Siriphone).
▪ Government service to SMEs – the SMEs can make payment by
smart card, cargo clearance nature.

Summary of Action Proposed

Cambodia
▪ Keep in touch for business matching
in the future.
▪ Research about transportation from
Vietnam to Lao PDR and revert to
have new policy.
Myanmar
▪ Keep in touch for business matching
in the future.

Vietnam
▪ Keep in touch for business matching
in the future.
▪ Set up a new branch in Lao PDR (Noi
Bai Express Development)
Thailand
▪ Keep in touch for business matching
in the future.
Cambodia
▪ Ministry of Transportation,
communication will issue
multimodal transport operator
license.
▪ MOU with Cambodia on business
opportunity on Oct 2017.
▪ Logistics collaboration, logistics
service on one stop service
Lao PDR
▪ Cooperate and coordinate to have
branch in Myanmar.
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Country

Summary of Key discussion
▪ Experiences for transportation by using truck and tank truck in
lao PDR and Thailand area.
Myanmar
▪ Customs clearance service, national transportation facilitation for
truck association, support local truck transport and cross border
(Myanmar- Thailand)
▪ Role of warehouse support trade facilitation and reducing unit
cost, highway trade service, project cargo transportation
distribution in local.
▪ Logistics park, Myanmar Automated Customs Clearance System
(MACCS).
▪ Local transport sector, driving license and non-license, policy on
import and export, transparency.
▪ Customs processing for filling data and cargo clearance at port
and costing.
▪ Outsourcing for customs broker and warehousing, support local
truck (Myanmar-Thailand).
▪ Highway truck service, project cargo transportation, distribution
in local.
▪ Present Myanmar market nature, policies updating status,
government sector changes to positive condition.
▪ Changes of local transport sector.
▪ Problems have faced in Yangon on logistics, project cargo
distribution, import cargo from port to other provinces, import
cargo from port (Yangon) to factory or warehouse.
Vietnam
▪ Freight logistics.
▪ Inland transport by barge between Cambodia – Vietnam and
inland river of Vietnam.
▪ Cross border transport, tanker chartering.
▪ Nature of freight forwarder, information related to industrial and
economic.
▪ Customs clearing service.
Thailand
▪ To become partnership for air, sea transport, Myanmar will sign
CBTA at the end of 2018, multimodal and international
transportation.
▪ Organic food production, thresher for rice, soybean, corn and
combination of products harvester service.
▪ Franchises with Ministry of Transport, Myanmar, training for
driver, security warehouse checklist and plastic factory.
▪ SME products for import, border trade :Thai-Laos-China,
medicine, chicken leg trading, multimodal and cross border
transport.
▪ Truck transport in Thailand.
▪ Franchising training center in Myanmar.
▪ Air freight, 3rd party logistics, one stop service with solution at
cross border, partnership.
▪ Looking for partner, local distribution.
▪ Thailand Trade policy, government support, establishment
freight forwarding company in Thailand.

Summary of Action Proposed

Myanmar
▪ Meet gain in Yangon to initiative
the capacity building for truck
owner.
▪ Dec. conduct capacity building for
local truck operator
▪ Multimodal transport operator
license will be issues in 2018.
▪ Monthly meeting on cross border
transport agreement
▪ Multimodal transport will be
implemented on 2018

Vietnam
▪ Warehouse / logistics, tanker
chartering

Thailand
▪ Assist to contact Civil Aviation.
▪ Exchange SME products at Tachilek
Border Trade and logistics.
▪ Meet each other in Myanmar.
▪ Total 3rd party logistics contract.
▪ Contacting for hiring a truck to
export products to Thailand
▪ Franchises for driving training
▪ Assist for branch office in Yangon
(Ms. Wallapa)
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Country

Vietnam

Thailand

Summary of Key discussion
▪ Factory products and using multimodal transportation for
distribution the goods, contacting for hiring a truck to export
products to Thailand at the cross border.
▪ How to get franchises for driving training.
▪ Export and import cargo, logistics processing, process to get AEO
certificate, branch office in Yangon (Ms. Wallapa).
Cambodia
▪ Logistics agent, freight forwarding, customs broker, cross border
transportation, ocean freight, distributor, handling, shipping
agency.
▪ Bee Logistics outsource customs clearance services from Mekong
Int’l Transport in Cambodia.
▪ Cross border between Vietnam and Cambodia.
▪ Noi Bai deliveries in Vietnam for Mekong International Transport.
Lao PDR
▪ Cross border transport from China to Lao PDR.
▪ Customs procedure in lao PDR and Vietnam.
▪ Customs broker.
▪ Sitthi logistics will outsource transportation and logistics services
of Bee logistics in Ha Tinh province for Coal imported from
Indonesia to Electric power plant in Chalo border transit via Vung
An port in Ha Tinh, Vietnam.
▪ Exchange experience in logistics and transport process, learning
about education process in transport.
▪ Transport goods to Vietnam, logistics service.
Myanmar
▪ Develop branch office of Bee logistics in Myanmar.
▪ Exchange information about cross border trade.
▪ Discuss about logistics delivery in Vietnam with Noi Bai Co.
Vietnam
▪ Partner relationship,
▪ Discuss about company policy and operation.
Thailand
▪ Onsite training, consultant on training center, ocean freight.
▪ Agriculture product export to Vietnam.
▪ Freight forwarding, cross border transportation between
Vietnam-Cambodia -Thailand.
▪ Will organize matching for Ms. Ploynapus with buyers and
tourism company.
▪ Freight forwarding, logistics service.
▪ Need suppliers of artificial flowers in Thailand.
▪ Become agent and nominate cargo to each other. (Eagle Air &
Sea)
▪ Exchanged knowledge on E-commerce.
▪ Searching way to develop the existing branch office of Bee
Logistics in Thailand.
▪ Possibility for Bee logistics Thailand to serve CP All with logistics
services.
▪ Discuss about E-commerce and logistics in Vietnam.
Suggestion: need TPSO to promote and facilitate the business.
Cambodia
▪ Transshipment – LCB from Cambodia, business operation.

Summary of Action Proposed

Cambodia
▪ MOU, Agency.
▪ Exchange detail in October 2017.

Lao PDR
▪ Backhaul solution
▪ Meeting within 3 months (Sitthi)
▪ MOU, Sitthi Logistics will outsource
from Bee Logistics, plan to visit in
October 2017.

Myanmar
▪ Inform by email in October 2017.

Vietnam
▪ Will contact for business
development
Thailand
▪ Meeting to get further details.
▪ Booking for ocean freight (V serve
group).
▪ Market access of Thailand product
in Vietnam. Catalogue is needed.

Cambodia
▪ Not specify
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Summary of Key discussion
▪ Logistics services.
Lao PDR
▪ Driving license in Lao PDR, road situation (R3A), rule and
regulation.
▪ Rail transportation, road safety, how the department of
transport in Lao work.
▪ Logistics research in Laos, trend of transport in Laos and policy.
▪ Fleet management, warehouse management
▪ Cooperation for cross border shipment to Laos and transit to
Vietnam.
▪ Cross border transport through Cambodia.
▪ Trucking and transport, trade policy.
▪ Transport and logistics, economic.
▪ Professor in transportation.
Myanmar
▪ International driving license, one stop logistic solution.
▪ Distribution service in Myanmar, cooperation for cross border
shipment in Myanmar, shipping service.
▪ Transportation and service.
▪ How to solve the problem on paperless in cross border to the
private sector, cut down the time for apply E document in the
border.
Vietnam
▪ Warehouse management, consolidation shipment to HCMC.
▪ E-logistics, cross border shipment.
▪ Air, sea freight forwarding, shipping and warehousing.
Thailand
▪ Trend in transport (road to rail), cross border transport,
backhaul matching, transshipment on LCB, safety regarding twist
lock, customs, cross border transport through Lao PDR.
▪ Courses about logistics in University, transport business from
Thailand to China, unofficial payment transshipment, road
situation and safety, transport facilities eg. gas station, truck
service counter.
▪ Truck for backhaul shipment.
▪ Small truck delivery and services

Summary of Action Proposed
Lao PDR
▪ Not specify.

Myanmar
▪ Not specify.

Vietnam
▪ Study the regulation and discuss
more in detail in November 2017.
▪ Study the possibility and create
model for cooperation.
Thailand
▪ Share information on backhaul
management by DLT.
▪ Quotation will be provided, when
the shipment in the area.
▪ Quotation to V Sriprasert next week
(October,2017)

Thailand

Greeting

5

9

6

30

-

-

Business
decision
taken
Business
proposed

Vietnam

3

Negotiation

Myanmar

7

Establish
business
contact

Lao PDR

Country / Name of participants

Level of Engagement

Cambodia

Country

Exchange
information
about the
business

Country

Cambodia
Mr. Chhong Savong
-

-

Business Development Manager
RDL Logistics Co., Ltd.
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-

Vietnam

Thailand

Greeting

Exchange
information
about the
business

Negotiation

2

5

7

8

11

1

19

-

-

-

7

2

8

9

5

-

23

23

28

8

2

3

5

8

6

6

3

22

12

13

1

1

7

3

6

9

4

2

25

17

1

-

3

7

3

7

9

4

1

29

29

-

-

-

4

3

8

8

14

-

35

13

9

7

8

4

1

-

2

1

-

7

3

7

1

-

4

3

-

1

3

-

11

3

6

1

1

Business
decision
taken
Business
proposed

Myanmar

8

Establish
business
contact

Lao PDR

Country / Name of participants

Level of Engagement

Cambodia

Country

Ms. Ros Veasna
Operation Officer
RSL GLOBAL LOGISTICS Co., Ltd.
Mr. Ngo Pheng
Marketing Manager
Transportation (Trans Star Freight)
Mr. Yann Sopheak
Assistant General Manager in Charge of
Head of Business Development Team
Marketing Department
Addicon Logistics (Cambodia) Co Ltd
Mr. Kuy Sonem
Branch Manager
Ben Line Agencies (Cambodia)
(Simba Logistics, Project Logistics, Liner
Agency, Port Agency Service, Offshore
Support)
Mr. Hak Touch
Boarding Agent
Kampuchea Shipping Agency and Brokers
(Kamsab)
Ms. Kim Sopheany
Deputy Managing Director in Charge / Head
of Operations)
Mekong International Transport Co., Ltd.
Mr. Sing Sothy
Deputy Chief of Sub-regional Office
Department of Asia and the Pacific
Ministry of Commerce
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Mr. Chhun Haysan
Deputy Chief of Dissemination and
Administration Office
Department of Asia and the Pacific
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Vietnam

Thailand

Greeting

Exchange
information
about the
business

Negotiation

-

2

4

-

-

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

6

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

2

3

6

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

3

2

6

-

-

-

-

-

3

4

8

1

12

1

8

22

-

-

2

8

1

-

8

9

2

12

22

-

-

-

8

6

8

2

3

8

14

6

-

-

-

Business
decision
taken
Business
proposed

Myanmar

2

Establish
business
contact

Lao PDR

Country / Name of participants

Level of Engagement

Cambodia

Country

Ministry of Commerce
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Lao PDR
Mr. Anousone Outhailatsady
Professor in Transportation
Road-Bridge and Transportation
Department, Faculty of Engineering
Mr. Santi Phachaleun
Supply Office Equipment and Property
Management
Administration Section
Lao-India Entrepreneurship Development
Center
Mr. Phetvilay Oudone
Technical Officer
Industry and Handicraft Policy Research
Division, Economic Research Institute for
Industry and Trade
Mr. Phoutsompong Vangsiha
Officer
Planning and Research
Lao Logistics State Enterprise
Myanmar
Dr. Khin Lin
Assistant Director
Union Minister’s Office
International Relation & Information
Division
Ministry of Transport and Communications
Mr. Than Win Aung
Group CEO
PALE’ NADI Group of Companies
Ms. Khin Hnin Phyu
Executive Director
The Best Maritime Partner Ltd.
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Vietnam

Thailand

Greeting

Exchange
information
about the
business

Negotiation

2

3

2

8

1

-

17

1

-

-

-

2

-

-

1

-

-

2

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

3

1

1

2

1

-

3

7

2

5

-

2

3

3

3

1

-

6

Branch Director – Ho Chi Minh
Bee Logistics Corporation
Ms. Nguyen Thi Hanh

1

1

2

-

7

2

6

3

-

-

-

Customer Service Supervisor
Customer Service Division, APL Logistics
Vietnam Ltd.
Mr. Nguyen Xuan Hiep

4

5

6

9

4

10

2

16

-

-

-

Vice CEO
Noi Bai Express And Trading Joint Stock
Company
Thailand
Mr. Wuthiwet Sunthornprasart

1

3

4

-

2

9

-

1

1

-

-

2

4

2

2

6

-

2

14

-

-

1

2

1

4

4

3

-

-

14

-

-

-

Business
decision
taken
Business
proposed

Myanmar

3

Country / Name of participants

Establish
business
contact

Lao PDR

Level of Engagement

Cambodia

Country

Ms. Phyo Phyo Aung
Managing Director
Customs Authorized Customs Broker
Mya Family General Services
Vietnam
Mr. Vu Van Haan
Director
Vinafco Joint Stock Corporation

Mr. Vu Minh Duc
Managing Director
Flat World Service Trading and
Investment Co., Ltd
Mr. Bui Thanh Binh
Operation Manager
T&M Forwarding Ltd. Haiphong Office
Mr. Le Tran Nhat Phuong

Transport Technical Officer
Planning Division, Policy and Strategy
Group, Department of Land Transport
Mr. Anirut Suriyamongkhon
Managing Director
Alternative Trucking Services Co., Ltd.
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Vietnam

Thailand

Greeting

Exchange
information
about the
business

Negotiation

-

1

1

1

3

-

1

5

-

-

1

Factory Manager
Phattana Karnkaset Khon Kaen Factory
Co. Ltd.
Mrs. Pinyada Buppasung

1

4

1

3

3

8

-

4

-

-

-

Manager
Song Sao Khan Ka Set (community
Enterprises)

2

4

3

3

4

8

4

4

4

-

-

Business
decision
taken
Business
proposed

Myanmar

Chief of Transport Technicial Group
Provincial Land Transport Office of
Sakaeo
Mr. Boriboon Yokubol

Country / Name of participants

Establish
business
contact

Lao PDR

Level of Engagement

Cambodia

Country

Dr. Yutthasak Prasert

4.5 Action Plan Guidance and Preparation
As part of the program, the orientation for the action plan was introduced to the participants.
The objective was to transfer new ideas, knowledge and learning points acquired during the
training program to a set of activities to be done after the program. The participants developed
the action plan for implementation according to the following guidance;
Business Owners / Representatives:
- Identify business development opportunity with potential partners in CLMVT.
- Suggest next steps for the business activity - when and what kind of activity will be taken up
during the next 3 months, 6 months and 1-2 years. The activity (ies) will be monitored by MI
through online portal of logistics database)
Representatives from Government Agencies/Departments:
- Identify key topics for introduction to build capacities of colleagues in government.
- Introduce new concepts in transportation & logistics guidelines, post training materials on
websites for dissemination.
- Conduct knowledge sharing sessions, workshops, and /or provide news items on TV, radio,
etc.
Representatives from Academic Institutions:
- Introduce the curriculum, update existing curriculum to introduce new concepts, conduct
research, write articles in newspapers, and/or provide radio-TV talk shows, conduct joint
research with neighboring countries, etc.
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In the table below is the summary of title and activities for each country - wide action plan,
together with its objectives.

Activities of
Action Plan

Objective
Expected
results

Title of Action
Plan
Activities of
Action Plan
Objectives

Expected
results
Title of Action
Plan
Activities of
Action Plan

Objectives

Cambodia
▪ Knowledge sharing to students within 2 Universities in Phnom Penh.
▪ Introduce Green Logistics within Cambodia Freight Forwarding Association (CAMFFA),
Ministry of Commerce (MOC) and Ministry of Public Work and Transportation (MPWT)
▪ Practice Green Logistics in Branch of BEN LINE Agencies (CAMBODIA).
To encourage knowledge and apply green logistics in Phnom Penh within 6 months in
2018
▪ Introduce new knowledge to students.
▪ Complete integrated message in the networking.
▪ Staff in the company get the ideas & apply cost saving.
Lao PDR
Developing New Curriculum in Transport and Logistics Program
▪ Conduct a seminar on curriculum with lecturers from the faculty of Engineering,
National University of Laos
▪ Provide new knowledge to students in Logistics and Transportation in CLMVT
countries
▪ Pilot project after training from Mekong Institute in Khon Kaen
▪ Drivers have the knowledge and skills to identify the type of cargo whether it is
general or dangerous goods.
Myanmar
▪ Training and Knowledge sharing to Truck Owners on Transportation Management
▪ Capacity building activities on
o Green Logistics
o Transport of DG across the borders of CLMVT
o Overview of International and Regional Agreements on Transport of DG in the
GMS/CLMVT and introduction to the ADR
o ICT application for Transportation Management System
o CBTA
o Importance of effectiveness
o Incoterms
o Preventive Maintenance and corrective Maintenance
o Maintenance Reporting System
o Overview of Paperless trade for Trade Facilitation
o Overview of GMS Logistics Database
o Driving relative information
o Financial Support company
▪ To provide skill and knowledge on Transportation Management to Truck Owners
▪ To minimize transport operation cost
▪ To provide knowledge on International Truck Maintenance Standards
▪ To share International Standards of Professional Driving Institution
▪ To enhance the Customer Service on Transportation Management
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Title of Action
Plan
Activities of
Action Plan
Objectives

Expected
results

Title of Action
Plan
Activities of
Action Plan

Objectives

Expected
results

▪ To share Insurance for Truck and Goods
▪ To share how to hire / purchase trucks
▪ To introduce how to get loan from Bank for buying new truck
Vietnam
Rail transport From China to ICD Gia Lam to Haiphong Port
Organize seminars and dialogues with concerned ministries and sectors so that they can
realize the importance of the railway line to promote economic development.
▪ To increase efficiency
▪ To avoid accidents on roads
▪ To avoid traffic jams
▪ To use the existing railway system - connecting Vietnam-China border to ICD Gia Lam
to Haiphong Port.
▪ To improve railway transport to play a crucial role in contributing efficiently to the
overall transport in Viet Nam
▪ Discuss rail transport from China to ICD Gia Lam to Haiphong Port
▪ Recommend the government upgrade the existing railway from Lao Cai to Haiphong
from 1.0 m to 1.435 m to accommodate the standard railway of China. To promote
goods transported directly from Yunnan - China to Hai Phong - Vietnam
▪ Push the process of deploying paperless & cross border procedures between China –
VN
Thailand
Enhance the quality of
truck drivers
▪ Safety driving training
▪ Training on Domestic
▪ Organize knowledge
▪ Fuel optimizing driving
and Cross-Border
sharing session in the
training
Traffic Laws
workplace
▪ Keep relationship with
othergovernmetn officials
from CLMV country
▪ Consider enhacning land
transport policy
▪ To enhance driving
▪ To reduce accident rate ▪ To provide related topics to
quality of the truck
of transport vehicles in
relevent people
drivers toward
Northeast of Thailand
▪ Relevant knowedge is
international safety
by 5% in year 2018
taken into consideration
driving standard
▪ To increase individuals’
into the next year policy
▪ To enhance the driving
knowledge and
and strategy planning
ability of truck drivers
understanding of traffic
toward fuel efficiency
laws
driving
▪ Lower rate of accident ▪ Knowledge
▪ Organiz knowledge
occurs
Upgrading
sharing session /
uploading learning
▪ Lower rate of trucks
materials to the internal
broken by driver
website.
▪ Lower the fuel
consumed per km.
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5. PROGRAM EVALUATION
5.1 Evaluation Methods
As stated in Section 1 of the report, several methods of evaluation were employed throughout
the course to monitor and evaluate the level of understanding of the participants.
Objectives
▪ To assess the achievement of the program against participants’ expectations and;
▪ To get feedbacks and inputs for improving the training program course in the future.
The following three evaluation methods were employed for this regional training program:
▪
▪
▪

Pre/Post self-assessment on the training program
Board of Directors (BOD) for daily assessment and
Final training program evaluation

5.2 Evaluation Results
5.2.1 Pre / Post Assessment on the Training Program
Pre and post assessments of knowledge and skills on contents / topic of the program were
conducted in order to provide a benchmark of participants’ knowledge and skills related to the
program before and right after the training program. In the self-assessment questionnaire,
different components were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, where “5” was the highest and “1” the
lowest.

Scale (1-5)

The total average rating for pre-assessment of participants’ knowledge and skills on the training
contents or modules was “2.19” which means the understanding of participants towards all
subjects of the training program on ‘Sustainable Transport and Logistics Planning and
Management’ were: “I have heard about the topics but don’t know enough on how to do / use
it.” On the last day of the two-week program, an online post-assessment was made available to
the participants with the same questions to evaluate their understanding about acquired
knowledge after being trained by MI. The total average rating for post assessment of acquired
competencies was “3.65” approaching “I have a good working knowledge and can do routine
aspects now”. Details of the pre and post self-assessment are shown in the appendix.

3.68

3.7

3.65

3.56

3.67

3.65

2.23

2.35

2.41

2.02

1.92

2.19

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Module 5

Overall Rating
Average

Pre Self-Assessment

Post Self-Assessment
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5.2.2 Board of Directors (BOD)
The Board of Directors (BODs) was another tool used to engage the participants in facilitating the
training program. The BODs consisted of participant representatives. The first session of every
morning started with Board of Directors reviewing the previous day’s session and exercises, and
reporting participants’ feedback to the class.
The BOD was used as a participatory method for assessing the progress of participants’ learning
and training program during and right after the daily program completion.
Reviews and feedback collected at the end of each day from Board of Directors meeting and
suggestion box helped the resource persons and facilitators to identify key points which needed
to be reiterated, and provided references to adjust the program accordingly if necessary.
5.2.3 Final Program Evaluation
The final evaluation form was distributed to participants on the last day of this training. The
different components were rated on a scale of 1 to 3, where 1 is the lowest and 2 to 3 are based
on the specific definition of each question. However, some questions were assessed using a 5 points scale according to a standardized MI monitoring and evaluation system which is integrated
into the final questionnaire.
The questionnaire format was employed to evaluate:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Usefulness of learning program objectives and expectations
Usefulness of Curriculum Design and related aspects
Usefulness of learning program contents and instruction
Competency development of participants
Effectiveness of training methods
Overall evaluation of the program

Open-ended written responses were also requested to gather qualitative and quantitative data.
Qualitative data was then analyzed to further provide the basis for recommendations on future
program improvement.
I. Usefulness of learning program objectives and expectations:
The participants indicated that the program objectives were met and useful with overall rating
average of 2.63 – neutrally met. The most useful objective was on raising awareness of the
importance of sustainable transport and logistics for the participating agencies from CLMVT and
developing business simultaneously rated an average of 2.76.
Usefulness of learning program objectives
(1) Not
(2) Partly
(3) Fully
To what extent do you rate the objectives
met
met
met
of this Training Program?

Total
respondents

Weighted
average
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▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

To enhance and develop the regional
1
trade relationship within the CLMVT
countries;
To enhance and develop the regional
1
trade relationship within the CLMVT
countries;
To raise awareness of the importance
0
of sustainable transport and logistics
for the participating agencies from
CLMVT and develop business
simultaneously;
To apply the gained knowledge, skills
1
and techniques on transport and
logistics planning and management in
CLMVT;
To formulate strategies / guidelines on
2
Human Resources Development and
sustainable transport and logistics
business development in CLMVT.
Average

20

29

50

2.56

18

31

50

2.60

12

38

50

2.76

17

32

50

2.62

16

32

50

2.60

2.63

The questionnaire asked about how the training program met the participants’ expectations, the
participants indicated that it had highly met their expectations at average value of 4.04, as shown
in the table below.
Training program met the participant’s expectations
(1) Not met

(2) Just right

(3) Neutrally
met

(4) Met

(5) Fully met

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0

4

7

22

17

50

4.04

II. Usefulness of Curriculum Design and related aspects
In terms of different aspects of the curriculum design, most of the participants realized that all
aspects of the curriculum design were right. Among them, times for lecture and observation at
the field visits were scored as being “right” with a rating of 2.04. Details of each aspect are shown
in the table below.
Aspects of curriculum

(1) Too
short/ Not
intensive

(2) Right

(3) Too
long / Too
intensive

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

Time allocation to lectures
Time allocation to discussions / exchange
of knowledge
Time allocation to observations / study
tours
Time allocation to Business Networking
Intensity of the course
Duration of the course
Size/group members

0
0

48
42

2
8

50
50

2.04
2.16

4

45

1

50

2.04

3
0
3
1

47
44
47
48

0
6
0
2

50
50
50
50

1.94
2.08
1.94
1.98
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III. Usefulness of learning program contents and instruction
In terms of usefulness and effectiveness of modules and contents of the program, most of the
participants realized that all five modules were very useful with average rating of 4.21. The
participants indicated that among the modules, the most useful module was Module 3 –
International Agreements in the CLMVT / GMS and ASEAN and Transport Regulations with a rating of
4.38. Details of every session within each module are shown in the table below.
Module 1: Needs and Importance of Transport and Logistics, and Challenges and Opportunities in Context
of AEC, and Carriage of Dangerous Goods
(1) Not
(2) Just
(3)
(4)
(5) Very
Total
Weighted
Session
▪ MI Initiatives on Logistics and
Green Freight Development
▪ The Overview of International,
Regional Agreement on
Transport of Dangerous Goods
in the CLMVT and Introduction
to the ADR
▪ Transport of Dangerous Goods
across the borders of CLMVT “The Annex 1: Carriage of
Dangerous Goods”

useful

right

Neutrally
useful

Useful

useful

respondents

average

0

3

4

25

18

50

4.16

0

4

8

22

16

50

4.04

0

3

4

23

25

50

4.70

Average
Module 2 – Strategy for Transport Planning and Management
(1) Not
(2) Just
(3)
Session
▪ Strategy for Transport
Planning and Management Transport Sector Development
Experience of Thailand
▪ Truck Operation Documents
and Quality Standard for Truck
Operation
▪ Service Quality Standard and
Benefit for Society and Nation
– Case of “Q” Mark of Thailand
▪ Roles and Types of Warehouse
▪ Storage System and Materials
Handling
▪ Warehouse Design and Layout
▪ Warehouse Operations
▪ Importance of an effective
maintenance system
▪ Preventive & corrective
maintenance program

4.30
(4)
Useful

(5) Very
useful

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

8

18

22

50

4.32

2

4

20

24

50

4.32

0

1

1

21

27

50

4.48

0
0

1
3

2
8

22
17

25
22

50
50

4.42
4.16

0
0
0

4
1
2

7
5
2

18
22
21

21
22
25

50
50
50

4.12
4.30
4.38

0

2

5

19

24

50

4.30

useful

right

Neutrally
useful

0

5

0
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▪ Workshop and parts
management and
maintenance reporting system

0

1

4

22

23

50

4.34

Average
4.31
Module 3 – International Agreements in the CLMVT / GMS and ASEAN and Transport Regulations
(1) Not
(2) Just
(3)
(4)
(5) Very
Total
Weighted
Session
▪ International Agreements in
CLMVT / GMS and ASEAN
▪ Cross border freight and
logistics agreement, rule,
regulation and challenges
▪ INCOTERMS
▪ Paperless Trade

useful

right

Neutrally
useful

Useful

useful

respondents

average

0

0

12

16

22

50

4.20

0

2

1

21

26

50

4.42

3
4
23
25
50
4.70
4
6
17
23
50
4.18
Average
4.38
Module 4 – E-Logistics in Supply Chain Management and GMS Transport Information Connection (GTIC)
System
(1) Not
(2) Just
(3)
(4)
(5) Very
Total
Weighted
Session
▪ Emerging Needs for the
Application of ICT to Transport
Management
▪ E Logistics - supply Chain
Management
▪ Functionality and
Implementation of Transport
Management System
▪ GMS Transport Information
Connection (GTIC) System
▪ Overview of GMS Logistics
Business Database

0
0

useful

right

Neutrally
useful

Useful

useful

respondents

average

0

3

12

23

12

50

3.88

0

3

13

21

13

50

3.88

0

8

10

20

12

50

3.72

0

3

10

17

20

50

4.08

0

4

6

19

21

50

4.14

Average
Module 5 - Green Freight – key issues and its importance
(1) Not
(2) Just
(3)
Session
▪ Green Freight – Key Issues and
its importance
▪ Green Logistics performance
and measurement
▪ Green Logistics Initiatives
▪ Influencing factor for green
logistics

3.94
(4)
Useful

(5) Very
useful

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

7

18

22

50

4.18

3

6

23

18

50

4.12

2
3

8
7

19
21

21
19

50
50

4.22
4.12

useful

right

Neutrally
useful

0

3

0
0
0

Average

4.16
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IV. Competency Development of Participants
During the program, the knowledge and skills of the participants increased, relevant to their work
and they also acquired additional knowledge from the training program, at average value of 4.16,
3.84 and 3.92 respectively as shown in the table. The participants provided feedback that Module
I: Needs and Importance of Transport and Logistics, and Challenges and Opportunities in Context
of AEC, and Carriage of Dangerous Goods, and Module V: Green Freight – Key Issues and its
Importance were the most important for them. In addition, some participants suggested that
some topics needed to be covered in any future training particularly on packing for shipment, tax
and customs regulations and procedures of each country and cross border cargo transit in all of
ASEAN as well as the CLMVT /GMS.
Furthermore, the participants reported that they improved and developed skills on networking,
team/group working and communication skills with weighted average at 3.98, 3.96 and 3.94
respectively.
Training Programme improved / increased your knowledge and skills
(1) Not
increased

(2) Somewhat
increased

(3) Moderately
increased

(4) Mostly
increased

(5) Highly
increased

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0

4

11

23

12

50

4.16

(1) Not
relevant

(2) Somewhat
relevant

(3) Moderately
relevant

(4) Mostly
relevant

(5) Fully
relevant

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0

5

10

23

12

50

3.84

(1) Not
acquired

(2) Somewhat
acquired

(3) Neutrally
acquired

(4) Acquired

(5) Highly
acquired

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0

3

9

27

11

50

3.92

Knowledge and skills gained from the training be relevant to your work

Training Program help you acquire additional knowledge

During the Training Program, I have Improved / Developed Additional Knowledge/Skills in
Skills
Presentation Skills
Communication Skills
Team / Group
Working Skills
Networking
Internet Searching
Business Networking
Skills

(1) Not
improved

(2)
Somewhat
improved

(3)
Neutrally
improved

(4)
Improved

(5) Fully
improved

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0
0
0

4
3
4

9
8
7

27
28
25

10
11
14

50
50
50

3.86
3.94
3.96

0
0
0

3
5
3

7
15
8

28
22
32

12
8
7

50
50
50

3.98
3.66
3.86

Average

3.49

As part of the program, the participants were asked to assess the structured learning visits (SLV)
and business networking – whether they had improved knowledge on the subject, or not. Most
of the participants improved their knowledge with average rating at 3.64. The SLV visit to CP All
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Public Company Limited (Khon Kaen) received the highest rating in terms of improving
participants’ knowledge.
Regarding the business matching / networking organized for the participants, overall they were
satisfied with the effectiveness of these events, as indicated by an average rating of 3.49.
Structured Learning Visits and Business Networking Improve Knowledge on the Subject
(1) Not
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5) Fully
Total
Weighted
SLVs & BN
Professional ID Driver
Training School (Khon
Kaen)
CP All Public Company
Limited (Khon Kaen)
SCG Skills Development
School (Saraburi)
V Serve Group (Bangkok)
Lad Krabang Inland
Container Depot Co.,
Ltd.

improved

Somewhat
improved

Neutrally
improved

Improved

improved

respondents

average

0

5

12

21

9

50

3.50

0

4

10

23

13

50

3.90

0

5

10

18

17

50

3.50

3
0

6
8

9
8

19
26

13
8

50
50

3.60
3.68

Average

3.64

Business Matching / Networking

Business Networking
among the participants
and Members of Khon
Kaen Chamber of
Commerce, Federation of
Thai Industries and GMS
Logistics and Trade
Association at Mekong
Institute
Business Networking with
Members of Federation
of Thai SME, Nakhon
Ratchasima Province
Business Networking at
Lad Krabang Inland
Container Depot Co., Ltd.

(1) Not
effective

(2)
Somewhat
effective

(3)
Neutrally
effective

(4)
Effective

(5) Very
effective

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0

8

10

23

9

50

3.66

5

7

15

15

8

50

3.18

3

4

12

21

10

50

3.62

3.49

V.

Effectiveness of training methods

Regarding the various training methods applied in the training program, the teaching methods
were mostly rated as being very appropriate and advanced methods, with an average rating of
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4.18. Overall the effectiveness of training methods was rated at 3.93, and monitoring and
evaluation methods rated at 3.95 respectively as shown in the table below.
Level/Degree of the teaching method
(1) Too basic

(2) Just right

(3) Very
appropriate

(4) Advanced

(5) Too
advanced

Total
respondents

Weighted average

0

7

17

20

6

50

4.18

Effectiveness of different training methods
Methods

(1)
Inappropriate

(2)
Somewhat
inappropriate

(3) Neutrally
appropriate

(4)
Appropriate

(5) Very
appropriate

Total
respondent
s

Weighted
average

1

2

11

20

16

50

3.96

0
2

3
3

9
10

24
22

14
13

50
50

3.98
3.82

1
0

3
0

6
13

26
22

14
15

50
50

3.98
4.04

2
1
1

3
3
3

9
9
12

24
22
15

12
15
19

50
50
50

3.82
3.94
3.90

Lecture /
Presentation
Video / Case studies
Class Activities /
Exercise / Assignment
Group Work
Participants’
Presentation and
Plenary Discussion
Action Plans
Business Networking
Structured Learning
Visits

Average

3.93

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) Methods
(1) Not
effective

M&E Methods
Pre- & PostAssessment
Board of Directors
(BOD）
Session Synthesis /
Summary

(2)
Somewhat
effective

(3)
Neutrally
effective

(4) Effective

(5) Very
effective

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

2

1

11

19

17

50

3.96

0

4

11

17

18

50

3.98

0

4

12

18

16

50

3.92

Average

3.95

VI. Overall Evaluation of the program
Overall, most of the participants expressed that they were very satisfied with an average rating
of 3.94 and willing the have similar program next year with weighted average at 4.34.
Overall Training Program
(1) Not
satisfied

(2) Somewhat
satisfied

(3) Moderately
satisfied

(4) Mostly
satisfied

(5) Highly
satisfied

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0

2

12

23

13

50

3.94

Program should be organized again next year.
(1) Don’t
agree

(2) Somewhat
agree

(3) Neutrally
agree

(4) Agree

(5) Strongly
agree

Total
respondents

Weighted
average

0

2

4

19

25

50

4.34
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
Whilst the majority of participants were “mostly” or “highly” satisfied with the training program

overall, some participants offered the following suggestions and recommendations:
▪
▪
▪

▪

An SLV and/or business networking opportunity could have been arranged with traders
or manufacturing (SME) companies also.
Whilst the Action Plan is very good, it would be beneficial to have further support from
MI/donor for additional information or financial assistance to effectively implement it.
Each country’s participants should have been selected with more diversity in terms of
type of business, and more from the private sector, as well as those who truly specialize
in the logistics field.
The networking session periods were very short. More time is needed in each SLV. If
possible, networking should be organized after a lecture with food, and drinks provided.

7. CONCLUSION AND WAY FORWARD
The program assessment results affirmed that the learning program objectives were achieved.
Participants reported that the learning program met their expectations; training contents were
very useful; training methods were highly appropriate; and they were satisfied with the overall
training program.
In congratulatory remarks delivered during the closing ceremony on October 6, 2017, Dr.
Watcharas Leelawath, Executive Director of Mekong Institute, thanked the Ministry of
Commerce for all of their support and mentioned that future collaboration is critical among all
parties. He stated that as key agents of change, the big challenge for the participants is to apply
their knowledge post-training.
Outlining the ways forward, Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta, Director of MI’s Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department, likewise expressed the hope to see positive impact and changes from
the learning acquired from the two-week training program. He also outlined how participants
can implement their specific action plans, such as utilizing the action plan in the logistics database
(www.logisticsgms.com) set up by MI; supporting policy changes; or for the academic
institutions, offering a logistics curriculum, organizing a seminar or writing a research paper.
In the closing remarks of the Training cum Business Networking, TPSO’s Deputy Director General,
Mrs. Sureeporn Sahawat, expressed that she was pleased to hear all participants had learned a
great deal. Echoing earlier reflections of Dr. Watcharas Leelawath and Mr. Madhurjya Kumar
Dutta, Mrs. Sureeporn stated that participants all have an important role to play in furthering
awareness on the importance of transport and logistics management. She assured that TPSO will
continue to carry out future projects with more activities aimed at enhancing CLMVT businesses
as well as increasing trade cooperation in the region.
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8. ISSUES FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION AND CONSIDERATION
Areas
Capacity Building Programs
for Human Capital/Resource
Development

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Areas for enhancing and
developing the sustainable
transport and logistics
sector in country and region

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Opportunities for
cooperation in transport
and logistics activities with
neighboring countries

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Challenges faced in
transportation and logistics
development in country

Transportation and logistics
policy to overcome the
obstacles/problems for
transport and logistics

Issues
Conduct forum for enhancing an effective logistics network.
Organize stakeholder meeting to explore cooperation between
government and private sector
Establish necessary documentation on logistics
Training on warehousing management, E-Logistics and E—
commerce, importance of Green Freight and it implementation,
and application of ICT in logistics holistically
Conduct a series of activities on green freight and logistics
development focusing on standard of quality services for logistics
sector in the CLMVT
Transportation infrastructure
Customs clearance regulations
Transparent policy
Develop more public awareness in logistics transport
Enhance technology
More involvement from government
Establish professional driving skills development institute / school
in each CLMVT
Cross border trucking
Customs clearance
Free trade zone at border
Control time management
Implement a single window in all of CLMVT
Information sharing about CLMVT transport
Reduction in time and cost for transportation
Customs clearance / corruption
Time constraints to process documentation
Lack of human resources in logistics and transportation
Different transport agreements in every country
Infrastructure costs and fuel efficiency
Government policy
Warehousing management
Varying levels of infrastructure development in CLMVT
Modern facilities
ITC Technology
Quality of trucks and warehouses in CLMVT
Same policy / Cross Border Transport Agreement
Transparency
More bilateral agreements
Paperless policy to be developed
Standard on quality service for transportation and logistics. Satisfied
applied standard by the company will be privileged on government
reduction.
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Photos of the Training Program
All photos taken during the Training Program can be accessed at https://goo.gl/uyTGvf .

Group photo on the first day of the Training program

Participants engage in discussion

Presentation by participants

Participants engage in discussion

Presentation by participants

Participants listen to a presentation given by Mr. Pongarin Petchu,
Dangerous Goods Safety Advisor

Group work among the participants

Group work among the participants
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9. APPENDICES
9.1 Participant’s Directory
Photo

Name and Position
Cambodia (10)
Mr. Chhong Savong
Business Development
Manager
Ms. Ros Veasna
Operation Officer

Mr. Ngo Pheng
Marketing Manager

Mr. Yann Sopheak
Assistant General Manager
in Charge of Head of
Business Development
Team

Mr. Pon Chamnan
Sales and Marketing
Manager

Organization & Address

Tel / Fax / Email

RDL Logistics Co., Ltd.
2k, st. 608, Village No.3,
Boeng kok II Commune, Tuol
kork District, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia
RSL GLOBAL LOGISTICS Co.,
Ltd. Villa# 5, Street 554,
Sangkat Boeung Kok I, Khan
Toul Kork, Phnom Penh,
Kingdom of Cambodia.

H/P: +(855) 12894978
Email: savong.bd@rdllogistics.asi
a
SkypeID: chhongsavong
www.rdllogistics.asia
H/P: +855 99 777 155
Email: ops.rsl02@rsllogistics.com
ops.rsl02@gmail.com
Skype: OPS.RSL02
Tel: 855-23 88 55 42/3
Fax:855-23885546
http: www.rsllogistics.com
Tel : +855887666655 /
167666 55/078222532
Email:
marketing@transstarfreight.com

Transportation (Trans Star
Freight)
Mao Tse Toung Blvd,
InterContinental Hotel,
Regency Complex B, 1st
Floor, No. 8/B 294, Sangkat
Tumnup Teuk, Khan
Chamkar Morn, 12306
Phnom Penh, Mao Tse
Toung Boulevard (245),
Cambodia
Marketing Department
Addicon Logistics
(Cambodia) Co Ltd
Attwood Business Center
Building, Unit 15 E1Level 2,
ST. 110A, Sangkat Tuk Thlar,
Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia
Linehaul Express (Cambodia)
Co., Ltd.
#21, Street 608, Sangkat
Boeung Kak II, Khan Toul
Kork, Phnom Cambodia

Tel : 855 23 890 735/36/37
Mobile: 855 17599 731
marketing@addicon.com.kh
Website: www.addicon.com.kh

Tel: 85523 883 729 / 885 149
Fax: 855 23 884 720
Mobile: 855 17 535 187
Email: sales.pnh@rpxonline.com
www.linexsolutions.com
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Photo

Name and Position
Mr. Kuy Sonem
Branch Manager

Mr. Hak Touch
Boarding Agent

Ms. Kim Sopheany
Deputy Managing Director
in Charge / Head of
Operations)
Mr. Sing Sothy
Deputy Chief of Subregional Office
Mr. Chhun Haysan
Deputy Chief of
Dissemination and
Administration Office
Lao PDR (10)
Mr. Hongthong Sorinsay
Technical Officer

Mr. Vannaleth Nokeo
Technical Traffic
Management and Driving
License

Organization & Address
Ben Line Agencies
(Cambodia)
(Simba Logistics, Project
Logistics, Liner Agency, Port
Agency Service, Offshore
Support)
Ground Floor, Regency
Complex-B, Unit #3/4B/79
Street 205, Sangkat
Tomnoubteuk, Khan
Chankarmon, Phnom Penh
Kampuchea Shipping
Agency and Brokers
(Kamsab)
Bldg 109, Sisowath Street,
Sangkat Wat Phnom, Khan
Daun Penh, Phnom Penh
Mekong International
Transport Co., Ltd.
#4B16MP, Russian BLVD,
Sangkat Teuk Thla, Khan Sen
Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Department of Asia and the
Pacific
Ministry of Commerce
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Tel / Fax / Email
Tel: 855 23 222 673 / 424 068
Fax: 855 23 424 086
Mobile: 855 12 205 727
Kuy.sonem@benline.com.kh
www.benlineagencies.com

Tel: 855 23 724 019
Mobile: 855 01 653 4561
Email: hak_touchit@yahoo.com

Tel: 855 77 246 046
Mobile: 855-60723456
Email: sopheany.kim@mekongint
.com
sopheanyk@gmail.com
Tel: 093 38 66 88
Email: ssothy1972@gmail.com

Department of Asia and the
Pacific
Ministry of Commerce
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Tel: 011 577078
Email: haysan.chhun@gmail.com

Division of Transport,
Department of Transport
Lane Xang Avenue,
Vientiane, Lao PDR

Mobile: 856 20 55 11 5656
Email: sorinsaynick@gmail.com

Department of Transport
Ministry of Public Work and
Transport
Kaisonepomvihan Avenue,
Phone xay Village,
Sayseththa District,
Vientiane, Lao PDR

Mobile : 856 20 992 55588
Email: vannalate@yahoo.com
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Photo

Name and Position
Mr. Putthaxay Sirisack
Technical Officer

Mr. Anousone
Outhailatsady
Professor in Transportation

Mr. Santi Phachaleun
Supply Office Equipment
and Property Management

Mr. Siriphone
Chanthavisouk
Transportation Manager

Mr. Phetvilay Oudone
Technical Officer

Mr. Phoutsompong
Vangsiha
Officer

Ms.
Paphatsone Luangphinith
Trade Officer

Organization & Address
Planning and Budgeting
Division
Department of Transport
Phoxay Village, Xaysettha
District, Lane Xang Avenue

Tel / Fax / Email
Tel: 021 4122 64
Mobile: 856 20 551 31 757
Email: p.sirisack@gmail.com

Road-Bridge and
Transportation Department,
Faculty of Engineering
PO.BOX: 3166
Lao-Thai Road, Sokpaluang
Village, Sisattanak District,
Vientiane, Lao PDR
Administration Section
Lao-India Entrepreneurship
Development Center
Thadeuah Road Km8, Unit
17, Hardsaykao Village,
Hardsayfong District,
Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR
Sitthi Logistics Co., Ltd.
3rd Fool Petrotrade,
Phonthanh Village,
Saysettha District, Vientiane,
Lao PDR

Tel: +856 21312424
Mobile: +856 20 56779119
Email: khao_anh@yahoo.com

Industry and Handicraft
Policy Research Division,
Economic Research Institute
for Industry and Trade,
Phonpapao Village,
Sysudtanard District,
Vientiane, Lao PDR
Planning and Research
Lao Logistics State
Entreprise
Km. 20, Thadue Road,
Thanaleng Village,
Hatsayfong District,
Vientiane, Lao PDR
Trade and Economic
Cooperation Division
Department of Planning and
Cooperation
Ministry of Industry and
Commerce
PO Box 4107, Vientiane
Lao PDR

Tel: 856 21 41 7097
Fax: 856 21 4 7097
Mobile: 856 20 5444 2549
phetvilay87@gmail.com
Website: www.laosaft.org.erit

Tel: +856-21 813033
Fax: +856-21813033
Mobile: +856-20 23444474
Email:
tun_cesar69@hotmail.com
liedcvte@yahoo.com
Website: www.liedc.org
Tel: +856 21 262 204
Fax:+856 21 262 205
Mobile: +856 20 5557 1896, 9722
2111
Email: sirithaviphone@gmail.com
Website: www.sitthilogistics.com

Tel: 856 21 832006
Fax: 856 21 832216
Mobile: 856 20 9981 7331
Email:
phoutsompong@hotmail.com

Mobile: 020 56200580
Tel/Fax: +856 21 453982
Email:
phaphatsone@hotmail.com
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Photo

Name and Position
Mr Bouasone
Bounphavanh

Myanmar (10)
Dr. Khin Lin
Assistant Director

Mr. Tun Naing
Deputy Director

Ms. Ei Mon Khine
Member

Mr. Than Win Aung
Group CEO

Ms. Khin Hnin Phyu
Executive Director

Organization & Address
Customs Clearance and
International Freight
Transportation Division Lao
Logistics State Entrerprise
Km. 20, Thadue Road,
Thanaleng Village,
Hatsayfong District,
Vientiane, Lao PDR

Tel / Fax / Email
Tel: +85621 832006 008
Mobile: +8562029929934
Email:
sonebounphavanh@yahoo.com

Union Minister’s Office
International Relation &
Information Division
Ministry of Transport and
Communications
Building No (5), Ministry of
Transport and
Communications, Nay Pyi
Taw, Myanmar
Myanmar Trade Promotion
Organization
Ministry of Commerce
Napyitaw, Myanmar

Tel: +95 67 3411 418 (off.)
Mobile: +95 9 2511 71412
Email:
kunlindmu@gmail.com
Fax: +95 67 3411 419

Myanmar Highway Freight
Transportation Service
Association
Z1/27, Khattar Street,
Bayintroung Warehouse,
Mayangone Township,
Yangon, Myanmar
PALE’ NADI Group of
Companies
No(120), 51st Street
(Middle), Pazuntaung
Township, Yangon,
Myanmar

Tel: 95 448 473 739
Fax: 01 680 683
Mobile: 09 4484 73739
Email:
eimon.khine1991@gmail.com

The Best Maritime Partner
Ltd.
No.75(A5), Ayeyarwaddy St.,
Ahlone Township, Yangon,
Myanmar

Tel: +95 67 430 290 (Off.)
Mobile: +95 9 514 9331
Email:tunnaingpku@gmail.com

Tel: (95-1)292927,292928,200948
Fax:
Mobile: (95-9) 517 3919
Email:
thanwinaung@pearlnadi.com
Website: www.palenadi.com
Tel: +951 2300163, 2300356
Mobile: +959 511 7847
Email:
ngengetheinmyintmaung@gmail.
com
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Photo

Name and Position
Ms. Thein Ge Htay
Central Executive Member
/ Managing Director
Myanmar Customs Brokers
Association
Mr. Aung Gyi
Managing Director

Mr. Kyin Thein
Managing Director

Mr. Sein Bo Tint
Vice Chairman

Ms. Phyo Phyo Aung
Managing Director

Organization & Address
HAY MANN AUNG THON
CO., LTD. (AUNG ZEY GROUP
AGENCY – Customs Service
Agency)
No.218, second floor ,37
street (upper block),
Kyauktada Township,
Yangon, Myanmar
Mo Po Kho Co., Ltd.
No.51(6B), Thiri Street, Thiri
Khay
Mar Ward, Sanchaung
Township,
Yangon, Myanmar

Tel / Fax / Email
Tel: +95 012 42550
Fax; +95 013 73611
Mobile: +95 09511 652 /
095199522
Email:
theingihtay373611@gmail.com

Htun Padetha Logistics and
Trade Co., Ltd.
F-64, Sein Pan Street, Bayint
Naing, Mayangon Township,
Yangon, Myanmar
Myanmar Highway Freight
Transportation Service
Association
Building 2 room 201, Yuran
Street, Zayyar Mon Housing,
Bayintroung Warehouse,
Mayangone Township
Yangon, Myanmar
Customs Authorized
Customs Broker
Mya Family General Services
121, Bo Ywe Street, Latha
Township, Yangon,
Myanmar

Tel: 01 680 683
Mobile: 95 540 7667
Email: kyinthein99@gmail.com

Vietnam (10)
Ms. Nguyen Vu Dan Khuyen Business Development and
Solution Department
Deputy Manager
Gemadept Logistics
9th Floor, CL Tower, 6 Le
Thanh Ton, District 1, Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam
Mr. Vu Van Huan
Director

Vinafco Joint Stock
Corporation
Tu Khoat, Ngu Hiep, Thanh
Tri, Hanoi, Vietnam

Tel: 09795332194~95
HP/Line/Viber : 0943136877
Email: mpk.aunggyi@gmail.com

Tel: 95 111 489 / 978 5111 489
Fax: 95 13 68 6495
Mobile: 95 111 489
Email: sbt4154@gmail.com

Mobile: 95 9 795741061 / 95 9
5187654
Email: phyo2ag@gmail.com

Tel: +84 8 3827 9288
Fax: +84 8 3827 9282
Mobile: +84 933 714 889
Email:
khuyennvd@gemadept.com.vn
Web:
www.gemadeptlogistics.com.vn
Tel: +84 24 3768 5775
Fax: +84 24 3768 4465
Mob: +84 90 04151535
Email:
huan.vuvan@vinafco.com.vn
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Photo

Name and Position
Mr. Nguyen Hoang An
Director

Mr. Vu Minh Duc
Managing Director

Mr. Bui Thanh Binh
Operation Manager

Mr. Le Tran Nhat Phuong
Branch Director – Ho Chi
Minh

Mr. Nguyen Hoang Long
Sales and Project Director

Ms. Nguyen Thi Hanh
Customer Service
Supervisor

Ms. Nguyen Thi Bich Diep
Director

Organization & Address
AVT Multi-modal Transport
477/22 Thong Nhat street,
Go Vap Dist, Ho Chi Minh
City, Viet Nam

Flat World Service Trading
and Investment Co., Ltd.
3rd Floor, 206 De La Thanh
Street, Tho Quan Ward,
Dong Da District, Hanoi,
Vietnam
T&M Forwarding Ltd.
Haiphong Office
Hai Phong, Viet Nam

Bee Logistics Corporation
2nd Floor, 39B Truong Son
Street, Ward 4, Tan Binh
District, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam
Royal Cargo Vietnam Co.,
Ltd.
18th Floor, Pearl Plaza
Tower, 561A Dien Bien Phu,
Ward 25, Binh Thanh
District, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam
Customer Service Division,
APL Logistics Vietnam Ltd.
17Ba huyen Thanh Quan
District3, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam

Oversea Business
Development
VNT Logistics JSC.
No. 2 Bich Cau Street, Dong
Da District, Hanoi, Vietnam

Tel / Fax / Email
Tel: 084-8 22 16 17 18
Fax: 084-8 62 61 56 25
Mobile: 084933346812/
084-868 6789 88
Email: jakean@avttrans.vn
Website: www.avttrans.vn
Tel: +84 24 3944 7666
Fax: +84 24 3944 0398
Mobile: +84 989 631 542
Email: manager@flatworld.vn

Tel: 84225 3821275
Fax: +84 225 3821276
Mobile: 84 912278492
Email:
walter.binh@tmforwarding.com
haiphong@tmforwarding.com
Tel: 84 28 626 47272
Fax:+84 28 6264 7373
Mobile:+84 909427879
johnny.lee@beelogistics.com
www.beelogistics.com
Tel: +84 2835129990
Fax:+84 28 351 28515
Mobile: +84 902512299
Email:
long.nguyen@royalcargo.com
Web: www.royalcargo.com
Tel: +84 28 8221166
Fax: +84 28 38227858
Mobile: +84 909 204045
Email:
jennifer_hanh_nguyen@apllogist
ics.com
Web. www.apllogistics.com
Tel: +8424 3732 1090
Fax: +84 24 3732 4691
Mobile: +84 973 288 588
Email:
diepnguyen@vntlogistics.com
Web.: www.vntlogistics.com
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Photo

Name and Position
Mr. Nguyen Xuan Hiep
Vice CEO

Thailand (10)
Ms. Ploynapus
Ruangsaengsilp
Managing Director

Mr. Krittakorn Uttamo
Managing Director

Mr.
Wuthiwet Sunthornprasart
Transport Technical Officer

Mr. Anirut
Suriyamongkhon
Managing Director

Dr. Yutthasak
Prasert
Chief of Transport
Technicial Group
Dr. Arjaree Saengsathien
Lecturer
Agro-Industrial Technology

Organization & Address
Noi Bai Express And Trading
Joint Stock Company
8th Floor, Tower B, Song Da
Building, My Dinh 1 Ward,
Nam Tu Liem Dist,Ha Noi,
Vietnam

Tel / Fax / Email
Tel: 19006463
Fax:
Mobile: 0912280944
Email: xuanhiep@netco.com.vn
Web.: www.netco.com.vn

Pracharat Raksamakki
Prachinburi
(Social Enterprise Co., Ltd.)
Management
99 Moo 19, Tambon
banphra, Amphur Muang
Prachinburi, Prachinburi
25000 Thailand
E -Logistic and Cross Border
E- commerce
Far-e Co. Ltd.
188/30 Ornsirin business
center 2 _Chiang-Khang
Chiangmai 50140
Planning Division, Policy and
Strategy Group, Department
of Land Transport
1032 Phaholyothin Road,
Chom Phom, Chatuchak,
Bangkok, Thailand
Alternative Trucking
Services Co., Ltd.
187 Putthabusha Road.
Bangmod
Chomthong Bangkok
Thailand 10150
Provincial Land Transport
Office of Sakaeo
3 Suwannasorn Street,
Sakaeo Sub-district, Muang
District, Sakaeo Province

Tel: 081-8509206
Mobile: 081-8509206
Email: ploynapus@gmail.com;
pcprsthailand@gmail.com

Kalasin University
62/1 Kasetsomboon Road, T.
Kalasin, A. Muang,, Kalasin,
Thailand 46000

Tel: +66 43 811 128
Fax: +66 43 813 070
Mobile: +66 94 262 8338
Email: arjaree.sa@ksu.ac.th
Website:
http://www.new.ksu.ac.th

Mobile: 0861155315
Email: Krittakorn81@gmail.com

Tel: 02 271 8401
Fax: 02 271 8443
Mobile: 064 995 6683
Email: wuthiwet.s@gmail.com

Tel: +66 2 874 1600 Ext.602
Fax: +66 2 427-8310
Mobile: 66 87 6984 198
Email: anirut.s@atsthailand.com
www.atsglobaltruck.com
Tel: 037 241809
Fax: 037 241 809
Mobile: 081 78 224 75
Email:
yutthasak_311@hotmail.com
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Photo

Name and Position
Ms. Engnapat
Shinawatranuwong
Advisor of Justice
Department Network of
Udon Thani
Ms. Thanita Artcharee
Trade Officer, Professional
Level

Mr. Boriboon Yokubol
Factory Manager

Mrs. Pinyada Buppasung
Manager

Organization & Address
75 Justice Department of
Udonthani
Makkang Rd., Tambol
Makkhang,
A.Muang, Udonthani
Province 41000
Office of Commercial Affairs
Udonthani
17-18 Sisatta Rd. Makkhang,
Mueang Udonthani 41000

Tel / Fax / Email
Mobile – 0611418038

Phattana Karnkaset Khon
Kaen Factory Co. Ltd.
20 Moo 3 Mittaphap Road,
T-Sumran, Muang, Khon
Kaen, 40000, Thailand
Song Sao Khan Ka Set
(Community Enterprises)
165/358
Kaentoompracharaj,
Naimuang District, Mung
Khon Kaen District
Khon Kaen Province

Mobile: 086-6345789,
086-8583990
Email: smn_best@hotmail.com

Trade Policy and Strategy
Office (TPSO)
Ministry of Commerce
563 Nonthaburi Rd,. Amphur
Muang, Nonthaburi 11000,
Thailand
Division of Industrial and
Service Trade Policy and
Strategy,
Trade Policy and Strategy
Office (TPSO)
Ministry of Commerce
563 Nonthaburi Rd,. Amphur
Muang, Nonthaburi 11000
Department of Trade
Negotiation
Ministry of Commerce
563 Nonthaburi Rd.
Amphur Muang, Nonthaburi
11000, Thailand

Tel: 66 (0) 2 507 7904
Fax: 66 (0) 2 547 5687
Mobile: 087051 3048
Email: prapaple@gmail.com

Email: engshinawatranuwong@g
mail.com

Email ud_ops@moc.go.th
Mobile: 0655102709

Mobile: 0951945623
Email:
wannazaza175@gmail.com

Ministry of Commerce
Miss Prapaporn
Kittsenachai
Trade Officer Professional
Level
Mrs. Sukanya
Thongma
Trade Officer Professional
Level

Mr. Pachara Sangchai

Tel: 66 (0) 2 507 7907
Fax: 66 (0) 2 547 5687
Mobile: 08 9928 8987
Email: pla77sukanya@gmail.com

Mobile:0899245578
Fax:
Email: pacharas.work@gmail.com
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Miss Boochita Intaratat
Trade Officer Professional
Level

Ms. Worapak Thitadilok
Trade Officer, Professional
Level

Resource Persons
Mr. Madhurjya Kumar
Dutta
Director

Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen
Program Specialist

Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun
Program Manager

Mr. Pongnarin Petchu
Dangerous Goods Safety
Adviser

Mr. Raweekit
Phutthithanakorn
Transport Technical Officer

Trade Policy and Strategy
Office (TPSO)
Ministry of Commerce
563 Nonthaburi Rd,. Amphur
Muang, Nonthaburi 11000,
Thailand

Tel: 66 (0) 2 507 7023
Fax: 66 (0) 2 547 5687
Mobile: 089 8978592
Email: boochita.i@gmaii.com

Division of Industrial and
Service Trade Policy and
Strategy, Trade Policy and
Strategy Office (TPSO)
Ministry of Commerce
563 Nonthaburi Rd,. Amphur
Muang, Nonthaburi 11000,
Thailand

Tel: 66 (0) 2 507 7889
Mobile: 66 (0) 89 2367507
Email: worapakth@gmail.com

Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang
District, Khon Kaen 40002,
Thailand

Tel: +66 (0) 43-202-411-2 Ext.
2101
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: +66 (0) 8 74927118
Email: dutta@mekonginstitute.org

Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang
District, Khon Kaen 40002,
Thailand
Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang
District, Khon Kaen 40002,
Thailand
Address: Chem-Safe
Consultants Co., Ltd.
271/1 Soi Sermsuk,
Prachachuen Rd.,
Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900

Tel: +66 (0) 43 202 411-2 Ext.
2103
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: +66 (0) 62990 3971
Email: quan@mekonginstitute.org

Freight Transport Bureau
Department of Land
Transport
Ministry of Land Transport
Bangkok, Thailand

Mob: +66 2 2718490
Email: raweekit@gmail.com

Tel: +66 (0) 43 202 411-2 Ext.
2102
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: +66 (0) 0 87858 2628
Email: sanga@mekonginstitute.org
Mobile: 081 499 4781
Email:
pongnarin.petchu@chemsacon.co
m
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Dr. Weerapat Sessomboon
Associate Professor & Head
of Industrial Engineering
Department

Faculty of Engineering
Khon Kaen University
Khon Kaen, Thailand

Tel: 08971 70909
Email: weerapat@kku.ac.th

Dr. Rawinkhan Srinon
Head of Logistics
Engineering Department

University of Thai Chamber
of Commerce
Bangkok, Thailand

Tel: 0842 662 642
Email: rawinkhan@gmail.com

Assoc. Prof. Dr.
Danaipong Chetchotsak
Associated Dean to
Academic Affairs

College of Graduate Study in Tel: 0819543566
Management (CGSM)
Email:
Khon Kaen University
cdanaichetchotsak2@gmail.com

Dr. Panitas Sureeyatanapas
Lecturer

Department of Industrial
Engineering
Faculty of Engineering
Khon Kaen University
Thailand

Tel: 0922805193
Email: panisu@kku.ac.th

Mekong Institute
Trade & Investment
Facilitation Department
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang
District, Khon Kaen 40002,
Thailand

Tel: +66 (0) 43-202-411-2 Ext.
2106
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: (+66) 0655533625
Email: ed@mekonginstitute.org

Mekong Institute
Trade & Investment
Facilitation Department
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang
District, Khon Kaen 40002,
Thailand

Tel: +66 (0) 43-202-411-2 Ext.
2109
Fax: + 66 (0)43 203 656
Mobile: +66 (0) 8 83044427
Email:
sasiporn@mekonginstitute.org

MI Organizing Team
Mr. Ed MacDonagh (UK)
Program Officer

Ms. Sasiporn Phuphaploy
(Thailand)
Program Assistant
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9.2 Participant’s Company / Organization Profile

Company Profiles for Business Networking
among the training participants and prospective
logistics businesses in Thailand

Company Profiles for Business Networking
CAMBODIA
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ADDRESS: #2K, STREET 608, KHAN TUOL
KORK, PHNOM PENH, CAMBODIA
Tel: (855)-12 814 501
23 4605 666
E-mail: info@rdllogistics.asia
ratana@rdllogistics.asia
Website: www.rdllogistics.asia

Mr. Chhong Savong
Project
Cargo

Sea Freight

Trucking

Our Services:
Sea Freight: FCL & LCL
Consolidation
Project Logistics Management
Door to Door Services
Warehouse includes Concludes
Consolidation & DeConsolidation Service
Tax Exemption Consultancy
Ship Agency
Local Trucking & Transportation

Air Freight

Sea Air/Sea
Land
Services

Clearance
Services

 



BEST ALTERNATIVE

ABOUT RSL

CONTACT US.

Established
Head Office
Business
Manpower
Vision
Mission

Villa N0. 5, Street 554, Sangkat
Boeung Kok I, Khan Toul Kork,
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia.

: August 8, 2008
: Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia
: Freight Forwarding, Customer Brokerage, Warehousing
: Around 50 persons
: We care about Honesty, Reputation, Satisfaction of our customers/Partners needs and wants.
: Committing to provide our counterparts and customers with the best worldwide logistics service,
adding value to their international supply chain operation in order to reach the fostering long-term
confidence and respect in everywhere of the world.
Membership : World Cargo Alliance (WCA), Cambodia Freight Forwarders Association (CAMFFA)
Cambodia Chamber of Commerce (CCC)

Land

Ocean Freight

Air Freight

FCL export & import
LCL export & import
Multimodal Transportation
Every kind of cargo of every
Possible dimension

Direct & consolidated shipments
Door-door service
Aircraft charter service
Perishables, dangerous goods,
Oversized, fashion, high value,
etc.

Warehouse & Distribution

Customs Clearance

Insurance

Warehouse centers in all major
airports/seaports & cities
Loading & unloading
Palletization & shrink wrapping
Labelling & lashing
Trans-loading & cross dock

Customs Clearance
Licensed custom broker
Tariff & classification
consultancy

Customs Insurance
Customer service representatives
to guide clients through their options
Range of comprehensive,
customized
& cost-effective insurance option.

Project Cargo

Perishable Cargo

Fairs/Exhibitions/Fashion

Handle deliveries for all industries
including oil, mining, pulp & paper,
petrochemicals, engineering &
construction
Deliver to the most remote
locations
Customized delivery solutions

Experts in the shipping of
flowers, wine, meat, fish etc.
Special cold storage facilities
Guaranteed timely delivery of
perishables in peak condition

Management of the entire process of
transportation including customs & on-site
handling of goods
Safe & effective transportation of garments &
textiles and Work with client’s suppliers to
maximize your opportunities for backloads,
reducing the chances of empty running

Domestic & international
transportation
FTL / LTL services
Intermodal rail service
Pick-up & delivery

TEL
FAX
E-MAIL
WEBSITE

: (855) -23 88 55 42/3
: (855)-23 88 55 46
: info@rsllogistics.com
: www.rsllogistics.com

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DEPT.
Mr. Samseyla Hun
+855 99 777 266
biz@rsllogistics.com /
biz.rsl01@gmail.com

Seeking Business Connection :
We are looking for oversea third
party Logistic company for using
service of Freight Forwarding among
GMS, China, Asian countries,
especially for integrated logistic
service of cross border trade for
importing services from
Laos PDR, Vietnam, Thailand,
Myanmar.
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CONTACT US

Addicon Logistics (Cambodia) Co Ltd is an international freight forwarding & logistics company
since 2002. Addicon Group has offices in Singapore (HQ), Cambodia, China, and Vietnam. We
have been more than 15 years in the Cambodian logistics industry and have an extensive global
logistical network, in particular the ASEAN region and the Asia Pacific countries. Our Corporate
Motto is “Commitment in Service Quality” and “Globalizing Your Logistics Need”. We concentrate
and focus on multimodal transport as the following competencies:

Attwood Business Center Building,
Unit 15 E1, Level 2, ST. 110A,
Sangkat Tuk Thlar, Khan Sen Sok,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Tel: 855 890735 / 36 / 37
E-mail: addicon@addicon.com.kh
Website: www.addicon.com.kh
Business Development department:

Mr. YANN Sopheak
Assistant General Manager
Email: marketing@addicon.com.kh
HP: (+855) 17 599731 / (+855) 93 599731

Buyer’s Consolidation (Weekly) via Singapore
Airfreight & Sea freight Forwarding
Customs Brokerage
Project cargo handling
Inland / Cross Border Transportation
Garment on Hanger (GOH)
Liner Agencies
Door to Door Services
Cargo Packing and Crating
Container Loading and Unloading
Warehousing & Distribution
Last mile delivery

Our Association

Ms. OU Sopheak
Country Manager
HP: ( +855) 12 557560 / (+855)70 557560
Email: sopheak@addicon.com.kh
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Head Office
Bldg 109, Sisowath Street, Sangkat Wat Phnom, Khan Daun Penh,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Tel: (855) 23 724 019.
Email:shipping_agent@kamsab.com.kh
www.kamsab.com.kh

Our Service:
Shipping Agency Services

Logistics Services (Sea, Land, Air)
- Customs Clearance
- Cargo Consolidation, Packaging, Warehousing, ICD
- Inland Haulage
- Door-to-Door Delivery
- Goods moving
- Cargo Insurance
- Total MTO Logistics

- Agency
- Containers and Cargo Handling
- Bunker, Provision, Spareparts, Mechanics Supply
- Crew Transfer, Sign on/off, Repatriation

- Medical Assistance

Member

- Husbanding, Booking, Brokering, Chartering, Delivery and
Redelivery
- Arranging Salvage of Vessels in Distress

Cruise and Passenger Services
- Visa and Visa Extension Arrangement
- Provision and Souvenirs Supply
- Transport Supply
- Medical Assistance
- Shows and Spectacle Arrangement
- Arranging Meetings and Discussions (Cultural, Business, Research...)
- Arranging Sightseeing or Tour to Specific Locations Countryside
- Air, Boat, Bus Ticket for Individuals

BIMCO
SINCE 1999

FIATA
SINCE 2001

CAMFFA
SINCE 2004

Provide One-Stop Service With
Competitive Pricing!
Our Services:
➢ Ocean Freight
➢ Air Freight
➢ Land / Air / Sea Services
➢ Cargo Transit
➢ Cross Border Trucking
(Thailand , Vietnam)
➢ Domestics Trucking
➢ Customs Brokerage
➢ Project Cargo
➢ Fair/Exhibition Cargo

Office Address:
#4B 16MP, Russian BLVD, Sangkat Teuk
Thla, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Contact:
Tel: (+855) 60 723 456 / (+855) 012 696 966
Email: sopheany.kim@mekongint.com
sopheanyk@gmail.com
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KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA
Nation -Religion -King

Ministryof Commerce

Mr. SING Sothy
Deputy office of Sub Regional office
Asia and Pacific Department
Tel : +855 93 38 66 88
E-mail : ssothy1972@gmail.com
As my duty, I am responsible on Triangle area, ASEAN and WTO, I have the meeting
around ministry which related to Cambodia - Vietnam - Laos for make a draft of
agreement on ACTION PLANT FOR CAMBODIA-LAOS-VIETNAM economic connectivity,
Sometime I went to Vietnam and Laos for negotiation how to develop triangle Area
specialist in cross border… in other hand I was working with ASEAN and WTO
Department and seminar around ASEAN and Asia countries.
Mr. CHHUN Haysan
Tel: +855 11 57 70 78
E-mail: haysan.chhun@gmail.com
Deputy Office Of Dissemination and Administration Office
Asia and Pacific Department
Administration’s Affair, Provide Document and Set-up Schedule for Division.

Company Profiles for Business Networking
LAO PDR
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National University of Laos, Faculty of Engineering
Department of Road Bridge and Transportation
Department of Road Bridge and Transportation have 4 Division such as: 1. Transportation and Logistics Division, 2. Road –
Rail Division, Bridge – Tunnel Division, Construction Management Division. We have students more than 300 students
study in Transportation and Logistics fields
Vision:
Division of Transportation and Logistics will
Core Modules Offered:

provide Knowledge and Connection with ASEAN
countries and International Logistics and Supply
Chain management Institutes

1. LOGISTIC AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
2. TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

3. WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT
4. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
5. PURCHASING MANAGEMENT
6. PROCRUMENT MANAGEMENT

Contact us:

7. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR LOGISTICS
8. LOGISTIC IN SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT

Transportation and Logistics we will server Customer
in Transportation, Logistics and SMEs Companies

National University of Laos,
Faculty of Engineering
Department of Road Bridge and Transportation.

Lao-Thai Road, Sokpaluang Village,
Sisattanak District, Vientiane, Lao PDR
P.O. Box: 3166

Core Services Offered:

Office Phone: + 856 21 312424

1. Logistics Clinic for SMEs Business Services

Mobile: +856 20 56779119, 55174424

2. Smart Logistics Training Program

Khao_anh@yahoo.com

3. Corporation with LIFFA

Contact Person: Mr. Anousone OUTHAILATSADY

4. Corporation with Chamber of Comer Lao
5. Corporation with Lao Logistics Group Association

Smart Logistics Academy
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Company Profiles for Business Networking
MYANAMR
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Dr. KHIN LIN(MYANMAR)
▪ http://www.motc.gov.mm/
▪ Ministry
of
Transport
and
Communications was restructured
by combination of Ministry of
Transport, Ministry of Rail Transport
and Ministry of Communications by
aiming to provide convenient
facilities and update information to
the public.
▪ It is issuing the flight schedule, train
schedule, Inland water transport
schedule,
weather
forecast
(earthquake, flood and drought),
postal service( DHL), and facilitates
Deep Sea port.

Building No. 5, Ministry of Transport and Communications , Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar
Ph:+95 67 3411418 Fax:+95 67 3411419, Hp:+95 9 251171412,
email: kunlindmu@gmail.com, ir.mot@e-transport.gov.mm

Mr. TUN NAING (MYANMAR)
▪

www.trade.gov.mm
Myantrade (Myanmar Trade
Promotion Organization) has
been established since 201314 FY with the aim to give
trade
and
business
information to public at real
time.
▪ As the department was
restructured in 2016, it has
also responsibilities wider
than before to promote
trade by providing facilities
such as logistics hubs and
exhibition centers inline with
the department’s vision.

Building No. 52, Myantrade, Ministry of Commerce, Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar
Ph:+95 67 3430290 Fax:+95 67 3430138, Hp:+95 9 5149331,
email: tunnaingpku@gmail.com ; myantrademoc@gmail.com;
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Transportation & Delivery Services
Relocation/Mover services
Customs clearances services

Warehousing & Inventory
Management Services
Truck rental services
Project Cargo Supply &
General Services
Member of MIFFA, MLF

CONTACT
Mr. Aung Gyi , Managing Director
Mo Po Kho Company Limited
No.51(6B), Thiri street, Thiri Khay Mar Ward, Sanchaung township,
Yangon, Myanmar.
Ph : +959 795332194 – 95 , Mobile: +959 43136877
Line/Viber ID : 0943136877 , Email : mpk.aunggyi@gmail.com
Facebook : www.facebook.com/MPKLogistics
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PALE NADI SERVICES CO.,LTD.
Our Service company was founded in the year 2000. We started off as a shipping agent for ship owners and our business
expand into logistics services ranging from Custom Clearance to Warehouse solution. Our local knowledge and years of
experience enable us to provide our customers with one-stop-service for Logistics. Our goal is to give the best logistics
service which will support our client to extend their business into endless prosperity.

ONE STOP LOGISTICS SOLUTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ship Chartering
Bulk Cargo Operation
Cross-border Transport
Freight Forwarding
Customs Clearance
General Services
Truck Transportation
Barge Transport
Warehousing and Distribution
Over side Project Cargo Handling

CONTACT
Mr. Than Win Aung
Group CEO

No.120, 51st street, Pazuntaung township, Yangon, Myanmar.
Mobile: +959 5173919
Ph : +951 200948, 292927, 292928
Line ID : thanwinaung123
Email : services@pearlnadi.com
Website : www.palenadi.com
Facebook : www.facebook.com/PalenadiServices

Member of WCA, MIFFA
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Daw Theinge Htay
Managing Director
Executive Member of Myanmar customs brokers Association

- Our business group has set up since 2006
registered in Myanmar government.
- We are providing the whole export/import
services including documentation and
transportation to the designated warehouses.
( only Myanmar side)
- If you would like to export your goods to
Myanmar, I am pleased to give you pleasure by
providing with my services.

NO. 218, 3RD FLOOR, 37 ST., UPPER BLOCK KYAUKTADA TSP., YANGON, MYANMAR
OFF: +95 1 242550, FAX: +95 1 373611, HP: +95 9 5115652, +95 9 519952
Email: theingihtay373611@gmail.com

MYANMAR HIGH-WAY FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
ASSOCIATION (MHFTSA)
▪ MYANMAR HIGH-WAY FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE ASSOCIATION (MHFTSA) has around about 430
members doing business in transportation country wide.
▪ There are about 5,000 cargos running daily all over the
country.

▪ It has branch offices in each States and Regions to serve
convenient services for our customers.

MYANMAR HIGH-WAY FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION SERVICE ASSOCIATION
No.37 1st Floor, Khatta St., Bayintnaung Warehouse Mayangone Tsp., Yangon Myanmar
TEL- +951 3686495, FAX: +951 3682736, Hp: +959 5111489
Email : mhftsa1@gmail.com ; sbt4154@gmail.com
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VIETNAM
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Established in 1996, in Hanoi, Vietnam, VNT Logistics operates a full comprehensive
door-to door logistics service to any destination in the world. No destination on any
continent is too distant or too difficult for us to handle. With more than 20 years
experience in logistics & transportations, we believe that we can give to customer the
best solution in this field.

CONTACT US:
Head Office:
No 2 Bich Cau Str., Dong Da
Dist., Hanoi, Vietnam
Tel: +84 24 3732 2784 – 115
Fax: +84 24 3732 4691
Attn: Ms. Katie – OBD Director
Email:
diepnguyen@vntlogistics.com
H/p: +84 973 288 588
Haiphong Office:
208 Chua Ve Road, Dong Hai
1 Ward, Hai An Dist.,
Haiphong, Vietnam
Ho Chi Minh Office:
186 Bis Tran Quang Khai Str,
Tan Dinh Ward, 1 Dist.,
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
Email: info@vntlogistics.com

Internal
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Company Profiles for Business Networking
THAILAND
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9.3 Resource Persons Profile

Profiles of Resource Persons on Technical Sessions
Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta
Director
Trade and Investment Facilitation Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang District
Khon Kaen 40002, Thailand
September 25, 2017, 11.10-12.00 P.M.
▪ MI Initiatives on Logistics and Green Freight Development

Biography
Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta is currently the Director of Trade & Investment Facilitation at Mekong Institute (MI).
Prior to joining MI, he served as Research Director of Economic Institute of Cambodia (EIC) and Technical
Consultant for German International Cooperation (GIZ) in Cambodia and Philippines. Mr. Dutta has also been
recently conferred as the Honorary Advisor to the Ministry of Labor and Vocational Training, Cambodia through a
royal degree by the Prime Minister and the King of the Kingdom of Cambodia.
Mr. Dutta has over 20 years of experience in private sector development in South Asian and South East Asian
countries. His key areas of interest are business development and trade facilitation. He has designed and
implemented several multilateral capacity development projects on business development and Trade Facilitation in
the Greater Mekong Sub region.
He has provided consultancy to various agencies, including UN-ESCAP, ADB, World Bank, GIZ, UNDP, IFC, ILO,
USAID, IFAD, OXFAM, World Vision, Chemonics International etc. on SME policy development, value chain,
tourism, investment feasibility, green business and private sector innovations.
Mr. Dutta earned his Master’s Degree from Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi and an additional
Master of Science in Regional Development Planning and Management from Technical University of Dortmund,
Germany.

Photo / Name

Mr. Pongnarin Petchu
Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser (DGSA) – All Classes by Road and Inland Waterways

(Certified by SQA, Great Britain’s Competent Authority)

Address : Chem-Safe Consultants Co., Ltd.
271/1 Soi Sermsuk, Prachachuen Rd., Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
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Profiles of Resource Persons on Technical Sessions
Date, Time and
Session

September 25, 2017, 13.10 – 17.00 P.M.
▪ The Overview of International, Regional Agreement on Transport of Dangerous Goods in the
GMS / CLMVT and Introduction to the ADR
▪ Transport of Dangerous Goods across the borders of CLMVT - “The Annex 1: Carriage of
Dangerous Goods”

Biography
Mr. Pongnarin PETCHU, PhD Candidate in Doctor in Business Administration,
MBA in General Management, Dowling College, New York, USA
MS in Mechanical Engineering, Stony Brook University, New York, USA
▪
▪
▪
▪

First Thai National to receive European Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser (DGSA) Certificate for All
Classes by Road and Inland Waterways
18 years of experience in dangerous goods and international safety management issues (specifically the ADR
for road transport of DG)
11 years working with GIZ in Bangkok on the DG Safety Management and other DG and chemicals
related projects
Co-founder of Chem-Safe Consultants in Bangkok with a German Expert Partner in 2008

Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Mr. Raweekit Phutthithanakorn
Transport Technical Officer
Freight Transport Bureau
Department of Land Transport
Ministry of Land Transport
Bangkok, Thailand
September 26, 2017, 09.00-12.00 P.M.
▪ Strategy for Transport Planning and Management - Transport Sector Development
Experience of Thailand
▪ Truck Operation Documents and Quality Standard for Truck Operation
▪ Service Quality Standard and Benefit for Society and Nation – Case of “Q” Mark of Thailand

Biography
Mr. Raweekit Phutthithanakorn has a background in Computer Engineering from Chulalongkorn University and a
Masters degree in Real Estate Investment and Finance from the University of Reading, UK. After that he got full
scholarship support from the Royal Thai Government to pursue a Master’s degree in Logistics Management at
Hogeschool Rotterdam University of Applied Science, the Netherlands.
He currently works in the Freight Transport Bureau, Department of Land Transport under the Ministry of Transport,
Thailand. His position is Transport Technical Officer with a focus on Freight transport development and promotion in
both domestics and international contexts. His role in government focuses on creating projects, forums, tools for Thai
Truck operators in building their capabilities and enhancing their competitiveness level.
He has facilitated private sector and government sector involvement in ASEAN through the project “Enhancing the
Capabilities of Road Freight Transport in Preparation of ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)” since 2013. The
project creates many forums for the private sector and government sector related to road freight transport in ASEAN
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Profiles of Resource Persons on Technical Sessions
to meet, mix and learn from each other. Moreover, the project also promotes Thai national trucking standard “Q
Mark” to ASEAN countries, China and India. He has been coordinating with the Truck Association and Government
for 4 years. He also works closely with the private sector to support the establishment of ASEAN Trucking Federation
(ATF). In addition, his main duty at the Department, is as a visiting lecturer in Ramkhamheang University, Faculty of
Business Administration. He teaches International Real Estate (for Real Estate Major Students) and Terminal
Management (for Logistics Major Students).
Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Dr. Weerapat Sessomboon
Associate Professor & Head of Industrial Engineering Department
Faculty of Engineering
Khon Kaen University
Khon Kaen, Thailand

September 26, 2017, 13.10-17.00 P.M.
▪ Roles and Types of Warehouse
▪ Storage System and Materials Handling
▪ Warehouse Design and Layout
▪ Warehouse Operations

Biography
Education

: 1999 D.Eng. (Industrial & Management System Engineering), Waseda Univ., Japan
1993 M.Eng. (Advanced Manufacturing Technology), University of South Australia
1986 B.Eng. (Industrial Engineering), Khon Kaen university, Thailand
Experience
: Industrial Engineer, Researcher, Consultant, Strategist, Administrator
Expertise
: Industrial Work Study and Improvement, Industrial Cluster Development, Industrial
Strategy Planning, Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Administrative : Project Leader, Deputy Director, Associate Dean, Head of Department
Position
Publication
: Over 40 domestic and 20 international papers and articles
Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Dr. Rawinkhan Srinon
Head of Logistics Engineering Department
University of Thai Chamber of Commerce
Bangkok
Thailand

September 27, 2017, 09.00-12.00 P.M.
Emerging Needs for the Application of ICT to Transport Management
E Logistics - supply Chain Management
Functionality and Implementation of Transport Management System

Biography
Dr. Rawinkhan Srinon is an experienced lecturer, researcher, and consultant with a proven record of working in the
higher education industry. Dr. Rawinkhan specializes in Statistics, Logistics and Supply Chain Management,
Information and Communication Technology for Logistics, Process Engineering, and Lean Manufacturing. She also
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Profiles of Resource Persons on Technical Sessions
has a strong education background with a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) focused in Engineering/Industrial Management
from the University of Missouri-Rolla. She has served as Logistics department chair since January 2016.
Dr. Srinon has previously worked as a research fellow at Logistics Research and Development Institute from 2008 2016. She gained real-world experience from being part of projects and research ranged from field work, nongovernment organization consultancy, private company consultancy, productivity improvement, project feasibility
evaluation and National cost index calculation. In 2014 and 2017, she has served as principal investigator of research
funded by the Thailand Research Fund (TRF).
Experiences at University of Thai Chamber of Commerce
▪ 2017: Principle Investigator of research funded by TRF
▪ 2016: Logistics Engineering Department Chair
▪ 2014: Principle Investigator of research funded by NRCT and TRF
▪ 2012: Program Co-director for BBA (International Program) specialized in Logistics Management
▪ 2008: Lecturer
: Logistics Engineering Department Chair
: Research Fellow and Business consultant at Logistics Research and Development
Institute
Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen
Program Specialist
Trade and Investment Facilitation Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang District
Khon Kaen 40002
Thailand
September 27, 2017, 13.10-17.00 P.M.
International Agreements in GMS and ASEAN
Cross border freight and logistics agreement, rule, regulation and challenges
INCOTERMS and documentations
September 29, 2017, 09.00 -15.00 P.M.
Paperless trade
GMS Transport Information Connectivity (GTIC) System

Biography
Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen is now the Program Specialist in the Trade and Investment Facilitation Department, Mekong
Institute (MI). Prior to joining MI in 2015, he worked as a consultant economist for Asian Development Bank (ADB),
the Philippines.
Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen earned his Master of Art in Economics (Trade and Finance) from the University of Manoa
(UHM), Hawai’i, USA in 2002.
Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen has over 23 years of experience working in both private sector and international development
sector. His expertise and professional interest are in international trade, trade facilitation with technical skills and
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Profiles of Resource Persons on Technical Sessions
experience in economic research and analysis, including public sector management, socio-economic development,
and private sector development in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS), e.g. cross-border trade, cross-border
economic zone (CBEZ), trade and transport facilitation (TTF), and etc. He has also provided his expertise to capacity
development programs and SME database development with the support from ADB, the World Bank Group (WBG),
and other development partners.
Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen has proven experience in ODA operations and development under various types of aid
modality and financing instruments in partnership between donors (ADB, WBG, AusAID, JICA, EU, IFAD, KfW) and
the Government targeting economic growth and poverty reduction with a track record of consistently meeting and
exceeding established goals and objectives through development projects and program in various sectors.
Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Danaipong Chetchotsak
Associated Dean to Academic Affairs
College of Graduate Study in Management (CGSM)
Khon Kaen University

September 28, 2017, 09.00-12.00 P.M.
Importance of an effective maintenance system and preventive & corrective maintenance
program
Workshop and parts management and maintenance reporting system

Biography
Dr. Danaipong Chetchotsak received a B. Eng degree from Khon Kaen University (KKU), Thailand, in 1995 and
Master degree and PhD degree in Industrial Engineering from Wichita State University, KS, USA in 2000 and
2003.
He is an Associate Professor in the Department of Industrial Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, at KKU.
Currently he also serves as Associate Dean for Academic Affairs of the Faculty of Engineering, KKU. He teaches
data mining, decision-making, reliability and maintenance engineering. His research experiences include logistics
and supply chain management of ASEAN sugar industry, decision making for CCA diagnosis, and raw material
management for electronic industry.
Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Dr. Panitas Sureeyatanapas
Lecturer
Department of Industrial Engineering
Faculty of Engineering
Khon Kaen University
Thailand
September 28, 2017, 13.10-17.00 P.M.
Green Freight – Key Issues and its importance
Green Logistics performance and measurement
Green Logistics Initiatives
Influencing factor for green logistics
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Biography
Dr. Panitas Sureeyatanapas, PhD, is a lecturer in quality control, green manufacturing management, and computer
applications in industry, at the Department of Industrial Engineering of Khon Kaen University, Thailand. He finished
a Bachelor degree in Production Engineering from King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi in 2003, and
a Master’s degree in Industrial Engineering from Chulalongkorn University in 2005. Then, he was a senior process
engineer at Seagate Technology (Thailand) Limited. He was responsible for new product development and process
quality improvement. After that, he got a scholarship from the Thai government to pursue a Ph.D. in the United
Kingdom. He finished a Ph.D. in Decision Sciences from the University of Manchester in 2014. His current research
interests include multiple criteria decision analysis, decision sciences, quality improvement, green manufacturing,
green logistics, and sustainable development.
Photo / Name

Date, Time and
Session

Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun
Program Manager
Trade and Investment Facilitation Department (TIF)
Mekong Institute
123 Mittraphap Rd., Muang District
Khon Kaen 40002, Thailand
September 29, 2017, 15.20-17.00 P.M.
GMS Logistics Database
Overview of the Structured Learning Visits and its preparation
Business Networking and its preparation
October 2, 2017, 13.10-15.00 P.M.
Introduction to the Action plan

Biography
Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program Manager, TIF, has been working in MI since 1997. He earned a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) from the College of Graduate Study in Management, Khon Kaen University, Thailand in 2005.
Mr. Sa-nga has conducted learning programs with international organizations, such as UNIAP, GMS-BC, NZAID,
ADB, EDI, TICA, JICA, SDC, in the areas of SME development and competiveness, Entrepreneurship, Trade
Facilitation, Agribusiness, and Tourism.
Mr. Sa-nga has also been involved in the design and implementation of capacity building programs for Trade
Promotion Organizations (TPOs), Chambers of Commerce and Industry (CCI), business networking and business
database for the GMS economic corridors, namely the East West Economic Corridor (EWEC), the North-South
Economic Corridor (NSEC), and the Southern Economic Corridor (SEC).
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9.4 Structured Learning Visits
Guideline for Structured Learning Visits
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Structured Learning Visits are designed and organized to allow participants to gain
knowledge on best practices of sustainable logistics sector management with a focus on modern
techniques and approaches in Thailand. The participants will be assigned with the task of
observing, preparing field notes and asking questions, as well as exploring potential business
opportunities with the visiting companies/establishments.
Objectives
▪ To improve understanding on key elements of sustainable logistics and transport
management
▪ To identify elements of transport and logistic services in planning and operations;
▪ To gain knowledge and experience on the functioning of effective logistics operations;
▪ To enhance cooperation among the participants as a team and encourage peer learning
▪ To provide ideas for feasible Action Plans to be implemented for improving the logistics
sector and forging business alliances.
Group Activity
Participants will work in groups of 10 persons (total 5 groups). Each group needs to discuss and
prepare questions on the provided visit place information. Each group should assign roles and
responsibilities to team members such as team leader, co-team leader, translator, note taker or
documenter and photographer. After the visit, each group will give a short presentation for 7-10
minutes including Q&A by elaborating their discussion results in Power Point and/or Word
Format. One question per field visit place for discussion should be identified by each group.
Field visits and Reflection
Place
1. Professional ID Driver Training School, Khon
Kaen on September 30, 2017
2. CP All Public Company Limited (Regional
Distribution Center Khon Kaen) on
September 30, 2017
3. SCG Skills Development School, on October
4, 2017
4. V-Serve Group, on October 4, 2017
5. Lad Krabang Inland Container Depot Co.,
Ltd., October 5, 2017

Field Visit Presentation
October 2, 2017, time
09.00-12.00 P.M. at
Mekong Institute

October 5, 2017, time
13.30-17.00 P.M. at King
Park Avenue Hotel

Contents of presentation
SLVs
- Summary of the answers
on your questions
- Success factors you have
identified and lessons
learned
- Ideas, approaches and
techniques which can be
applied in your
organization / work and
how to apply it.
Business Networking
• Each group needs to
summaries result of the
BizNet.
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Field Visit 1: Professional ID Driver
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Professional ID Driver (driving school) has been certified for its quality standard
by the Department of Land Transport, Ministry of Transport, and Ministry of
Education.
The business has been in operation since 1993.
The organization has played an important role in solving road accident
problems in the country. This corresponds to the world road safety plan: The
Decade of Road Safety (2011-2020) developed by the UN.
The Professional ID Driver (driving school) provides courses (both theory and
practice) for all types of driving: motorcycle, private car, passenger van, truck,
agricultural machines, etc., based on the standards set by the Department of
Land Transport, Ministry of Transport. The school also provides service for car
inspection before renewing the tax.
Skilled driving instructors coach the learners one to one during teaching.
When the learner has passed all the skill evaluations, they can take a test, both
written and driving, and go through all the steps as regulated by the
Department of Land Transport, Ministry of Transport, before the driving license
can be issued by the ID Driver driving school as allowed by the law.
With the ongoing quality improvement of the school, the Department of Land
Transport, has assigned the ID Driver driving school to provide a Professional
Driver with a Safety Driving Training course. The course has successfully trained
all types of large-vehicle drivers including large buses, trailers and dangerous
goods trucks.
The ID Driver driving school is reaching the third decade of developing
sustainable prevention of road accidents. We have been acknowledged by
transport and logistics entrepreneurs not just in the country, but also Lao
People’s Democratic Republic which bring private entrepreneurs to visit the
school every year and encourage private sectors
in their country to implement and invest our
innovation and driving lessons in Lap People’s
Democratic Republic.
We are the best one stop service in road safety,
located in Khon Kaen, by Khon Kaen business
people.
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Field visit 2: Regional Distribution Center Khon Kaen, CP All Public Co., Ltd.
Background:
CP All Public Company Limited was established in 1988 by the Charoen Pokphand Group to
operate convenience store businesses in Thailand under the 7-Eleven trademarks. The company
was granted a license to use the trademark by 7-Eleven, USA. The company was founded in 1988,
Thailand and the number of employees is more than: 120,000 peoples with10,071 7/11 branches
nationwide.
The CP ALL Group has experienced steady growth and stability through corporate social
responsibility.
About RDC Khon Kaen
• Regional Distribution Center Khon Kaen (DC) was
founded in 2007;
• RDC Khon Kaen is one of 7 DCs of CPALL;
• Area: 38 acres;
• Responsibilities: provide products to 855 branches in
16 provinces;
• Product categories:
•
Dry Grocery Distribution Center (DDC)
•
Chilled Distribution Center (CDC)
Business Model:
CPALL has a sustainable business model
to support goods to 7- Eleven.
➢ Policy:
˗ Corporate Philosophy:
Through happy employees,
they desire to see smiles from customers.
˗ Vision: They serve convenience goods to all communities.
˗ Mission: To create customer engagement with innovative products and services and
to enhance good relations with community and society.
➢ Product Management:
There are three main components including warehouse storage, vender
distribution and packing goods.
➢ Transportation:
˗ GPS Tracking
˗ Temperature control (10 Celsius)
➢ Operational Workflow:
1. Product Operation:
˗ Digital Picking
˗ Production Planned
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2. Controlling:
˗ Dry Grocery Distribution Center (DDC, normal temperature)
˗ Chilled Distribution Center (CDC, controlled temperature 2-6 Celsius)
˗ Product Quality for food safety and nutrition.
3. Vendors:
˗ Products Checking
˗ Transportation
4. Transportation:
˗ GPS Tracking
˗ Temperature controlling (10 Celsius)
Technology Management:
Warehouse Management System
- Store products from vendors
- Loading goods
- Packing
- Shipping
Digital picking
- Packing goods: help to manage products faster and reduce time with no need for
many employees.
- Barcode: store information from branches on every product case.
Online Inventory System:
- Real-time update of stored products in every Store.
- Able to determine the amount of products left in inventory.
Temperature control:
- Control temperature to keep products longer.
GPS (Global Positioning System)
- Tracking delivery vehicles and specific delivery times.
KPI (Key Performance Indicators)
- Capable to focus on employee performance.
- Measurable and quantitative.
- Can be measured in the given time period.
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Field visit 3: SCG Skills Development School
Source : https://www.scglogistics.co.th/service/index
SCG Logistics Management Company Limited is a subsidiary of SCG Cement – Building
Materials. The company provides logistics management services.
SCG Logistics Management (SCG-L) is a Third Party Logistics provider (3PL), offering total
logistical support and transportation of products, ranging from raw materials to finished
goods, both locally and internationally.
Prior to the 1997 economic crisis, SCG Logistics Management was only a department
supporting logistics for Siam Cement PCL.
• In 1998, after the economic crisis, an organizational restructuring resulted in the
department being formed as a company called Bangsue Transport.
• In 2000, the company was renamed Cement Thai Logistics
• In 2004, the company was renamed SCG Logistics Management as part of the SCG
brand
SCG Logistics provides integrated logistics and transportation management services in
Thailand and abroad, using the most efficient management system, offering an extensive
network, and providing warehouse services on par with international standards. State of-the-art technology is integral to their ability to provide services that truly answer the
needs of their customers. Effective management has led to their consistent growth over
the years.
Business Philosophy
SCG-L abides by SCG’s four core values which are Adherence to Fairness, Dedication to
Excellence, Belief in the Value of the Individual, and Concern for Social
Responsibility. SCG-L also believes that business success can be sustained when all
related stakeholders receive fair benefits. Hence, the Win-Win-Win concept has been
SCG-L’s key principle in order to balancing benefit to customers, suppliers, employees
and shareholders.
Service
SCG Logistics offers several types of logistics management services, based on the varied
needs of customers. They continue to improve their services to maintain customer
satisfaction. Their range of services includes:
1. Domestic Transportation Service
2. Cross border Service
3. Import-Export Service
4. Warehouse Management Service
5. Cold Chain Service
6. Regional Logistics Service
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In order to minimize environmental impact, SCG Logistics uses transportation that
reduces air pollution emissions such as multi-modal transportation using fuel-efficient
vehicles including train or ship in combination with trucks, reducing backhaul by ensuring
their trucks don’t run empty to maximize fuel usage, or using large trucks to transport
consolidated shipment from several customers at the same time to their distribution
center, then using smaller trucks to deliver the goods to the destination, helping to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Their safety initiatives include stringent maintenance of their transport vehicles as well
as the development of their drivers. SCG Logistics has established the Skill Development
School to design and develop several levels of training for their drivers. They have also
built public truck stations in many regions of Thailand so that their drivers can rest on
long-distance driving, so that they can drive safely and communities are also safe. This is
in line with SCG’s philosophy to encourage sustainable and mutual growth of the
organization and the community.
Driver Centric Safety Management System
Social-Environment Responsibility and Sustainability are crucial cor porate values that
SCG-L adheres to, in line with SCG Group’s corporate culture that has led to
developments that simplifies customer expansions, the standard of living at large and
thus their sustainable growth throughout history, as a result. As optimize d logistics, along
with the energy and communication grid, holds the key to wealth distribution and
therefore any regional success going forward, SCG-L understands that prosperity takes
two to tango – an economic and ecological co-evolution. Rest assured, they strive
progressively to Green their operations where they can, both internal processes and in
the products and packages for customers.
Transportation Management
SCG-L adheres to high priority transport safety standards. The ISO 39001 certification fo r
the Road Traffic Safety Management System (RTSMS) is in line with Corporate Values and
Sustainability Principles including Fairness, Excellence, Human Assets, and Social
Responsibility. They enhance and improve awareness on motorway safety measure for
internal workforce, business partners alike and disseminate safety knowledge to the
public community at large. They seek to attain safe logistics operations across all sectors
and to promote Thailand as a society of security anytime, anywhere.
Driver Centric Safety Management System
In carrying out safety anytime, anywhere, SCG-L enforces compliance standards
pertaining to the maintenance and inspection procedures of all transport vehicles as well
as other means of freight to be in mission-ready condition at all times. Motor vehicle and
Ground Operator Development is the front and center focus that lies at the heart of SCG L business. Thus, the Skills Development School was founded to promote and develop
staff at various levels and foster a security-safety first mindset through a Driver-Centric
Safety Management System approach that covers all logistics stages and aspects in
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correspondent with a safety-security procedure. The emphasis is hands-on participation
in well-designed activities to ensure effective learning experiences. All in all, they do
their best to make sure freight operations are carried out with the safest and secure
practices possible.
Logistics Command Center & Delivery Plan
Pre-departure route planning and coordinating is a crucial success f actor to minimizing
unnecessary footprint and commence the most efficient and effective freight operation
possible. Vehicle operators must know en route alternative itinerary and solutions as
well as destination geographical attributes by heart, to include high risk territories,
accident prevention, current state of affairs, rest areas, parking and space requirement,
time management and areas of enhanced performance potential, all the way to
contingency plans for each stage and process. Such factors play a crucial role and interact
with one another to determine overall effectiveness of the operation. Thus, SCG -L utilizes
a Delivery Plan to promote and control the operation of transport safety in every
dimension.
Smart Driver Community
Apart from the preferable motor operator behavior, positive attitudes toward one’s
career, in providing services and a sense of being part of an organization marks common
denominators for successful forged Customer-Centric mindset. The result is Added-Value
from a Smart Driver to customers which are clearly distinctive from the average driver.
Four key practices for Smart Drivers include: Smart Heart, Smart Look & Act, Smart
Technology, and Smart Attitude & Image.

1. Smart Heart : Service Minded
• The service mind, attentiveness and sympathy towards customers, as well as co workers and friends along the journey.
• Familiarity with customer approaches: knowing how to approach customers and
associates accordingly to individual characteristics.
2. Smart Look : Professional Appearance
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•

3.

4.

5.

6.

Dress according to corporate dress code: dark trousers, heel-covered shoes/safety
shoes. Driver Identification Card (ID).
• Personality: clean, reliable, age group appropriate for job requirements.
Smart Act : Professional Work
• Resourceful in problem solving: controlled emotions, compliance to rules and
regulations according to place, time and occasion/strict adherence to freight
procedure, etc.
Smart Technology : Supported Technology
• Resourceful in the use of technology in various applicat ions to facilitate
work/documentation and recording of events, collective data-driven problem
solving abilities.
Smart Attitude : Sense of Belonging
• Take Pride: proud and grateful of one’s profession, to be a part of the
organization. The love of driving and pride in the chosen career field.
• Aware of the responsibility of representing the corporate brand and image at all
times through the service and work that one carries out.
Smart Image : Safety Concern
• Experienced and resourceful to detect and solve basic problems pertaining to
vehicle maintenance, mechanics and functionalities.
• Uphold and acknowledgement of the benefits of stipulated rules and regulations
for the safety of themselves and the surrounding people, as well.

ISO 39001:2012 Road Traffic Safety Management System
The ISO 39001 is a Road Traffic Safety Management System (RTSMS) that specifies
requirements for road safety measures to enable organizations that operate with road
traffic systems to minimize losses to both life and property from accidental collisions of
which it can influence.
SCG-L pilot implementation of the safety measurements for certification purposes took
place with SCG’s fleet in Saraburi Province, covering three cement plants in three
locations, namely the Kow Wong, Kaeng Khoi, and the Tha Luang plant, respectively.

SCG Logistics believes the ISO 39001:2012 certification will enhance its safety
management system in accordance with international standards and boost the quality
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and efficiency of its freight services in a sustainable fashion, as the system is enhanced
on a continual basis.
Certification requirements focus on four key elements, including the following:
Driver Management: Motor Vehicle Operator
1.Safety Measures
2.Safety Driving Training Course
Vehicle Management: Motor Vehicle Standard (Trucks)
1. Motor Vehicle Standard
2. Motor Vehicle Inspection
Journey Management: Delivery Plan
1. Delivery Plan: Safety Transportation Management
2. Route Plan: Rest Areas-Risk Areas
Emergency Management
1. Emergency Response Guidelines
2. Emergency Response Equipment Directory

Field visit 4: V-Serve Group
Source : https://www.v-servelogistics.com/media/vserve/index_en_2015.php
V-Serve Holding Company Limited, under the trade name "V-Serve", is proud to be one of the
Thai owned integrated logistics service providers. For over 30 years the V-Serve Group has served
customers and played a part in their successes by offering them end-to-end support for their
supply chain activities. Their customers gain utmost satisfaction from their teams of professionals
known for their extensive experiences and expertise in customs clearance, warehousing, product
distribution and land, sea and air modes of transportation.
"V-Serve" is registered as a multi-mode transportation service provider. With a network of over
25 branches in Thailand and abroad, they have a quality assurance program to ensure service
quality and on-time delivery, including an E-Logistics system that is linked to the ERP Systems and
Electronic Call Center systems. Customers can track the progress of their orders through the ETracking and Call Center systems twenty-four hours a day and follow-up on the status of their
products on a real-time basis from receiving points to final destination.
V-Serve Logistics Limited, their flagship company, provides diverse integrated logistics services
that incorporate nearly every dimension of logistics activities in customs clearance management,
as well as product distribution covering nearly every economic gateway.
VISION
V-Serve Logistics Ltd. is committed to enhance the competitive capability with excellent
management and services to meet customer satisfaction, increasing the growth and stability of
company and employees.
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Mission
To achieve value-added Supply Chain of customer chain, the V-serve Group provides the special
service "VMI (Vender Management Inventory)" for their customers by contacting and
coordinating with each customer's supplier. This provided service is the integrated customer
interaction management in the supply chain. V-serve will liaise with supplier both in-out country
and follow up the Shipping document such as B/L, Picking List, C/O, Form A, Form D and
Insurance. This service helps their customers to shorten the time on document process.
Moreover, their VMI also organize the plan of delivery cargo directly to production without
stopping at warehouses. This can save cost for inventory. This is matched with their concept
"Daily make to Order Production" to increase their customer competitiveness.
CERTIFICATES & AWARDS
Their work is carried out according to our quality control systems. We received ISO: 9001-2008
certification from Tuv-Nord, a German company in 1998. Moreover, they have an audit system
for every stage of their work, from document checking to submitting e-customs data. This is not
to mention their inspection system for receiving and delivering goods at their warehouses. VServe has also joined the C-TAT program, which is recognized by the U.S. Customs. All of this
facilitates releases of goods both in the United States and the European Union.
With over three decades in this business, the V-Serve Group has earned a reputation for integrity,
professional ethics and quality services. V-Serve is recognized as a leading integrated logistics
service provider in Thailand. Evidence of this success includes the Prime Minister Award in 2010,
the Outstanding Comprehensive Logistics Service Providers Award, which they received for three
consecutive years, from the Minister of Commerce. In addition, they also received Q
Mark Certification in Transport Management from the Land Transport Department. This is not to
mention several other awards from other organizations in Thailand and abroad. These awards
testify to the quality and reliability of their services that have brought pride to Thailand. They are
committed to maintaining the standards of their work and cherishing the value of their
profession. This ultimately will lead them toward success that allows them to always continue to
move forward side by side with their customers.
Certified AEO. Standard.
Type Customs Broker
by AEO Standard division, Customs Standard Procedures
and valuation bureau. Thai Customs Department.
[ Year : 2014 ]
Certified HAL-Q. [2013]
Type Logistics - Transport Management System has been
certified to be Halal.
by Halal Science Center Chulalongkorn University
[ Year : 2013 ]
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Certified ISO. 9001:2008
Type Logistics Service Provider
by TuV Nord.
[ Year : 1998-Present ]
Certified Thailand's Brand.
by Department of International Trade Promotion, Ministry
of Commerce.
[ Year : 2010 ]
Certified Q-mark Standard Truck and Service.
by Department of Land Transport Ministry of Transport.
[ Year : 2010 ]
Energy Award :
Received an honorable mention. Energy conservation
Type Energy Transport Department of Alternative Energy
Development
by Department of Energy.
[ Year : 2011 ]
PM Award.
Type Best Service Provider 2010
From Prime Minister.
[ Year : 2010 ]
The Best Logistics Service Provider Award.
by Department of International Trade Promotion, Ministry
of Commerce.
[ Year : 2007-2009 ]
BOI. Have been promoted BOI (BOI. Number 1863(2)2550)
From Ministry of Industry.
[ Year : 2007 ]
Products and Services
• Customs Clearance
• Transport & Cargoes Distribution
• Southern Logistics & Trading
• Warehouse & Distribution Center
• V-Serve Cargoes Distribution Center
• International Logistics
• Border Logistics
• V-Ventis & VTT-Nippon
• Trading & Inter-trade Business
• Myanmar Project
• Seminar & In-House Training

Business
▪ Customs Clearance
▪ Transport & Cargoes Distribution
▪ Southern Logistics and Trading
▪ Warehouse & Distribution Center
▪ V-Serve Cargoes Distribution Center
▪ International Logistics
▪ Border Logistics
▪ V-Ventis & VTT-Nippon
▪ Myanmar Project
▪ Seminar & In-house Training
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• e-Logistics
• e-Catalog
• Reliability
V-SERVE GROUP OF COMPANIES
Parent Company
V-SERVE HOLDING LIMITED
Logistics Business
V-Serve Logistics Limited
V-Serve Sea & Land Limited
V-Serve Cross Border Limited
V-Serve Logistics Park Limited
V-Serve Transport & Truck Terminal
Limited
V-Serve Southern Limited
Warehouse & Distribution Business
Bangpu Warehouse
Bangna Warehouse
Suvarnabhumi (Kingkaew) Warehouse
Office Branches
Office at MD Tower, 20th and 17th
Floor
Laemchabang Branch Office
(Cholburi)
Suvarnbhumi Air-Cargo Office
Surathani Office (Surajthani)
Songkhla Office (Songkls Branch)
Padang Besar Office (Padang Basa
Branch)
Truck Terminal (Kingkaew)
Mae-Sod Office

Oversea Investment
V-TT Nippon Limited(Japan)
V-Serve Vietnam Limited (Ho Chi Minh)
V-Serve Lao Trade & Service Limited (Lao
PDR)
World Express Company
Limited(Singapore)
Education & Training
We-Wealth Company Limited
V-Serve Institute
Import and Export Promotion School
V-Serve Vientiane Limited(Lao PDR)
Consultant & Legal
V-Ventis Company Limited
V-Ventis Law & Audit Firm)
Trading Firm
V-Serve Modern Enterprise Company
Limited
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Field visit 5: Lad krabang Inland Container Depot (LICD)
Organizations
o State Railway of Thailand
o Module Operator (Private Company)
o Government Agencies

Objectives
o In 1989, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) in collaboration with the
Government of Thailand conducted a feasibility study of this project as a dry port for the
port of Laem Chabang. Major objectives were;
o Facilitating cargo export/import
o Promoting the use of Laem Chabang Port
o Reducing the cargo traffic by road between Bangkok - Laem Chabang.
o Supporting policy solutions to reduce congestion at the Port of Bangkok
(Klong Toey), and promote planned enhancement of trade and investment
o Promoting rail freight transport between Bangkok - Laem Chabang to
reduce the energy consumption in transport sector and minimize the
environmental impact
General Information
o
o
o
o
o
o

The total area is about 104 Hectares
About 60 Hectares are used by 6 ICD Modules operators.
The remaining 44 Hectares are used for general facility.
Originally designed to handle the volume of 400,000 - 600,000 TEUs per year.
Construction cost : 94 Million USD (1 USD = 33 Baht)
The LICD was inaugurated on 9 April 1996

Government Agencies for Servicing and Facilitating
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SRT Container Office
Customs
Plant Quarantine
Wild Life Conservation Division
Fisheries Quarantine
Animal Quarantine
Food and Drug Control Division
Bangkok Forest Check Point at Lat Krabang
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Module Operators
•
•
•
•
•
•

Module A
Module B
(ESCO)
Module C
Module D
Module E
Module F
(NICD)

Siam Shoreside Services (SSS)
Eastern Sea Laem Chabung Terminal CO., LTD
Evergreen Container Terminal (Thailand) (ECTT)
TIFFA ICD (TIFFA)
Thai Hanjin Logistics CO., LTD (THL)
N.Y.K. Distribution Service (Thailand) CO., LTD

Capacity and Annual Throughput
•
•
•

Capacity  approx. 1.7 million TEUs per annum
30% of Throughput at Laem Chabang Port
Lat Krabang ICD – LCB Port  Modal Split Road: Rail = 68.7:31.3 (2016)
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9.5 Program Schedule
Tentative Program Schedule

Day I, Monday, September 25, 2017
Venue : Mekong River Conference Room, MI Annex, 2nd Floor, Mekong Institute, Khon Kaen
Thailand
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
07.00-08.20
Breakfast
@MI/Hotel
08.20-08.40
Participants registration
Ms. Sasiporn Phuphaploy,
Program Adm. Assistant, MI
08.40-08.50
Welcome remarks
Dr. Watcharas Leelawath,
Executive Director, MI
08.50-09.00
▪ Opening remarks
Miss Bhornbhat Punngok
▪ Overview of the Trade Policy and Director of the Division of
Strategy Office, Ministry of Commerce, Industrial and Service Trade Policy
Thailand
and Strategy
*MC-Mr. Ed Macdonagh, Program Officer, TIF

09.00-09.20
09.20-09.30

Organization’s VDO Presentation
▪ Mekong Institute presentation
Group Photo

▪ Getting to Know each Other
▪ MI Facilities Presentation
10.10-10.30
Coffee Break and Business Networking
10.30-11.10
▪ Setting Norms & Expectations
▪ Evaluation Tool and Pre – assessment
▪ Program Overview and Course
Assignments
Technical Sessions
09.30-10.10

11.10-12.00

▪

12.00-13.10
13.10-15.00

Lunch and Business Networking
▪ The Overview of International,
Regional Agreement on Transport of
Dangerous Goods in the GMS / CLMVT
and Introduction to the ADR

15.00-15.20

MI Initiatives on Logistics and Green
Freight Development

Coffee break and Business Networking

@ MI
@ CKM
Mr. Ed Macdonagh, Program
Officer, TIF
@ MI
Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program
Manager, Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department, MI

Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta
Director
Trade & Investment Facilitation
(TIF)
@ MI
Mr. Pongnarin Petchu
Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser
(DGSA) – All Classes by Road and
Inland Waterways
(Certified by SQA, Great Britain’s
Competent Authority)
Chem-Safe Consultants Co., Ltd.
271/1 Soi Sermsuk, Prachachuen
Rd., Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
@ MI
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15.20-17.00

17.00
onwards

-

▪
▪

Transport of Dangerous Goods across
the borders of CLMVT - “The Annex 1:
Carriage of Dangerous Goods”

Campus Tour & Dinner (self-payment)
Fee time and self study

Mr. Pongnarin Petchu
Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser
Chem-Safe Consultants Co., Ltd.
271/1 Soi Sermsuk, Prachachuen
Rd., Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Ms. Sasiporn Phuphaploy, TIF
Program Adm. Assistant, MI

Day II, Tuesday, September 26, 2017
Venue : Mekong River Conference Room, MI Annex, 2nd Floor, Mekong Institute, Khon Kaen
Thailand
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
07.00-08.40
Breakfast
@MI/Hotel
08.40-09.00
Recapitulation
Assigned team
09.00-10.20
- Strategy for Transport Planning and
Mr. Raweekit Phutthithanakorn
Management - Transport Sector
Transport Technical Officer
Development Experience of Thailand
Freight Transport Bureau,
- Truck Operation Documents and
Department of Land Transport,
Ministry of Land Transport,
Quality Standard for Truck Operation
Bangkok, Thailand
10.20-10.40
Coffee Break and Business Networking
@ MI
10.40-12.00
- Service Quality Standard and Benefit
Mr. Raweekit Phutthithanakorn
for Society and Nation – Case of “Q”
Transport Technical Officer
Mark of Thailand
Freight Transport Bureau,
Department of Land Transport,
Ministry of Land Transport,
Bangkok, Thailand
12.00-13.10
Lunch and Business Networking
@ MI
13.10-15.00
- Roles and Types of Warehouse
Dr. Weerapat Sessomboon,
Associate Professor & Head of
- Storage System and Materials
Industrial Engineering
Handling
Department, Khon Kaen
University
15.00-15.20
Coffee Break and Business Networking
@ MI
15.20-17.00
- Warehouse Design and Layout
Dr. Weerapat Sessomboon,
- Warehouse Operations
Associate Professor & Head of
Industrial Engineering
Department, Khon Kaen
University
17.00 onwards Free time and self-study
@MI/Hotel
Day III, Wednesday, September 27, 2017
Venue : Mekong River Conference Room, MI Annex, 2nd Floor, Mekong Institute, Khon Kaen
Thailand
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
07.00-08.40
Breakfast
@MI/Hotel
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08.40-09.00
09.00-10.20

10.20-10.40
10.40-12.00

12.00-13.10
13.10-15.00

Recapitulation
- Emerging Needs for the Application of
ICT to Transport Management
- E Logistics - supply Chain
Management
Coffee Break and Business Networking
- Functionality and Implementation of
Transport Management System

15.00-15.20
15.20-17.00

Lunch
- International Agreements in GMS and
ASEAN
- Cross border freight and logistics
agreement, rule, regulation and
challenges
Coffee Break and Business Networking
- INCOTERMS and documentations

17.00 onwards

Free time and self-study

Assigned team
Dr. Rawinkhan Srinon
Head of Logistics Engineering
Department, University of Thai
Chamber of Commerce
@ MI
Dr. Rawinkhan Srinon
Head of Logistics Engineering
Department, University of Thai
Chamber of Commerce
@ MI
Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen, Program
Specialist, TIF, MI

@ MI
Mr. Quan Anh Nguyen, Program
Specialist, TIF, MI
@MI/Hotel

Day IV, Thursday, September 28, 2017
Venue : Mekong River Conference Room, MI Annex, 2nd Floor, Mekong Institute, Khon Kaen
Thailand
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
07.00-08.40
Breakfast
@MI/Hotel
08.40-09.00
Recapitulation
Assigned team
09.00-10.20
- Importance of an effective
Assoc. Prof. Dr.
maintenance system and preventive & Danaipong Chetchotsak
Associated Dean to Academic
corrective maintenance program
Affairs
College of Graduate Study in
Management (CGSM), Khon Kaen
University
10.20-10.40
Coffee Break and Business Networking
@ MI
10.40-12.00
- Workshop and parts management and Assoc. Prof. Dr.
maintenance reporting system
Danaipong Chetchotsak
Associated Dean to Academic
Affairs
College of Graduate Study in
Management (CGSM), Khon Kaen
University
12.00-13.10
Lunch
@ MI
13.10-15.00
- Green Freight – Key Issues and its
Dr. Panitas Sureeyatanapas
importance
Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering,
- Green Logistics performance and
Khon Kaen University
measurement
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15.00-15.20
15.20-17.00

17.00 onwards

Coffee Break and Business Networking
- Green Logistics Initiatives
- Influencing factor for green logistics
- Group work on Green Logistics
Initiatives
Free time and self-study

@ MI
Dr. Panitas Sureeyatanapas
Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering,
Khon Kaen University
@MI/Hotel

Day V, Friday, September 29, 2017
Venue : Mekong River Conference Room, MI Annex, 2nd Floor, Mekong Institute, Khon Kaen
Thailand
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
07.00-08.40
Breakfast
@MI/Hotel
08.40-09.00
Recapitulation
Assigned team
09.00-10.20
Technical session on
Mr. Anh Nguyen Quan, Program
Specialist, TIF
- Paperless trade
10.20-10.40
Coffee Break and Business Networking
@ MI
10.40-12.00
- Paperless trade (continued)
Mr. Anh Nguyen Quan, Program
Specialist, TIF
12.00-13.10
Lunch
@ MI
13.10-15.00
- GMS Transport Information
Mr. Anh Nguyen Quan, Program
Connectivity (GTIC) System
Specialist, TIF
- Overview of GMS Logistics Business
Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program
Database
Manager, Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department, MI
15.00-15.20
Coffee Break and Business Networking
15.20-16.00
- Preparations on
Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program
o Structured Learning Visits
Manager, Trade and Investment
o Business Networking
Facilitation Department, MI
16.00-17.30
Business Networking among the
@ MI
participants and Members of Khon Kaen Attend transport and logistics
Chamber of Commerce, Federation of
business partners :
Thai Industries and GMS Logistics and
(5) members of Thai logistics for
Trade Association at Mekong Institute
Greater Mekong Subregion
Trade Association
(5) member of Khon Kaen
Chamber of Commerce
(5) member of Federation of Thai
Industries – Khon Kaen
(57) the program participants
from Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, Vietnam and Thailand
(CLMVT).
17.30 onwards Free time and self-study
@MI/Hotel
Day VI, Saturday, September 30, 2017
Venue : Khon Kaen Thailand
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions

Resource Person / Facilitator
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07.00-08.40
08.40-09.30
09.30-11.30

Breakfast
Leave for the Structured Learning Visit in
Khon Kaen
- Structured Learning Visit (SLV) to
Professional ID Driver Training School
200/222 Moo 2, Chaiyapruk Road, Nai
Muang Sub-district, Muang District,
Khon Kaen 40000
Tel : +66 (0) 43 224 000, 227229
Fax : +66 (0) 43 228 939, 224 000

@MI/Hotel

Participants and MI staff

Contact: Ms. Vannee Netsinghanart,
Executive Director
Mobile: +66 (0) 88 564 9931, 061 654
9495
Email: vannet.iddriver@gmail.com

11.30-13.30
13.30-14.00

14.00-16.30

16.30 onwards

* Coffee will be served at the SLV
Lunch outside
Leave for the Structured Learning Visit to
CP All Public Company Limited in Khon
Kaen
* Coffee will be served at the SLV
The Structured Learning Visit to CP All
Public Company Limited in Khon Kaen
Contact person: Ms. Koy, Mobile :
0910650899
* Coffee will be served at the SLV
-Leave for MI and Hotel
-Free time and self-study

@Khon Kaen

Participants and MI Staff

@MI/Hotel

Day VII, Sunday, October 1, 2017
Venue : Khon Kaen
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
07.00-08.40
Breakfast
@MI/Hotel
Free time and self-study
Day VIII, Monday, October 2, 2017
Venue : Mekong River Conference Room, MI Annex, 2nd Floor, Mekong Institute, Khon Kaen
Thailand
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
07.00-08.40
Breakfast
@MI/Hotel
08.40-09.00
Recapitulation
Assigned team
09.00-10.20
- Reflection of the Structured Learning
Participants and MI staff
Visits and Business Networking
10.20-10.40
Coffee break
@MI
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10.40-12.00

-

Participants and MI staff

12.00-13.10
13.10-15.00

Reflection of the Structured Learning
Visits and Business Networking
Lunch
- Preparation for the Action Plans

15.00-15.20
15.20-17.00

Coffee Break
- Presentations of the Action Plan

17.00 onwards

-

@MI
Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program
Manager, Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department, MI
@MI
Participants &
Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun, Program
Manager, Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department, MI
@MI/Hotel

Fee time and self study

Day IX, Tuesday, October 3, 2017
Venue : Nakornrajchasima
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
- 07.30
- Breakfast
- Check out
08.30-12.00
Leave for Nakhon Ratchasima Province
Estimated Driving is about 4 Hrs. for 231
KMs
12.00-13.30
Lunch outside
13.30 – 15.30
Business Networking with Members of
Northeastern Transport and Logistics
Association and Thai SME Federation in
Nakhon Ratchasima Province
Venue : The Mall Korat
Contact: Mr. Sutthisin Akkarapolchot
President
Thai SME Federation – Nakhon
Ratchasima Province
Mobile: 090 294 7139
Email: sutthisin@gmail.com

15.30 onwards

* Coffee will be served during Business
Networking
- Leave for Hotel in Nakhon Ratchasima
- Free time and self-study

Day X, Wednesday, October 4, 2017
Venue : Saraburi -Bangkok
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions

Resource Person / Facilitator
@MI/Hotel
Participants and MI staff

Attend transport and logistics
business partners :
(25) Members of Northeastern
Transport and Logistics
Association and Thai SME
Federation – Nakhon
Ratchasima
(57) The program participants
from Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, Vietnam and
Thailand (CLMVT).

@ The Zenith Residence Hotel
Tel: 093 323 7096
044 247 788
Email:
zenithresidencehotel@gmail.com
www.zenithresidence.com

Resource Person / Facilitator
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- 06.00
06.30 – 09.00

- Breakfast & check out
Leave for SCG Skills Development School,
Saraburi Province

09.00-11.30

- Structured Learning Visit to
SCG Skills Development School,
Talan Sub-district, Baan Mo District,
Saraburi province

@ Hotel

Participants and MI staff

Contact: Ms. Laddawan
Mobile: 081 843 2619
Email: laddawam@scg.co.th

11.30-12.30
12.30-15.00
15.00-18.30

Ref. Map : https://goo.gl/BbpwYG
* Coffee will be served at the SLV
Lunch in Saraburi
- Leave for the Structured Leaning Visit
and Business Networking in Bangkok
Structured Learning Visit and Business
Networking in Bangkok
- Welcome remarks and Services of V.
Serve Group by Dr. Thanit Sorat, Vice
Managing Director of V. Serve Group
- Presentation on Logistics connecting
among CLMVT countries
- Observation on how cargoes are
loaded into the containers
- Leave for Business Networking at V.
Serve Institute at MD Tower Bangna
20th Floor
- Business Networking with TIFFA and
Thailand Logistics Companies
Venue for the SLV : V. Serve Group
Address 709/57 Onnuch Rd. Suanluang,
Bangkok, Thailand 10250
Tel : +662 332 3940-9
Fax : +662 332 0754-5

*To be served on the van
Participants and MI staff
Business Networking at
1 MD Tower, 20th floor Bangna Trad Rd., Bangna, Bangkok,
Thailand 10260
Attend transport and logistics
business partners :
(10+) Members of V. Serve Group,
(7) Members of ASEAN Trucking
Federation in Bangkok,
(7) Members of Thailand
International Freight Forwarder
Association (TIFFA) and
(57) Training participants from
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar,
Vietnam and Thailand (CLMVT)
*Dinner will be provided by V.
Serve Group after the business
networking at the MD Tower

Contact Person:
K. Jukkarin V-serve Cross Border Ltd.
Tel : 02-332 3940 # 1076
Mob : 086-342 9202
K. Baiteuy 02 332 0757, Secretary to Dr.
Tanit
* Coffee will be served during Business
Networking
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19.30 onwards

Leave for Hotel in Bangkok

Day XI, Thursday, October 5, 2017
Venue : Bangkok
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
- 08.00
- Breakfast
08.00-09.00
Leave for Structured Learning Visit in
Bangkok
09.00-11.30
- Structured Learning Visit in Bangkok
Lad Krabang Inland Container Depot Co.,
Ltd.

11.30-13.00
13.10-15.00
15.00-15.20
15.20-17.00
17.00 onwards

* Coffee will be served at the SLV
Lunch in Bangkok
- Preparation for SLV and Business
Networking reflection
Coffee break
- Reflection on the SLVs and Business
Networking
- Free time and self study

@Hotel in Bangkok

Resource Person / Facilitator
@ Hotel

Participants and MI staff

@ Hotel

Day XII, Friday, October 6, 2017
Venue : TPSO, Ministry of Commerce
Date & Time
Contents / Sessions
Resource Person / Facilitator
06.00-07.30
Check out and Breakfast
@ Hotel
07.30-09.00
Leave for Trade Policy and Strategy
Participants and MI staff
Office, Ministry of Commerce
09.00-10.00
- Post Assessment
Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun
- Final Course Evaluation
- Alumni Presentation
10.00-10.30
Coffee Break
TPSO
10.30-12.00
- Couse Report by Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun
- Awarding certificates and congratulations to the participants by
o Mrs. Sureeporn Sahawat, Deputy Director-General, Trade Policy and
Strategy Office (TPSO),
o Dr. Watcharas Leelawath, Executive Director, MI
o Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta, Director, TIF
- Speech by representative from CLMVT
- Congratulatory remarks by Dr. Watcharas Leelawath
- Way forward by Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta, Director, Trade & Investment
Facilitation (TIF)
- Closing remarks by Mrs. Sureeporn Sahawat, Deputy Director-General,
Trade Policy and Strategy Office (TPSO)
- Group Photo
*MC- Mr. Ronnarit Chaiyosaeng, Program Officer, TIF
12.00-13.30
Lunch
TPSO
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13.30 onwards

-

Participants leave for respective
countries

Participants and MI staff
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9.6 Curriculum Design Statement
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I.

Introduction

Under the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) economic cooperation program initiated by Asian
Development Bank (ADB) since 1992, the GMS governments have prioritized the transport
infrastructure and connectivity as an intervention to promote efficiency in the transport sector
with the fact that road transport is the dominant form of transport in all GMS countries, i.e. 80%
of goods by road transport. From the long-term development perspective, transport is integral
to the five drivers of change known as private sector development and private sector operations,
good governance and capacity development, gender equity, knowledge solutions, and
partnerships. From sectoral development perspective, transport is the core component of
logistics, which organizes the movement of goods through a network of activities and services
operating at global, regional, and local scales and levels. It was indicated that transport is the
central ingredient in the time and economic utility of products and services. Transport is not only
an integral part of the supply chain but also the most significant contributor to logistics costs.
It can be seen that logistics will continue to grow in the coming years, and play a significant role
in driving economic growth through a strong linkage with trade and investment and thus
contributing to poverty reduction in the region. The further improvement in the GMS regional
logistics systems needs consideration of promoting the efficiency, environmental performance,
and safety in transportation and logistics in order to contribute to economic competitiveness,
and reduce environmental and social impacts. Indeed, freight and logistics r account for a
significant portion of total energy use, which result in a large share of CO2 emissions. Therefore,
logistics planning and management, promotion of efficient, environmentally sustainable and safe
freight transport are the development issues that have drawn attention from development
partners, governments, business communities, and civil societies of both developed and
developing economies. Moreover, there exist a number of issues related to adverse
environmental impacts, such as Green House Gas (GHG), toxicity, global warming, caused by
freight and logistics operation. To this end, (i) enhancing awareness and knowledge of potential
and benefits of transport and logistics policies in the region; (ii) identifying opportunities that can
be developed into actions in practice on green freight; and (iii) shaping strategies for
development of green freight and logistics for policy makers and businesses in the private sector
are in critical need for solutions and mitigating measures.
Overall, logistics encompasses more than freight transportation while traders and logistics
services users have delegated increasingly sophisticated tasks to networks of Logistics Services
Providers (LSPs). Efficient logistics connects people and firms to the markets and opportunities
and helps achieve higher levels of productivity and welfare. As such, the performance of the
logistics industry is a function of market and market structure. The development of logistics
industry and logistics services markets is measured by logistics performance index as shown in
Table 1. It indicated that overall LPIs of Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam
(CLMVT) ranked among 160 countries in 2016.
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Table 1. International Logistics Performance Index (LPI), CLMVT, 2016
Table 1 : International Logistics Performance Index (LPI) of Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam
(CLMTV)
Country

Year

LPI
Rank

LPI
Score

Customs

Infrastructure

International
shipments

Logistics
competence

Tracking
&
tracing

Timeliness

Thailand

2016

45

3.26

46

46

38

49

50

52

Vietnam

2016

64

2.98

64

70

50

62

75

56

Cambodia

2016

73

2.80

77

99

52

89

81

73

Myanmar

2016

113

2.46

96

105

144

119

94

112

Lao PDR

2016

152

2.07

155

155

148

144

156

133

Source : http://lpi.worldbank.org/international

With regard to the capability of Logistics Industry and LSPs, it is well realized that LSPs in the
CLMVT are in need of further policy and technical assistance to enhance their competitiveness,
efficient and effective logistics services, use information and communications technology (ITC) in
logistics, access to regional and global markets, development of friendly environment logistics
services through adoption of green logistics initiatives and practices in association with corporate
social responsibility.
Aligned with National policy on trade, investment and tourism promotion and cooperation with
neighboring countries in CLMV countries, Ministry of Commerce (MoC) in Thailand has provided
supports to various programs for entrepreneurs and personnel capacity development in the
CLMV countries. The role of CLMV and Thailand as an economic hub of ASEAN has been
highlighted and considered for strengthening under the CLMVT Forum 2016 “Towards a Shared
Prosperity” in June 2016 in Bangkok with one of the quick-win results, known as a joint human
resources development in the CLMVT for fostering the economic relationship between CLMVT
and pushing forward the transport and logistics sectors which contributes to the country's
economic growth in CLMVT.
In collaboration with Trade Policy and Strategy Office, Ministry of Commerce, Thailand, Mekong
Institute, (MI) is going to conduct a two- week regional training cum business networking on
“Sustainable Transport and Logistics Planning and Management” to support national
development policy for transport and logistics sectors through sharing transport sector
development experiences of Thailand, and increased knowledge and skills on logistics operations
& services, planning and management for greater efficiency, effectiveness, and economy.
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II. Program Objectives
The main objectives of the program are to understand the significance of transport and logistics
management and to enhance the participants’ knowledge on effective implementation of
logistics procedures and services. The specific objectives of the program are:
•
•
•
•
•

to enhance and develop the regional trade relationship within the CLMVT countries;
to foster long-term network and cooperation, and knowledge exchange on sustainable
transport and logistics for public and private, and academic organizations in transport and
logistics in CLMVT;
to raise awareness of the importance of sustainable transport and logistics for the
participating agencies from CLMVT and develop business simultaneously;
to apply the gained knowledge, skills and techniques on transport and logistics planning
and management in CLMVT;
to formulate strategies / guidelines on Human Resources Development and sustainable
transport and logistics business development in CLMVT.

III. Training Outcomes
At the end of the program, the participants will be able to acquire knowledge and practical skills
on different pertinent topics, experiences from structured learning visits and conduct business
network. They will have deep understanding on the significance of transport and logistics
management as well as strategies formulation for sustainability of the sector. Moreover, this
training is expected as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The participants will able to develop regional trade and investment network in the area
of logistics and logistics in CLMVT;
The participants will able to raise awareness of the significance of sustainable transport
and logistics in CLMVT and to formulate needs and requirements on transport and
logistics to improve their business operation align with market demand;
The participants will able to exchange knowledge, build networks and cooperation
between public, private and academic institutes in CLMVT;
The participants will able to apply the gained knowledge, skills and techniques on
transport and logistics planning and management in CLMVT countries;
Ministry of Commerce will able to utilize the program contents and use recommendations
for personnel development and service provision in CLMVT.

IV. Target Participants and Criteria
The program will be attended by 57 participants from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Vietnam
and Thailand (CLMVT) representing the mid-level, senior and management-level officials,
academic and logistics operators from government and private sector as below.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Transport
Department of Commerce
Trucking / transport / logistics
companies
Logistics/transport association
Customs brokers
Warehouse or transhipment
facility operators
Academic/training institutes

Specifically, the participants should:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target Participants Raito
Countries

Business
related to
transport and
logistics

Government
sector

Academic
Institute

Total

Cambodia

7

2

1

10

Lao PDR

7

2

1

10

Myanmar

7

2

1

10

Vietnam

7

2

1

10

Thailand

7

9

1

17

be the mid-level, senior and
Total
57
management-level officials,
academic and logistics
operators from Ministries of
Commerce and Transport, Transport / Logistics Association, International and Regional
Transport / Logistics Business and related transport / logistics academic institute from
each target country who are ready for regional and international activities;
l 5
have a basic degree or an equivalent educational background with minimum of 3 to
years of working experience in and related to transport and logistics business sector;
be able to communicate (speak, understand, read and write) in English;
have sufficient professional capacity to actively participate cross-culturally at an
international level;
be able to attend the entire course;
be interactive and participative at the training;
commit to implement action plans upon return to their respective country;
maintain effective coordination with the MI coordinator.

V. Duration and Location
A two-week program will be held on September 25 – October 6, 2017 at the Mekong Institute
Residential Training Center, Khon Kaen, Thailand.

VI. Program Structure
The program is structured into three parts as follows:
▪

Part I comprises of training session delivery on significance of transport and logistics
management as well as strategies formulation for sustainability of the sector. The participants
will explore five interrelated modules
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Module 1 :

Module 2 :
Module 3 :

Module 4 :

Module 5 :

Needs and Importance of
Transport and Logistics, and
Challenges and Opportunities
in Context of AEC, and
Carriage of Dangerous Goods
Strategy
for
Transport
Planning and Management
International Agreements in
the GMS and ASEAN and
Transport Regulations
E-Logistics in Supply Chain
Management
and
GMS
Transport
Information
Connection (GTIC) System
Green Freight – key issues
and its importance

▪

Part II of the program will be the Structured Learning Visits (SLVs). The participants will have
the opportunities to observe and gain more experiences and knowledge through visiting
different related sustainable transport and logistics services and facilities in Thailand. The
SLVs aim to enhance the understanding and identify sustainable elements of logistic sector
management with a focus on modern techniques and programs.

▪

Part III is the Business Networking. It will be organized among i. the program participants and
ii. prospective international and regional transport and logistics business partners, and the
program participating participants in various provinces of Thailand.

VII. Training Contents
In this training, participants explored five interrelated modules:
Module 1: Need and Importance of Transport and Logistics, and Challenges and Opportunities in
Context of AEC
This module will introduce the transport and logistics sector in the context of ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC) and AEC blueprint 2025. The module is aimed to provide the participants an in-depth understanding
of the significance of transport and logistics sector with the formation of AEC and Carriage of Dangerous
Goods by Road.
Module 2: Strategy for Transport Planning and Management, its Operation Documents and Quality
Standard for Truck Operation – Transport Sector Experience of Thailand
This module focuses on policy and strategy formulation for transport sector by sharing experiences of
Thailand. Fundamental transport operation documents and quality standard “Q” mark will be discussed.
Furthermore, trends on international transportation and key characteristics of Industry 4.0 on visibility &
traceability, autonomous & real time, adaptability, and reliability will be discussed. The module will also
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cover identification of effective programs for both regular/preventive maintenance and corrective
maintenance as well as warehouse operations for logistics service.
Module 3: International Agreements in GMS and ASEAN, and Transport Regulations
As the AEC approaches the importance of these agreements will increase. It is important for transport
and logistics operators to understand their current environment as it affected by customs regulations
and how this will change with the further implementation of agreements to which their countries are
signatories. This module equips participants with the implementation of international agreements.
Module 4: E-logistics in Supply Chain Management and GTIC System
This module presents system and the technology of supply chain management that was used for
increasing the efficiency of the enterprise. The participants will learn the E-logistics application for
improving and redesigning the method of delivery to meet the criteria of delivery Key Performance
Indicator (KPI) under the lowest operation cost. The information technology on data, information,
Business Intelligence, and large Data distributed to logistics supply chain management will also be
discussed in this module.
Module 5: Green Freight – key issues and its importance
This module introduces the concept of green freight and logistics and the method to reduce CO2 during
logistics operations and related regulations and requirements. To have positive financial benefit for the
company, application of the green logistics to warehouse operation, packaging, preventive maintenance,
fuel economy, choice of tires and driver-training programs will be discussed. Best practices and case
studies of Green freight programs will be introduced to the participants.

VIII. Structured Learning Visits and Preparation
Structured Learning Visit (SLVs) will be organized to gain knowledge on best practices of
sustainable logistic sector management with a focus on modern techniques and programs in
Thailand. The participants will be assigned with the task to observe and formulate queries to
explore business prospects with the visiting companies/establishments. Necessary briefing about
the places of visit, practices on functioning of effective logistics operation such as green logistics
procedures and expectations from each group will be explained during the orientation. After the
visit, the assigned group will give a presentation by elaborating their discussion results on Power
Point and/or Word Format.
Objectives
The participants are able to improve their understandings on key elements of sustainable logistics
and transport management. The visit will inspire and motivate the participants to propose
feasible Action Plans for improvement of the logistics sector and forge business alliances.

IX. Business Networking and Preparation
The Business Networking will be organized among i. the program participants and ii. prospective
logistics businesses in Thailand.
The participants are required to bring their marketing and information materials in the form of
brochure, leaflet, business card, banner, prototype and one presentation slide of business brief
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for distribution and presentation to the prospective logistics businesses for potential business
collaboration.
The Business Networking will be organized at the Mekong Institute (MI) Conference room and in
different locations of Thailand which aims to provide business opportunities and networking for
business development and enhance business cooperation among the program participating
participants.
During the business networking, each participant is required to fill in the Business Matching form.
This will be later used to follow up business development. The process flow (Step-1, 2 & 3) is
given in the chart below:

Guideline of Steps for Online and On-site Business Matching Process
There are three (3) steps involved in the training cum business matching process which includes
online business matching prior to the training program, during the training program at MI and
through visits to logistic businesses in Thailand (structured learning visits). Prospective
participants are requested to follow the steps as below:
STEP1. Pre-Training
Prior to the training, participants are required to sign up through “company account” on the
website: http://logisticsgms.com/signup.php. The website can be accessed through computer or
QR code above.
After signing up, visit the “Company Database” part on the website to upload one’s company’s
related information (http://logisticsgms.com/logistics-data.php). There, fill out a company
profile form as well as a business matching format which helps to share company’s interest or
business goal.
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STEP 2. During Training
During the training, participants will have the opportunity to explore potential business
collaboration with other CLMVT countries, Structured Learning Visits (SLVs) will be held in
Thailand which will provide the participant a chance to learn new knowledge and acquire firsthand information but also to build business networks and establish contacts with visit companies
or Thai trucking association members.
After the SLVs, the participants will be asked to fill up the business progress/outcome template
based on the achievement of the business matching from the training and upload it to the
website where you post your company profile (http://logisticsgms.com/logistics-data.php).
STEP 3. Post-Training
Upon completion of the training, the participants are required to keep in touch with the
participating companies in the trainingand follow up with other companies visited during SLV and
also on the GMS logistic business portal. MI team will monitor the business progress to document
and compile progress report for submission to Trade Policy and Strategy Office (TPSO), Ministry
of Commerce, Thailand.
X. Action Plan Guidance and Preparation
As part of the program, the participants representing the mid-level, senior and managementlevel officials, academic institutes and logistics operators from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar,
Vietnam and Thailand will be required to implement country - wise action plans to disseminate
the knowledge and skills they learned during the training. The orientation for action plan,
individual and/or joint action plan preparation and group presentations will be confirmed on the
last day of the program.
XI. Training Assignments
Training assignment will require participants to practice professional skills and integrate
concepts of transport and logistics management for their own country linking to regional
and international level. In addition, participants will work in groups, these activities will promote
communication and promote national collaboration and foster a professional network of
contacts among participants. Specific assignments will also be provided throughout the course.
XII. Curriculum Design & Methodology
The program design is drawn from capacity building needs and tailored to the CLMVT context.
The training is designed to foster greater understanding of the training contents, and to focus on
practical knowledge, respect adult learning principles, use real case studies, adopt participative
approaches, as well as stimulate sharing and networking among the participants. Interactive
experiential learning will be employed here. The training will be delivered in English and will
adopt the following methods.
• Lectures and presentations
• Plenary discussions, case studies and group exercises
• Role plays and simulation games
• Structure learning visit related to transport and logistics management in Thailand

•

Business Network formulating
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As required, all training modules are to be drawn from practical experiences and tailored to the
needs of stakeholders involved in transport and logistics activities. It will also be incorporated
into concrete actions for follow-up activities after training.
Each training module is designed and delivered using the “Integrated Curriculum” approach. The
salient features of this integrated curriculum are that competencies are carefully selected,
integration of theoretical concepts with skills practice and essential knowledge directed at
enhanced performance, and above all, various implicit competencies (e.g. facilitation,
presentation, and communication, negotiation, and leadership skills) are integrated across the
curriculum.
For each module, participants will go through three progressive stages of a modular training
approach as follows:

Learn
to Do

Do
to Learn

Share
To Learn

Each training module will start with
the participatory training sessions
where concerned trainees are
trained on the concepts, techniques,
tools and effective strategies to
develop and promote transport and
logistics trade and management. At
this cognitive stage, learnercentered instruction applied where
the trainer is a leader of a
community of learners, devising
ways to promote inquiry, higher
order thinking, problem solving,
higher levels of literacy and
engagement.
This
is
a
conceptualizing stage which requires
processing and drawing on a rich
knowledge base of content,
methods appropriate to the content,
and technology appropriate to the

This competency-based module has
been classified as a form of workbased learning. Immediately, after
the new skills/knowledge have been
acquired, the trainees will then carry
out
their
corresponding
assignments, e.g. after completing
deliberation on the concept and
tools for “logistics planning and
management”, participants will be
given assignments to identify, design
a particular activity in groups.
This
application
or
“doing”
(psychomotor) enables the learner
to apply the ideas and concepts
expressed in cognitive objectives.
This stage will be carried out using
case studies and simulation
exercises.

Before progressing to another
learning module, there will be a
share-to-learn session where each
individual / group will have chance
to present their outputs and share
the learning/working experience
with others. Lessons learned and
practical experiences from the
actual applications will be shared
and innovative knowledge and skills
will
emerge
and
become
institutionalized.

This competency-based module has
been classified as a form of work-

Before progressing to another
learning module, there will be a
share-to-learn session where each
individual / group will have chance

XIII. Monitoring and Evaluation
tools mechanism
for “logistics will
planning
andin place to assess the progress and
An effective monitoring and evaluation
be put
management”,
participants
will
be
measure the results of the intervention. The M&E will be introduced
in the pre, during and post
stages of the event.
This

application

or

“doing”
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Selection of Participants
Prior to the launch of the training, relevant information will be collected from the prospective
participants on their level of knowledge. The information will be used to select the participants,
monitor the progress and assess results of the intervention.
Training
During the training, pre and post training assessment of the participants will be conducted to
assess their knowledge and competencies. Pre-assessment will aim to gather information from
the training participants about their level of knowledge on the training topics which will be
compared at the post assessment stage of the training to measure any improvement in the
learning process. Other training M&E tool such as ‘board of director’s’ to assess day to day
learning and feedback. During the training, each participant will prepare action plan to transfer
knowledge back at their work place.
Post Training
This is the knowledge transfer stage where each participant will be required to implement
individual action plan at their work place/country to transfer the knowledge and skill leaned
during the training. This could be in form of knowledge sharing sessions with their colleagues or
conduct training sessions. A group email account will be created for follow up on the progress
and each participant will be required to provide progress reports on application of training
knowledge at their work place, to MI team for review and feedback.
Online communication will be made through creating a group email of the participants and Skype
meetings. Action plan template with clear time line for deliverables will be agreed upon on
completion of the training.
Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
1. Curriculum Design Statement for the training prepared.
2. Training announcement made in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Vietnam and Thailand
for recruitment of participants.
3. Participants shortlisted and 57 participants selected for the training
4. One (1) Training curriculum designed for implementation.
5. MI in-house Resource person and External Resource persons identified and confirmed.
6. One (1) regional training cum business networking on Sustainable Transport and Logistics
Planning and Management successfully conducted.
7. Ten (10) Action Plans developed by participants (country- wise) and ready for
implementation.
8. Business networking and business collaboration established.
9. Four Structure Learning Visits introduced and conducted.
10. One (1) Group email created and shared with all training participants.
11. One (1) Reporting format introduced.
12. Follow up action on action plan implementation by 57 participants completed.
13. Final Report of the training with outcomes and recommendation completed and
submitted to donor.
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XIII. Resource Persons
The team of resource persons and instructors comprise international and national experts with a
profound knowledge and experience in transport and logistics sectors. They will be responsible
for delivering the module sessions together with the staff members of Trade and Investment
Facilitation Department (TIF), MI.
XIIII. Contacts
For details, please contact MI Team:
Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta
Director
Trade and Investment Facilitation Department
Tel: (+66) 43 202 411-2 ext. 2101
Fax: (+66) 43 203 656
Email: dutta@mekonginstitute.org
Website: www.mekonginstitute.org

Mr. Sa-nga Sattanun
Program Manager
Trade and Investment Facilitation Department
Tel: (+66) 43 202 411-2 ext. 2102
Fax: (+66) 43 203 656
Email: sa-nga@mekonginstitute.org
Website: www.mekonginstitute.org
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The Greater Mekong Sub-Region (GMS) comprises five Southeast Asian countries and two
provinces of China sharing the Mekong River, namely Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand,
Vietnam and Yunnan Province, Guangxi Autonomous Region of the People Republic of China.

About Mekong Institute

The Mekong Institute (MI) is a GMS Inter-Governmental Organization (IGO) working closely with
the governments of six countries to promote regional development, cooperation and integration
by offering standard and on-demand capability development programs across three cutting
themes of Agricultural Development and Commercialization, Trade and Investment Facilitation,
and Innovation and Technology Connectivity.

Mekong Institute (MI)
123, Mittraphap Road, Muang District
Khon Kaen 40002, Thailand
Tel: (+66) 43 202411-2, or (+66) 43 203656-7
Fax: (+66) 43 203656
Email: information@mekonginstitute.org
Web site: www.mekonginstitute.org
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